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A B S T R A C T

The importance of the Electronic Health Record (EHR) has been recently ad-
dressed by governments, institutions, and academia. Many large scale projects
have been funded with the aim to allow healthcare professionals to consult
patients data using Internet services. Such services must be able to interoperate,
in order to give the possibility to patients to obtain the same quality of care
over different institutions or even countries (by following the principle that
“the software must not limit physician’s work”). Initiatives like Integrating the
Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) have been developed for the definition of standard
methodologies for secure and interoperable EHR exchanges among clinics and
hospitals. Using the requisites specified by these initiatives, many projects have
been set up for enabling healthcare professionals to handle patients’ EHRs.
The success of applications developed in these contexts crucially depends on
ensuring such security properties as confidentiality, authentication, and authori-
sation. Data contained within EHRs are very sensitive, and a security flaw in
any protocol used during exchanges of EHRs, or in the policies regulating EHR
accesses, can lead to potential serious damage to the safety of patients.

In this thesis we tackle the problems of authentication and authorisation of
healthcare professionals when accessing EHRs. By using a formal approach, we
firstly study the currently publicly available protocols about user authentication
and authorisation in healthcare environments with the aim of discovering pos-
sible security flaws. We then propose standard-based solutions to these flaws
together with a complete implementation showing that our suggested solutions
are secure and feasible.

We start by tackling the problem of using a specific standard-based protocol
for authenticating healthcare professionals. By analyzing this protocol using an
approach based on formal methods, we demonstrate the presence of a security
flaw. We then propose a solution that has been adopted in real world scenarios.
Subsequently, we enrich the protocol with a brokered trust functionality, in order
to give the possibility to connect different healthcare communities using a secure
standard-based approach. We also consider a generic e-Health transaction for
retrieving medical data (i.e., patient healthcare information) in a scenario where
no Internet connection is available, as e.g., for clinics in rural areas. We show
that the extension of the considered scenario may give rise to an authentication-
related security flaw. We hence propose a solution based on standards and
demonstrate that it is secure within a threat model borrowed from international
initiatives.

Then, we tackle the problem of providing a formal account to the de-facto
standard language used for specifying authorisation policies in web service
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scenarios. The standard is written in prose and contains quite a number of
loose points that may give rise to different interpretations and lead to different
implementation choices. We introduce a formal semantics that clarifies all am-
biguous and intricate aspects of the standard, and an alternative syntax, to hide
all the complexity given by the XML-based language chosen by the standard.
To demonstrate feasibility and effectiveness of our approach, by relying on the
formal semantics, we have implemented our policy language using Java.

The general concepts of the methodology proposed in this theseis shall not
be intended limited to the e-Health domain. The results of the formalisation of
the standards can be easily applied to different domains as well, which have
interoperability as a key point to their success.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Important progresses in medicine and healthcare have been made during the
last century. The life expectancy of human beings is dramatically increased. The
population of the developed countries is aging, causing serious problems in the
health sector. In Europe it is expected that the number of citizens aged over 65

will rise over 45 percent, from 85 millions in 2008 to 123 millions in 2030 [35].
This fact will have a huge impact on social, economic, and health aspects. On the
other hand, access to healthcare treatment is not always granted in developing
countries where healthcare and communications infrastructures are missing.
Electronic health (e-Health) can help to overcome these problems. The aim is to
make it possible for patients to receive healthcare treatment while maintaining
a mobile and independent lifestyle. E-Health can bring electronic healthcare
treatments to citizens, which otherwise would not have access to it, and improve
their quality of life. Telemedicine is an example: it uses telecommunication
and information technologies in order to provide clinical healthcare at distance,
which is crucial, e.g., for achieving remote consulting in isolated clinics.

During the last decade, many governments funded projects aiming at giving
electronic healthcare to their citizens. In 1996, U.S.A. senators E. Kennedy and
N. Kassebaum sponsored the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA), with the goal of protecting “health insurance coverage for workers
and their families when they change and lose their jobs” and for requiring “the
establishment of national standards for electronic healthcare transactions and
national identifiers for providers, health insurance plans and employers” [62].

Similarly, in 2009, the EU Commission promulgated the mandate M/403 [34]
with the aim of giving to the European Committee for Standardization (CEN),
the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC), and
the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) the responsibility
to indicate the process of definition of a set of standards to achieve effective
interoperability for specific use cases in electronic healthcare.

In order to give an answer to the various governments’ requests, standard-
ization initiatives were born, with the aim of reusing off-the-shelf components
and standards. Many medical devices (e.g., radiological machines) already used
standard protocols for device-to-device communications (see, e.g., [4, 48]). Thus,
due to the high costs of such equipments, many standardization initiatives aim
at creating an abstraction layer for guaranteeing interoperability.

Among the many initiatives, Integrating the Healthcare Enterprises (IHE) [126]
is probably the most relevant one, as it provides the basic building blocks for
nationals and internationals e-Health approaches. Industry and academia are
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8 introduction

contributing to the evolvement process of this initiative. Started in early 2001

by the Radiological Society of North America (RSNA) [130], nowadays IHE
is known as the leader on promulgating the coordinated use of established
standards for e-Health technologies and it has sub-initiatives all over the world
(at least in Asia, Europe and Australia). The majority of governmental e-Health
initiatives are built using standards from the IHE initiative, which periodically
issues integration profiles, i.e., a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) specifying I.T.
requirements for the computerization of specific clinical use cases.

All e-Health initiatives are based on the concept of the Electronic Health
Record (EHR). According to the Healthcare Information and Management
System Society (HIMMS) the definition of EHR is:

The Electronic Health Record (EHR) is a longitudinal electronic
record of patient health information generated by one or more en-
counters in any care delivery setting. Included in this information
are patient demographics, progress notes, problems, medications,
vital signs, past medical history, immunizations, laboratory data and
radiology reports. The EHR automates and streamlines the clinician’s
workflow. The EHR has the ability to generate a complete record of a
clinical patient encounter - as well as supporting other care-related ac-
tivities directly or indirectly via interface - including evidence-based
decision support, quality management, and outcomes reporting.

A typical EHR transmission is made by exploiting the IHE profile named
Cross-Enterprise Document Sharing (XDS) [126]. In this model, a document
source (typically a medical device) provides and registers documents for a given
patient to a repository that extrapolates metadata and feeds a registry. A document
consumer (a workstation used by an healthcare professional) queries the registry
for documents related to the patient. The registry searches in its metadata and
replies with a set of links. These links are used by the consumer for retrieving
documents from the repository.

1.1 open problems

Evidence shows that important investments are already being made by govern-
ments and institutions in e-Health projects based on standards. Even though
adopting international security standards on security reliefs software vendors
from liability in case of unauthorised access to patient healthcare information1,
it does not necessarily represent a sufficient guarantee on data protection. Er-
rors in such topics can have an important impact on the life of patients, even
causing possible permanent damages and deaths. However applied research on

1 For particular legislations, it is necessary for the industries and their products to follow ISO
regulations (e.g., ISO 9001, ISO 2700x) in order to participate in governmental tenders.
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information security for e-Health projects is lacking. There are several research
initiatives regarding such security aspects as identity, authentication, and au-
thorisation (e.g., trustworthy computing), even though the basic standards and
the technology foundation can be considered as established. These initiatives
witness that there is still a gap between the technical level and domain-specific
business cases. In this direction, the research is lacking: only few works (see e.g.,
[9, 14, 60, 45, 47]) has been conducted with the focus on the formalisation of
such industry standards.

For example, IHE defines a specific security model in which XDS transactions
must be confined. In such a model, authentication is defined by the Cross Enter-
prise User Assertion (XUA) [126] integration profile. XUA covers the use of Se-
curity Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [98] authentication assertions issued
by identity providers to be injected in SOAP messages using WS-Security [104].
Due to local government complexities where each country/hospital/clinic has
its own authentication method, the assertion issuance process is left open. The
WS-Trust standard [105] is only suggested, but not proposing a specific profile
or set of messages to be exchanged potentially leads to weak implementations.

For the analysis of international e-Health standards for the authentication of
healthcare professionals, we put forward a methodology, based on formal meth-
ods. The motivating context for the proposed methodology is within e-Health
systems, where guaranteeing the interaction among consolidated software li-
braries assumes a crucial role, although it is applicable in all the domains that
utilize such standards. Our formal methodology gives the possibility to avoid
inaccuracies (e.g., on interoperability and integration aspects) on the usage of
pre-existent software components. This is particularly crucial when dealing with
security aspects where the usual modeling tools, such as UML, do not provide
enough quality level on the requirements [37]. Specifically, we use in this thesis
an approach that exploits model checking (originally introduced in [24, 115]). In
such approach, the system under analysis, in our case authentication-based XDS
protocols for exchanging EHRs, is expressed as a term of a formal language
and then rendered in a dialect of finite state automata. The properties to be
verified on the model are represented via a non-ambiguous language, typically
a temporal logic, and the satisfiability on the automata is verified automatically.
If a property does not hold, an execution trace (counterexample) is created to
explain why the verification failed.

Of course, there is no “all-winning” formal method that can be used in all
the contexts: there are several ad-hoc languages and tools for each particular
application domain. For example, model checking has some limitations. Most
notably, it suffers from a phenomenon named state space explosion (of the automa-
ton that renders the system under analysis), which limits the applicability of the
model checking algorithms to complex systems, due to the known boundaries
of today’s computer memory. There exist techniques that confine the number of
states evaluated. Notably, the technique named on-the-fly model checking (that
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we are going to use) generates only the states that are needed for the evaluation
of the logical formula.

In addition to the authentication of healthcare professionals, another key
aspect of security, is their authorisation. E-Health systems are highly distributed,
therefore resources and services are spread among different administrative do-
mains, thus controlling accesses to them has become a crucial issue. Although
there is an exhaustive literature on the topic (see e.g., Chapter 6), most of the
research in access control ends up with new rule patterns and new languages in-
stead. In the context of e-Health and in European research projects this approach
is not feasible due to the high requirements on safety and security. Indeed, a
leading guideline we followed in our work is to suggest the slightest possible
changes to the standards, thus facilitating the implementation for vendors and
the subsequent application to software in production.

The de-facto standard mechanism for access control has been defined by
OASIS in 2005 and it is named eXtensible Access Control Markup Language
(XACML) [36]. It is written in English using the key words defined by the RFC
2119 [19] (sometimes called SHALL language), without any formal account. This
fact can be misleading for the developers of tools that are used in such sensitive
contexts as the e-Health, in which interoperability of different implementations
is a key concept. To avoid inaccuracies, also in this case we pursue a formal
approach for defining an unambiguos semantics for XACML.

1.2 contribution

The contributions of this thesis can be identified as follows.

unauthorised access to patient data We demonstrate a security flaw
in the specifications of a basic e-Health scenario based on the XDS model, that
enables an intruder to obtain unauthorised access to patient data by replaying a
valid message. We propose a new authentication protocol based on WS-Trust
in order to amend the specifications. We perform an additional analysis with
the model checker CMC to show that our standard-based protocol solves the
security flaw.

e-health for disconnected clinics in rural areas We extend our
amended basic model in order to cope with settings where the IHE specifications
do not fit. In fact, we propose a protocol which provides an XDS model for
disconnected clinics in rural areas. We give a formal account of this protocol
and analyse it with CMC. We show that the protocol is secure under a threat
model proposed by international boards (e.g., [123, 128]). We also report the
experience obtained from a real-world e-Health Proof-of-Concept (PoC) in a
rural area in South Africa, for disconnected clinics. The PoC has been extended
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by the government to a bigger extent (i.e., the whole region). The aim of the
commissioner of the project was to maintain both the technology and the
specification used in the PoC. We show that this fact introduces a security flaw
which enables man-in-the-middle attacks and that this flaw is mitigated by the
usage of our protocol for disconnected clinics.

a federated scenario The protocol proposed for the basic e-Health sce-
nario based on XDS can be extended to cover federated environments, in which
the XUA SAML assertion is used to enforce authentication in brokered trust
settings. In these scenarios, security requirements can be highly different. Orga-
nizations can enforce different levels of authentication mechanisms, use different
functional roles, or different algorithms for cryptographic functions. We show
the feasibility of adopting our protocol using standard mechanisms to such
federated settings, in order to achieve an harmonization of the security require-
ments.

a new ihe standard for fetching health data In 2008 the Euro-
pean Community funded the epSOS large scale pilot [123] with the aim to share
e-Prescriptions and e-Dispensation across the boundaries of european countries.
The epSOS project started by exploiting the IHE specifications. We propose
a protocol (being adopted as a new IHE standard) for fetching data amongst
countries in an efficient way.

formalisation of xacml We introduce a formal semantics and an alter-
native syntax that hides the complexity introduced by the XML-based language
defined by XACML. We obtain a tiny language with solid mathematical founda-
tions that lays the basis for developing tools and methodologies.

implementation All the case studies presented in this thesis are imple-
mented in the form of prototype or production software. In particular, it has
been implemented the XUA-based protocol and the Direct Brokered Trust sce-
nario described in which is now part of a commercial Identity Provider of Tiani
“Spirit” GmbH. The messages exchanged (namespaces are omitted for the sake
of readability) are detailed. The scenario with disconnected clinics makes use
of the implementation provided by Tiani “Spirit” which has been adapted (i.e.,
the format of the audit trail, the authentication assertion, and the queries to
the audit repository) in order to fit the new protocol’s requirements. Regarding
our policy language derived from XACML, we provide a Java implementation
driven by its formal semantics.
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1.2.1 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is structured in two parts, each of which covers the formalisation of
a well established standard. After a background chapter introducing the tools
and the standards used in the research work (Chapter 2), the first part, named
Authentication, covers the analysis of the problems related to the authentication
of a principal (the healthcare professional in our context) and how to propagate
the authentication in generic e-Health transactions bearing patient’s healthcare
data. In particular, Chapter 3 describes a basic e-Health scenario. This scenario
is based on the XDS model, where the authentication is made using the IHE
security model. Then Chapter 4 describes applications of the protocol shown in
Chapter 3.

The second part, named Authorisation covers the XACML standard for access
control. Specifically, Chapter 5 describes our achievements on defining a for-
mal semantics and an alternative syntax in order to give a solid mathematical
background that can be used to prove properties in enforcing access control
policies, which are crucial in the e-Health domain because such policies tech-
nically implement the patient privacy consent. In Chapter 6 we discuss related
work, and in Chapter 7 we touch upon future work and conclude. Appendix A
shows the formal specifications used in our analyses, Appendix B describes the
Java implementation details of our proposed protocols, and Appendix C gives
additional details on the formalisation of XACML, and the Java implementation
of our XACML semantics. We also provide an acronyms list at the end, to
facilitate the reading of the thesis.

1.2.2 Relevant Publications

The thesis is based on the following publications:

• M. Masi, R. Pugliese, F. Tiezzi: On secure implementation of an IHE XUA-
Based protocol for authenticating healthcare professionals. In ICISS, Volume
5905 of LNCS, pages 55-70. This work is described in Chapter 3;

• M. Masi, R. Pugliese, F. Tiezzi: A standard-driven communication protocol
for disconnected clinics in rural areas. E-Health Networking Applications
and Services (Healthcom), 2011 13th IEEE International Conference on,
pp.304-311. This work is described in Chapter 4;

• M. Masi, R. Maurer: On the usage of SAML delegate assertions in an healthcare
scenario with federated communities. In eHealth 2010, Volume 69 of LNICST,
pages 212-220. This work is described in Chapter 4;

• M. Masi, M. Meoni: Using the IHE profiles for an healthcare DataGRID based on
AliEn. In Emmit 2008, Tripoli, Libya. This work is described in Chapter 4;
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• M. Masi, A. Sanyatwe, R. Harris: Security services for the South Africa. State
Information Technology Agency (SITA), Johannesburg, ZA. This work is
described in Chapter 4;

• M. Masi, R. Pugliese, F. Tiezzi: e-Health for Rural Areas in Developing Coun-
tries: Lessons from the Sebokeng Experience. In e-Infrastructure and e-Services
for Developing Countries, Volume 92 of LNICST (to appear). This work is
described in Chapter 4;

• M. Masi, R. Pugliese, F. Tiezzi: Security Analysis of Standards-Driven Com-
munication Protocols for Healthcare Scenarios, in Journal of Medical Systems,
Doi: 10.1007/s10916-012-9843-1. This work is described in Chapter 4;

• S. Bittins, M. Masi: The IHE XCF Profile. IHE Standard (trial implementa-
tion), 2011. This work is described in Chapter 5;

• M. Masi, R. Pugliese, F. Tiezzi: Formalisation and Implementation of the
XACML Access Control Mechanism, In ESSoS 2012, Volume 7159 of LNCS,
pages 60-74. This work is described in Chapter 5.





2
B A C K G R O U N D

In this chapter, a brief introduction of the standards covered by this thesis work
is made. More specifically, we will cover OASIS standards for authentication
and authorisation within service oriented architectures (Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2),
web service security-related protocols such as WS-Trust and WS-Security and
the common attacks to service oriented architectures (Sections 2.1.3 and 2.3),
the IHE standard for exchanging patient healthcare information and its security
model (Section 2.2), and the specification and analysis tools used for security
properties verification (Section 2.4).

2.1 oasis standards

The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standard
(OASIS) is a “not-for-profit consortium that drives the development, conver-
gence and adoption of open standards for the global information society. OASIS
promotes industry consensus and produces worldwide standards for security,
Cloud computing, SOA, Web services, the Smart Grid, electronic publishing
emergency management and other areas. OASIS open standards offer the po-
tential to lower cost, stimulate innovation, grow global markets, and protect
the right of free choice of technology” [95]. OASIS is an initiative based on a
paid sponsorship by academia, governmental agencies, and the industry. New
organizations can sponsor OASIS and participate in its committees without any
limitation.

2.1.1 Authentication and SSO-related standards

Historically, each system vendor provided a proprietary system for maintaining
a set of user’s credentials (such as username/password, biometrics, etc.) for
identification and authentication purposes. This approach was adequate when
users needed to use few applications and few services. With the heterogeneous
computing environments that we are using today, the approach above introduces
severe security risks. In fact, users need to remember many different credentials,
which leads to insecure practices like writing down passwords, using one pass-
word for all accesses, or using simple credentials. The process that allows a user
to identify and authenticate itself once in order to access multiple applications
is named Single Sign-On (SSO).

15



16 background

Many implementations of this process have been developed, such as MIT
Kerberos [93] (within the ATHENA [87] project), Microsoft Passport [83], and
CAS [59]. All these implementations are adequate in small network envi-
ronments, but fail in scalability. In fact, although Kerberos provides cross-
organizational protocol bindings for connecting different Kerberos-enabled
authentication domains, the manageability of the users’ credentials and prin-
cipals’ keys become complex. The following standard specification provides a
solution for highly federated Kerberos-based security domains.

In 2001 the OASIS Security Service committee published a draft containing
three scenarios [97] for the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [98]
with possible solutions to the SSO problem based on the concept of security
assertions: namely XML-based security tokens for exchanging authentication and
authorisation data among security systems.

SAML

Kerberos CAS Passport

Figure 1: The SAML abstraction layer

The three scenarios defined in [97] are as follows. In the pull model, the service
provider after being contacted by a user, requests an assertion to the identity
provider for the user requestor. In the push model the assertion is sent along
with the request while in the third party security service model every software
component must authenticate itself at this trusted third party.

The basic idea of SAML is to create an abstraction layer populated with a
set of software components that are able to assert about an identification/au-
thentication process occurred in the past, through an underlying mechanism
(see Figure 1). After one year of work, the committee released the version 1.0
of the standard. In the same year, the Liberty Alliance [67] released another
XML-based standard for solving the problems related to identity federation.
These two works have merged into the release 2 of SAML [98]. Version 2 of
the standard is widely adopted and implemented all over the world, by major
industries such as Google [43].
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The SAML standard provides a methodology for an XML-based encoding of
assertions and protocols for managing such assertions. It also include a set of
profiles [100] in order to guarantee interoperability for different settings.

A SAML assertion contains claims about a principal that was authenticated by
an underlying mechanism. It is worth noticing that authentication and identifica-
tion are out of scope of the SAML standard. According to [123], “the process to
determine that presented identity information (associated with a particular en-
tity) is sufficient to recognize the entity in a particular domain of applicability is
called identification. [...] Authentication is the process of establishing an acceptable
level of assurance that a claimed identity of an entity is genuine”. An entity can
have multiple attributes in a domain of applicability (e.g., a particular user can
have different roles in two different organizations). The entity attributes used
for entity identity authentication must be linked in a trustworthy way to the
entity: this is the task of the identity authority, that makes authoritative assertions
on the validity of one or more attributes.

The actor that is on duty to translate an identification and authentication
process into a set of electronic credentials is named identity provider (IdP). SAML
introduces the concept of such software component that deliberately invokes the
underlying mechanisms for collecting the information about the entity (attributes
and roles). A SAML IdP aims also at translating the electronic credentials of
the authenticated entity into an XML-based assertion that can be processed by
various service providers (SP).

Listing 2.1: An excerpt of a SAML assertion
1 <saml:Assertion ID= ’_123 ’><saml:Issuer> issuer-identity </saml:Issuer>

<ds:Signature> ... </ds:Signature>

<saml:Subject><saml:NameID> username </saml:NameID>

<saml:SubjectConfirmation Method="#bearer">
<saml:SubjectConfirmationData> ... </saml:SubjectConfirmationData>

6 </saml:SubjectConfirmation>

</saml:Subject>

<saml:Conditions NotBefore="\text i t { ts1 } " NotOnOrAfter="\text i t { ts2 } ">
<saml:AudienceRestriction><saml:Audience> registry-address </saml:Audience>

</saml:AudienceRestriction>

11 </saml:Conditions>

<saml:AuthnStatement AuthnInstant="\text i t { ts3 } "> ...

</saml:AuthnStatement>

<saml:AttributeStatement> ... </saml:AttributeStatement>

</saml:Assertion>

An excerpt of a SAML assertion can be found in Listing 2.1. The assertion is
composed of mandatory and optional fields. By using an XPath-2.0 syntax [12],
the relevant XML elements of the assertion are the following:

• /saml:Assertion/@ID: unique identifier of a SAML assertion, created by
the identity provider;
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• /saml:Assertion/saml:Issuer/text(): provides information about the
issuer of a SAML assertion. It contains, e.g., the identifier of the identity
provider;

• /saml:Assertion/ds:Signature/text(): contains definitions needed for
signing the assertion;

• /saml:Assertion/saml:Subject/saml:NameID/text(): contains the infor-
mation related to the principal. NameID is a formatted string that typically
represent the user identifier;

• /saml:Assertion/saml:Subject/saml:SubjectConfirmation: provides
the means to allow a relying party to verify the correspondence of
the subject of the assertion with the party whom the relying party
is communicating. The SubjectConfirmationData contains additional
means used to confirm the subject in the chosen method. The SAML
standard defines three confirmation methods, which follows:

– Bearer: the subject of the assertion is the bearer of the assertion,
subject to optional constraints and attributes that may be present on
confirmation data;

– Sender Vouches: indicates that no other information is available about
the context of use of the assertion. The relying party should utilize
other means, subject to optional constraints contained in the con-
firmation data. This method is usually used in contexts where the
requestor “is vouching” for a principal that is acting in a different
legal or organizational domain;

– Holder of Key: the identity provider binds an identity for the subject
(or for the requester) as shared encryption keys;

• /saml:Assertion/saml:Conditions: indicate under which conditions the
assertion shall be used. For instance the attributes NotBefore and
NotOnOrAfter limit the time window in which the assertion is valid;

• /saml:Assertion/saml:Conditions/saml:AudienceRestriction: speci-
fies that the assertion is addressed to the endpoints indicated in this
list;

• /saml:Assertion/saml:AuthnStatement: describes a statement by the
SAML authority (i.e., the identity provider) asserting that the assertion
subject was authenticated by a particular mean at a particular time;

• /saml:Assertion/saml:AttributeStatement: describes a statement by the
SAML authority asserting that the assertion subject is associated with the
specified attributes.
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The SAML Profiles document [100] specifies profiles that define the use of
SAML assertions and request-response messages in communications protocols
and frameworks by using specific protocol bindings. A protocol binding is a
concrete representation of request and response messages and assertions over a
protocol, like SOAP [136], PAOS [1], HTTP redirect, HTTP POST, etc.

These SAML profiles are designed for guaranteeing interoperability while
requesting an assertion, logging out, and discovering an identity provider in a
federated environment.

2.1.2 Authorisation-related standards

Nowadays, web services are increasingly used by enterprises and organizations
to expose their data to business partners. In this context, resources and services
are spread among different administrative domains, thus controlling accesses to
them has become a crucial issue.

Access control mechanisms are currently used to mitigate the risks of unau-
thorised access to resources and systems, which could jeopardise the secrecy
of sensitive data. These mechanisms may take several forms, use different
technologies and involve varying degrees of complexity. Anyway, they are imple-
mentations of one of the several access control models proposed in the literature
(see, e.g., [39, 94]). The existence of so many models can be explained by the
fact that the newer, probably more complicated, models arise from the need to
address changes in organizational structures, technologies, etc., and not from
deficiencies in the security provided by earlier models.

For example, the Discretionary Access Control model is one of the first models
proposed, and it is still the basis of UNIX systems: an access control decision is
solely performed on the basis either of a concrete identity of a subject or of a
group membership. In this model, each resource has its own set of permissions
that must be checked every time the resource is accessed. This tends to increase
the complexity of managing access control in enterprise settings. Therefore, the
Role Based Access Control RBAC [39] model has been introduced. In RBAC,
each authenticated subject owns a role. A list of such roles is given to each
resource and the access control decision is made on the basis of the matching
between the user’s role and the roles defined in the list. A major drawback of this
model is that a precise semantic of roles must be defined among organizations,
which can be unrealistic in service-oriented architectures, where no agreement
on the capabilities assigned to roles can be achieved in advance by the different
involved entities. To cope with the scalability problems posed by the previous
models, the Policy Based Access Control PBAC [94] has been introduced. In this
model, a resource is governed by a document that exactly specifies what subject
credentials and requirements must be fulfilled in order to obtain access. PBAC
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is by now the de-facto standard model for enforcing access control policies in
service-oriented architectures.

A widely used implementation of PBAC is given by eXtensible Access Control
Language (XACML) [36]1. It defines a language for the definition of policies
and access requests and a complete workflow to achieve policy enforcement.
XACML is currently used as a basis for enforcing access control in many large
scale projects (see, e.g., [123, 128]) and standards (see, e.g., [106, 98]). However,
designing XACML access control policies is a difficult and error-prone task. The
language has an XML syntax which makes writing XACML policies awkward by
using common editors. To make the definition of XACML policies easier also for
those end users that are not accustomed with the complexity of the overall policy
language, many companies have equipped their products with ad-hoc policy
editors (e.g. [91, 133]). Such editors are certainly suitable to develop simple and
repetitive policies, but might turn out to be cumbersome and ineffective when
dealing with complex policies as indeed they tend to hide all the possibilities
available in the policy language. Most of all, XACML comes without a formal
semantics. The standard is written in prose and contains quite a number of
loose points that may give rise to different interpretations and lead to different
implementation choices. Some of these loose points are due to an extensive use of
the keyword “SHOULD”, as per the IETF rfc2119 [19], to indicate recommended
requirements that can be for some reason ignored. This leaves the difficult task
of understanding the full implications of the various choices to the implementers.
Although the possibility of ignoring the usage of optional requirements makes
the implementation of the standard more flexible and its adoption simpler for
various organizations (e.g., it is under the decision of a project manager to
require the use of optional values in a specific context).

The XACML workflow

In the underlying notion of access control each resource can be paired with
one or more policies, namely XML documents expressing the capabilities that a
requestor needs to have in order to access the resource.

The data-flow diagram shown in Figure 2 describes how the major actors
involved in the XACML model interact with each other. The Policy Administra-
tion Points (PAPs) write policies and policy sets and make them available to the
Policy Decision Point (PDP) (step 1), which is on duty to decide whether to give
access to resources or not. The communications between PAPs and the PDP may
be facilitated by a policy repository; however, the XACML specification does not
require it. The policies and policy sets stored by the PDP represent the complete
policy for the specified resources.

1 We will refer from now on to [36] as the standard.
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Figure 2: The XACML workflow

The request to access a resource is created (à la façade pattern [33]) by a
Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), which reuses claims exposed with the service
invocation made by the access requester (step 2).

Therefore, the requests and responses handled by the PDP must be converted
in a canonical form, i. e. the so-called XACML context. The obvious benefit of
this approach is that policies may be written and analyzed independently of the
specific environment in which they have to be enforced.

Thus, once the PEP receives an access request, it instantiates a new context
for handling the corresponding XACML request, which contains the capabilities
of the requestor encoded using the language defined by the standard (step 3).
Then, the context handler sends the XACML request to the PDP (step 4).

The authorisation decision is made by the PDP by checking the matching
between values of the request and values from the stored policies. To carry out
the decision request evaluation, the PDP can combine the evaluation results of
more policies or requests for new attributes to the Policy Information Point (PIP)
(steps 5-10). These requests can be performed by using SAML attribute queries,
but they are left unspecified by XACML. Attributes can be related to the subjects
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(e.g., additional information on the entity based on the context) to the resource,
and to the environment (e.g., the current date time). Attributes are collected by
the context handler and sent back to the PDP. Then, the decision is encoded into
a XACML decision statement and sent to the context handler (step 11) that, in its
own turn, converts it into the native response format of the PEP and sends the
resulting response to it (step 12).

The decision taken by the PDP can be one among permit, deny, not applicable
and indeterminate: the meaning of the first two values is obvious, while the
third means that the PDP does not have any policy that applies to the request
and the fourth means that the PDP is unable to evaluate the requested access
(reasons for such inability include, e.g., missing attributes, network errors, policy
evaluation errors). The response can also contain some obligations that the PEP
must respect before enforcing the decision of the PDP (step 13).

A glimpse of the XACML language

The basic XACML element is the Policy. A Policy is composed of a Target, which
identifies the set of capabilities that the requestor must expose, and some Rules.
Every Rule contains the facts for the access control decision and has an Effect,
which can be either Permit or Deny. A Policy also specifies a combining algorithm
that defines what is the final decision for a request given the fact that there
can be (permit/deny) conflicts in the rule decisions. For example, consider a
Policy, containing two Rules that evaluate to Permit and Deny respectively. The
combining algorithm decides which value results from application of the policy,
e.g., if deny overrides permit or if the result returned by the first applicable
policy has to be returned. Generally, combining algorithms are used to decide
on conflicting policy and rules decisions.

The Target of a policy is composed of four sub-elements: Subjects, Actions, Re-
sources, and Environments. Each category is composed by a set of target elements,
each of which contains an attribute identifier, a typed value and a matching
function. Such information is used to check whether the policy is applicable to
a given request. Specifically, the matching function retrieves a value from the
designed attribute in the request and matches it with the values specified in the
target element, according to the function’s semantics. If, for all four categories,
at least a matching of a target element succeeds, then the policy is applicable to
the request.

Besides the Effect, a Rule may specify a Target and some Conditions, i. e. a set
of standardly-defined functions that operate on values coming from the request.
The Effect is propagated to the upper level policy if the Target of the rule matches
and if the Conditions are satisfied.

A Policy can also contain a set of Obligations indicating the actions that the
PEP shall enforce after receiving the response.
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Policies can be combined together into a PolicySet, which specifies an algo-
rithm that defines the policy set decision in case the contained policies cause
permit/deny conflicts. A PolicySet also contains a Target, which is checked for
matching with the access request before the targets of the included policies are
(such targets refine the applicability of each policy). If the Target of the PolicySet
is empty, the PolicySet applies to any request.

A XACML Request, instead, is the request in a canonical form (created by
the PEP or the context handler) made of attribute/value pairs. The elements
specifying such pairs are grouped according to the same four categories used
for the policies, i. e. Subject, Action, Environment, and Resource.

Examples of use of XACML from the healthcare domain

Many projects are now using XACML as a methodology to enforce access control.
The EU Project epSOS (see Section 5.1), for instance, defines a set of policies
for the enforcement of the patient privacy consent [126]. As an example, for each
patient, epSOS defines the policies in Listings 2.2 and 2.3.

Listing 2.2: epSOS deny-all policy
<?xml version=" 1.0 " encoding="ISO−8859−1" standalone="yes"?>
<Policy PolicyId="urn:policy_2 .16 .17 .710 .790 .2 .4 .1 .2 "

RuleCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :
rule−combining−algorithm:permit−overrides"

5 xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2 .0 :policy:schema:os">
<Description>Opt-out</Description>

<Target/>

<Rule RuleId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2 .0 :example:SimpleRule1"
Effect="Deny"/>

10 </Policy>

The aim of the policy in Listings 2.2 is to deny access to all resources for any
requestor (in healthcare jargon, the patient did an opt-out). The target of the
policy is empty, hence the policy applies to every XACML request. The value
of the policy is determined by the evaluation of the policy’s rules according to
the specified combining algorithm. In this case, there is only one rule and the
algorithm is permit-overrides. The enclosed rule does not specify any target, thus
the rule inherits the target of the enclosing policy. This means that, for every
request, the outcome of the policy will always be Deny (i. e. the rule’s effect).

The policy in Listing 2.3 expresses the patient privacy consent for the epSOS
initiative. In this project, each role (e.g. doctor, nurse, pharmacist) has permissions
for performing a certain coded action [48] for a certain purpose (e. g. healthcare
treatment, statistics, emergency).

Listing 2.3: epSOS privacy policy
<?xml version=" 1.0 " encoding="ISO−8859−1" standalone="yes"?>
<Policy

PolicyId="urn:policyId1 "
RuleCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :

5 rule−combining−algorithm:permit−overrides">
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<Target>

<Subjects>

<Subject>

<SubjectMatch MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :
10 function:string−equal">

<AttributeValue DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#string ">
medical doctor

</AttributeValue>

<SubjectAttributeDesignator

15 AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2 .0 :subject :role "
DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#string "/>

</SubjectMatch>

<SubjectMatch MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :
function:string−equal">

20 <AttributeValue DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#string ">
TREATMENT

</AttributeValue>

<SubjectAttributeDesignator

AttributeId=" urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1 .0 :subject:purposeofuse"
25 DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#string "/>

</SubjectMatch>

</Subject>

</Subjects>

<Resources>

30 <Resource>

<ResourceMatch MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :
function:string−equal">

<AttributeValue DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#string ">
34133-9

35 </AttributeValue>

<ResourceAttributeDesignator

AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :resource:resource−id"
DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#string "/>

</ResourceMatch>

40 </Resource>

</Resources>

</Target>

<Rule RuleId="urn:permitId" Effect="Permit">
<Description>

45 Matches all the READ operations to requests containing the

correct permissions

</Description>

<Target>

<Actions>

50 <Action>

<ActionMatch MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :
function:string−equal">

<AttributeValue DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#string ">
Read

55 </AttributeValue>

<ActionAttributeDesignator

AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :action:action−id"
DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#string "/>

</ActionMatch>

60 </Action>

</Actions>

</Target>

<Condition>

<Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :function:string−subset">
65 <Apply FunctionId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :function:string−bag">

<AttributeValue DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#string ">
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urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1.0:subject:hl7:permission:PRD-003

</AttributeValue>

<AttributeValue DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#string ">
70 urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1.0:subject:hl7:permission:PRD-005

</AttributeValue>

<AttributeValue DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#string ">
urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1.0:subject:hl7:permission:PRD-010

</AttributeValue>

75 <AttributeValue DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#string ">
urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1.0:subject:hl7:permission:PRD-016

</AttributeValue>

</Apply>

<SubjectAttributeDesignator

80 AttributeId=" urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1 .0 :subject:hl7:permission "
DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#string "/>

</Apply>

</Condition>

</Rule>

85 <Rule RuleId="urn:denyRule" Effect="Deny" />

</Policy>

The policy specifies a subject and a resource in its target, according to which the
policy applies to requests issued by a medical doctor with the purpose of accessing
to a resource with a code identifier 34133-92 for an healthcare TREATMENT. If
these capabilities are met, the rules enclosed in the policy are evaluated. The
first rule has effect Permit if the requestor aims at performing a Read action
and has at least the permissions PRD-003, PRD-005, PRD-010 and PRD-0163 for
accessing the resource. The second rule has always effect Deny and is combined
with the previous one in such a way that if the first rule evaluates to Permit then
the policy permits the access to the resource, otherwise the access is denied.

We conclude by reporting two sample XACML requests in Listings 2.4 and 2.6
from the epSOS project, and the corresponding XACML decisions made by a
PDP in Listings 2.5 and 2.7.

Listing 2.4: epSOS request by Dr. Marley
<?xml version=" 1.0 " encoding="ISO−8859−1" standalone="yes"?>
<Request>

<Subject

4 SubjectCategory="#access−subject ">
<Attribute

AttributeId="countrycode"
DataType="#string ">
<AttributeValue>GR</AttributeValue>

9 </Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId=" subject−id"
DataType="#string ">
<AttributeValue>Dr. Marley</AttributeValue>

14 </Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId="organization"

2 In the international coding scheme LOINC [131], the code 34133-9 identifies a patient summary.
3 These permissions are string-encoded values from the Hl7 RBAC catalogue [48] and represent

actions to be performed by a given role.
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DataType="#string ">
<AttributeValue>HOSPITAL</AttributeValue>

19 </Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId="organization−id"
DataType="#string ">
<AttributeValue>2624</AttributeValue>

24 </Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId=" role "
DataType="#string ">
<AttributeValue>medical doctor</AttributeValue>

29 </Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId="purposeofuse"
DataType="#string ">
<AttributeValue>TREATMENT</AttributeValue>

34 </Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId=" starttime "
DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#integer ">
<AttributeValue>1299231601160</AttributeValue>

39 </Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId="permission"
DataType="#string ">
<AttributeValue>PRD-003</AttributeValue>

44 <AttributeValue>PRD-006</AttributeValue>

<AttributeValue>PRD-004</AttributeValue>

<AttributeValue>PRD-005</AttributeValue>

<AttributeValue>PRD-010</AttributeValue>

<AttributeValue>PPD-046</AttributeValue>

49 <AttributeValue>PRD-016</AttributeValue>

</Attribute>

</Subject>

<Resource>

<Attribute

54 AttributeId="resource−id"
DataType="#string ">
<AttributeValue>34133-9</AttributeValue>

</Attribute>

</Resource>

59 <Action>

<Attribute

AttributeId="action−id"
DataType="#string ">
<AttributeValue>Read</AttributeValue>

64 </Attribute>

</Action>

<Environment/>

</Request>

The request in Listing 2.4 is made by Dr. Marley, a medical doctor of a greek
HOSPITAL, for reading a resource with code 34133-9 (i. e. a patient summary)
for TREATMENT purposes. The evaluation of such request with respect to the
epSOS policy in Listing 2.3 produces the positive response in Listing 2.5.

Listing 2.5: Decision for request in Listing 2.4 w.r.t. policy in Listing 2.3
<Response>
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2 <Result ResourceId="34133−9">
<Decision>Permit</Decision>

<Status>

<StatusCode Value="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1 .0 :status:ok "/>
</Status>

7 </Result>

</Response>

Listing 2.6: epSOS request by Mr. Elliot
<?xml version=" 1.0 " encoding="ISO−8859−1" standalone="yes"?>

2 <Request>

<Subject

SubjectCategory="#access−subject ">
<Attribute

AttributeId="countrycode"
7 DataType="#string ">

<AttributeValue>GR</AttributeValue>

</Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId=" subject−id"
12 DataType="#string ">

<AttributeValue>Mr. Elliot Pharmacist</AttributeValue>

</Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId="organization"
17 DataType="#string ">

<AttributeValue>HOSPITAL</AttributeValue>

</Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId="organization−id"
22 DataType="#string ">

<AttributeValue>2624</AttributeValue>

</Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId=" role "
27 DataType="#string ">

<AttributeValue>pharmacist</AttributeValue>

</Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId="purposeofuse"
32 DataType="#string ">

<AttributeValue>TREATMENT</AttributeValue>

</Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId=" starttime "
37 DataType=" http://www.w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#integer ">

<AttributeValue>1299231604331</AttributeValue>

</Attribute>

<Attribute

AttributeId="permission"
42 DataType="#string ">

<AttributeValue>PRD-006</AttributeValue>

<AttributeValue>PRD-004</AttributeValue>

<AttributeValue>PRD-010</AttributeValue>

<AttributeValue>PPD-046</AttributeValue>

47 </Attribute>

</Subject>

<Resource>

<Attribute

AttributeId="resource−id"
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52 DataType="#string ">
<AttributeValue>34133-9</AttributeValue>

</Attribute>

</Resource>

<Action>

57 <Attribute

AttributeId="action−id"
DataType="#string ">
<AttributeValue>Read</AttributeValue>

</Attribute>

62 </Action>

<Environment/>

</Request>

The request in Listing 2.6 is similar to the previous one, but it is made by a
pharmacist, Mr. Elliot. In this case, the evaluation produces the negative decision
in Listing 2.7.

Listing 2.7: Decision for request in Listing 2.6 w.r.t. policy in Listing 2.3
<Response>

<Result ResourceId="34133−9">
<Decision>NotApplicable</Decision>

</Result>

5 </Response>

Indeed, the policy in Listing 2.3 does not apply to subjects with the pharmacist
role, but only to medical doctor ones. By the way, assuming that the policy
would also apply to pharmacists’ requests, the decision would be again negative,
because the condition of the first rule enclosed within the policy would not be
satisfied (indeed, a pharmacist has less permissions than a medical doctor).

XACML informal semantics

When the PDP receives a context request, it starts the evaluation procedure
on the basis of the policies currently stored. It is worth noticing that the PDP
performs the evaluation as if it had to evaluate a single policy set consisting of a
combining algorithm (set as a configuration parameter of the PDP) and the set
of the stored policies/policy sets. The evaluation results will be returned as a
context response.

The evaluation of a policy set is described in Table 1. First, the target of the
policy set is evaluated to determine if the policy set applies to the request. If
the target does not match with the request, the returned value is not-applicable,
while if it is indeterminate then the returned value is indeterminate. Instead, if
the target matches, the enclosed policies are evaluated and then, the results are
combined according to the policy set’s combining algorithm. In particular, if all
policies are not applicable then the policy set evaluates to not-applicable.

The evaluation of a single policy is similar to that of a policy set, as shown in
Table 2. Again, first the policy’s target is evaluated, then, in case of matching,
the value of the policy is determined by the evaluation of the enclosed rules.
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Target Policy values Policy set value

match at least one policy value is permit, deny specified by the policy

or indeterminate combining algorithm

match all policy values are not-applicable not-applicable

no-match — not-applicable

indeterminate — indeterminate

Table 1: Policy sets evaluation

Target Rule values Policy value

match at least one rule value is permit, deny specified by the rule

or indeterminate combining algorithm

match all rule values are not-applicable not-applicable

no-match — not-applicable

indeterminate — indeterminate

Table 2: Policies evaluation

Target Condition Rule value

match true specified by the rule’s effect (i. e. permit or deny)

match false not-applicable

match indeterminate indeterminate

no-match — not-applicable

indeterminate — indeterminate

Table 3: Rules evaluation

The evaluation of a rule, described in Table 3, consists of evaluating firstly
its target and then, if it is needed, its condition. If the target does not match
or evaluates to indeterminate then the rule is not-applicable or indeterminate,
respectively, and there is no need to evaluate the condition. If the target matches,
then the condition is evaluated and, if it is satisfied, the effect specified in the rule
determines the rule value. Notably, if the condition is absent then it evaluates
to true, while if its expression evaluates to neither true nor false (e.g. some error
occurs during the evaluation) then the condition value is indeterminate.

The evaluation of a target, described in Table 4, is determined by combining
the results of the evaluation of its match elements . Specifically, a target matches
if all categories it encloses (i. e. subjects, resources, actions and environments)
match. Instead, if at least one category evaluates to indeterminate then the target
is indeterminate; otherwise, the target does not match. According to Table 5, each
target category matches if at least one of its elements matches; if all elements do
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Subjects Resources Actions Environments Target value

match match match match match

no-match match match match no-match

or no-match or no-match or no-match

match no-match match match no-match

or no-match or no-match or no-match

match match no-match match no-match

or no-match or no-match or no-match

match match match no-match no-match

or no-match or no-match or no-match

indeterminate — — — indeterminate

— indeterminate — — indeterminate

— — indeterminate — indeterminate

— — — indeterminate indeterminate

Table 4: Target evaluation

Category element values Category value

at least one element value is match match

all element values are no-match no-match

no element value is match and at least one is indeterminate indeterminate

Table 5: Category evaluation

Match element values Category element value

all match element values are true match

at least one match element is false no-match

no element value is false and at least one is indeterminate indeterminate

Table 6: Category element evaluation

not match then also the category does not match, otherwise it is indeterminate.
As described in Table 6, each category element matches if all match elements it
encloses evaluate to true. Instead, if at least one of them evaluates to false, the
category element does match; otherwise, it is indeterminate.

Finally, the evaluation of a match element, with matching function identified
by MatchId, attribute identifier name and value value, is as follows. If name does
not identify any value in the request (i. e. there is no attribute with matching
name), the result is false. Otherwise, the function MatchId is applied between
value and each value identified by name: if at least one of those function appli-
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cations evaluates to true, then the result is true; otherwise, if at least one of the
applications results is indeterminate, then the result is indeterminate; finally, if all
applications evaluate to false, then the result is false.

2.1.3 Web Service security-based protocols

A service is a software component which guarantees interoperability of different
computers in the same network. The interface of a service can be partly defined by
using such formalisms as the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [136].
Services exchange messages over the network by using an “envelope” (such as
SOAP [136]).

SOAP is a specification from W3C that gives a set of requirements for the
exchange of messages through a network using one of the defined protocols (i.e.,
HTTP, SMTP, Jabber). SOAP is a simple messaging framework for transferring
information encoded in the form of an XML document between an initial SOAP
sender and an ultimate SOAP receiver [136]. A SOAP Envelope is split in two
parties: an header and a body. The SOAP header is responsible to bear mainly
routing and security information. The SOAP body is responsible to bear the
payload, the data used by the service to perform the operation requested. In
order to guarantee interoperability, the payload of a SOAP message must be
well defined and interpreted in the same way by both senders and receivers.
Typically, the SOAP request is an XML document and the output, if present, is
another XML document. Both documents are described with XML schema. This
is called document-style service invocation with literal encoding. Unfortunately, XML
schemas only guarantee the syntactic validity of messages, not the semantic one.
In order to achieve interoperability, a set of standardization bodies were born,
such as the Object Management Group (OMG) [110] and OASIS [95].

By using literal encoding in SOAP messages [136], the two SOAP parts
(Body and Header) became sort of “containers” for XML documents. Such XML
documents need to have a clear syntax addressed by the usage of XML schemas.
In order to give a precise semantic to such messages, many standards have been
created for providing definitions for specifics use cases. WS-Security [104] and
WS-Trust [105] are two OASIS standards for the specification of security-related
information in SOAP messages.

WS-Security defines how a general security information can be carried by a
SOAP message, in the SOAP header, sent along a communication channel. This
security information can be used as evidence for message-level authentication,
non-repudiation, integrity, confidentiality, and authorisation. WS-Security has
definitions for:

• encrypting parts of the message (by using XML Encryption [116]);

• signing parts of the message (by using XMLDSG [117]);
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• bearing a security assertion (e.g., a SAML assertion, a Kerberos token, a
key).

A security token (an SAML assertion in our case) used for encryption is called
protection token. A token used for carrying other identity-related claims is called
supporting token. An excerpt of WS-Security header is shown in Listing 2.8.

Listing 2.8: An excerpt of a WS-Security header
<?xml version=" 1.0 " encoding="ISO−8859−1" standalone="yes"?>
<soap:Envelope

xmlns:soap=" http://www.w3. org/2003/05/soap−envelope">
<soap:Header>

5 <wsse:Security

xmlns:wsse=" http://docs . oasis−open. org/wss/2004/01/oasis−200401−wss−wssecurity−
secext−1.0.xsd">
<saml:Assertion ID="ID_dc6b84d2−1a90−4a55−8131−5bade677f9ff ">
...

10 </wsse:Security>

</soap:Header>

<soap:Body/>

</soap:Envelope>

The WS-Trust standard defines a token-agnostic model that can be used for
creating Request/Response and Challenge/Response protocols. The model is
depicted in Figure 3.

Requestor

Resource Provider

Claims

Security
Token

STS

Claims

Security
Token

Claims

Security
Token

Figure 3: The WS-Trust model

The model introduces a new actor, named Security Token Service (STS). This
software component is responsible to issue security tokens upon claim-based
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requests. As shown in Figure 3, the model introduces different message flows.
Requests can be made by the requestor (client-based authentication) or by the
service/resource provider (service-based authentication). The newly issued token
is carried in the message by the usage of WS-Security.

WS-Trust protocols are used for requesting new tokens (issuance binding),
for renewing an already existing token, for validating a token, for negotiating
keys and for cancelling tokens. The standard defines the skeleton for the Request
Security Token (RST) and Request Security Token Response (RSTR) message pair.
The first message, RST, is used for requesting to the STS one or more security
tokens by passing a set of claims for authenticating the requestor (i.e., the real
machine or the human being sitting in front of the computer). The STS responds
with a RSTR message containing the desired token (if the claims meet the
security requirements) or starts a challenge/response protocol with the requestor.
Claims are usually transferred using WS-Security (e.g., username/passwords,
keys). A typical WS-Trust RST message is shown in Listing 2.9 and an RSTR is
shown in Listing 2.10. It is worth noticing that also the SAML specifications [98,
Section 3] define two common types for generating specific request and response
messages (derived from the RequestAbstractType and StatusResponseType SAML
schema elements), to be used with a specific SAML binding e.g., SOAP, HTTP-
Redirect [99]. However these messages are limited to the issuance of SAML
assertions: this is particularly true in the SAML Protocol Response schema [98,
Section 3.3.3], where the ResponseType is a sequence of SAML assertions.

2.2 the ihe initiative

IHE promotes the coordinated use of established standards to address specific
clinical needs in support of optimal patient care. This setting requires that care
providers and patients be able to create, manage and access comprehensive EHRs
in an efficient and secure manner. IHE brings together users and developers of
healthcare information technology in an yearly recurring four-step process:

1. Clinical and technical experts define critical use cases for information
sharing;

2. Technical experts create detailed specifications for communication among
systems to address these use cases, by selecting and optimizing established
standards;

3. Industry implements these specifications called IHE profiles in their sys-
tems;

4. IHE tests vendors’ systems at carefully planned and supervised events
called Connectathons [126].
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Listing 2.9: A sample WS-Trust Request Security Token message. The claims for this
request are defined into the Username Token Element

<?xml version=" 1.0 " encoding="ISO−8859−1" standalone="yes"?>
2 <soap:Envelope

xmlns:soap=" http://www.w3. org/2003/05/soap−envelope">
<soap:Header>

<wsse:Security

xmlns:wsse=" http://docs . oasis−open. org/wss/2004/01/oasis−200401−wss−wssecurity−
7 secext−1.0.xsd">

<wsse:UsernameToken>

<wsse:Username>max</wsse:Username>

<wsse:Password>gambale</wsse:Password>

...

12 </wsse:UsernameToken>

</wsse:Security>

</soap:Header>

<soap:Body>

<wst:RequestSecurityToken>

17 <wst:TokenType>urn:asis:tc:saml:2.0:assertion</wst:TokenType>

<wst:RequestType>

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/200512/Issue

</wst:RequestType>

</wst:RequestSecurityToken>

22 </soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

Listing 2.10: A sample WS-Trust Request Security Token Response Collection message.
Indeed, WS-Trust mandates the usage of a RequestSecurityTokenResponseC-
ollection in any final step of a protocol. The returned token is a SAML
token

<?xml version=" 1.0 " encoding="ISO−8859−1" standalone="yes"?>
2 <soap:Envelope

xmlns:soap=" http://www.w3. org/2003/05/soap−envelope">
<soap:Header/>

<soap:Body>

<wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponseCollection>

7 <wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse>

<wst:RequestedSecurityToken>

<saml:Assertion ID= ’_123456abcd ’>
...

</saml>

12 </wst:RequestedSecurityToken>

</wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse>

</wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponseCollection>

</soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

IHE profiles are included in volumes named Technical Frameworks. Technical
frameworks span through different domains, such as Information Technology,
Radiology, Laboratory, Eye care, and Pharmacy.
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Such profiles define clinical use cases and a set of requirements for the
implementation. Usually an e-Health system is composed of many use cases.
Thus, IHE profiles can be grouped together in order to build up complex e-Health
projects. This grouping mechanism consists in merging requirements of two
or more different profiles into new ones. By following this approach, complex
projects can be made. Of course, the adoption of standards and the grouping of
profiles still require a carefully designed security architecture of the systems.

IHE profiles are tested at workshops called connectathon4. In such workshops
an average of 200 vendors test their software for interoperability and compliance
with IHE specification. There are 4 connectathons each year: in North America,
in Europe, in Asia and in Australia.

Technically-trained people named monitors verify interoperability using spe-
cific software tools (e.g., the INRIA’s Gazelle IHE Profile Simulator [56]). The
conformance concept applied at the connectathon is depicted in Figure 4.

Specifications/Standards  

Implementation A 

Vendor A 

Implementation B 

Vendor B 

Conformance testing 

Interoperability 
 testing 

Figure 4: Connectathon conformance concept

2.2.1 Cross Enterprise Document Sharing (XDS)

The basic IHE model is depicted in Figure 5. The model, named Cross Enterprise
Document Sharing (XDS) is based on ebXML [109]. Healthcare data is produced
by a document source (typically a medical device, e.g., a radiological device). Data
is submitted to one or more repositories that extract metadata and feed a registry.
When a document consumer (e.g., a physician’s workstation) needs to perform an
operation on data, it queries the metadata stored on a registry. Only potential
matches are returned, with links to data stored in the repositories. Such links
are represented by documents unique identifiers. Only the desired data is then
retrieved from the repositories and used into the document consumer.

4 Connectathon is a word composed of “connect” and “marathon”.
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Figure 5: The XDS Model

All the software components that share the same registry compose an IHE
affinity domain. In an affinity domain, basic security rules (e.g., semantic rules
or user’s roles) and application activities (such as document format, document
metadata) are defined in a framework/community agreement. A set of different
affinity domains compose a community. A community is uniquely identified
by a gateway which is responsible to perform translations, transcoding, and
harmonizations in cross community queries. As an example, an entire country
can be identified as a community and a gateway can be responsible to translate
content of clinical documents in foreign languages.

The methods used to identify patients can vary from health cards containing
an identifier (e.g., the EU NetC@rds project [92]), biometrics, or driving licenses.
In order to find a unique identifier for patients, IHE introduced the Patient
Identifier Cross Reference (PIX) profile [126]. Whenever a new affinity domain,
a community, or a registry is aware of a new patient, his/her identifier is sent to
the PIX manager. PIX tries to link the patient identifier and traits (such as vital
signs, and full names) with an already known patient. If no patient identifiers
are found, then a new patient identifier is created and sent to the upper level
PIX, thus creating a hierarchy of PIXes. When linking patients, PIX is defined to
be algorithm-aware. Vendors are free to propose their own implementation, such
as Soundex [57]or Levehnstein distance [53]. A cross community interaction
schema with PIXes is shown in Figure 6. Notably, PIXes are either under the
responsibility of each community or they can be managed by governmental
initiatives (e.g., in the ARGE-ELGA [7] project, the Austrian government added
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a SuperPIX that is responsible to provide patient identifiers for the Austrian
States).

XDS

XDS

XDS

XDS

Community
Gateway A

Community
Gateway B

XDS

XDS

XDS

XDS

PIX PIX

PIX

Figure 6: Community to community interaction

2.2.2 IHE security model and XUA

The IHE security model is based on the Audit Trail and Node Authentication
(ATNA) [126] profile. This profile classifies the software into secure applications
and secure nodes. A secure application is a machine where all the connections that
access patient healthcare information are made through audited and mutually
authenticated TLS channels. Any node participating in ATNA owns a X.509

certificate and the corresponding private key that are used in conjunction with a
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [52] to establish “the circle of trust”. A secure node
is a secure application with additional requirements on the operating system,
e.g., the administrator does not have access to the physical file system because
otherwise he/she could access health data by performing SQL commands to the
RDBMS. Configuration changes are defined in secure nodes to be audited too.
The ATNA secure node/application requirements derive from legacy hardware,
such as radiological machines. As argued in [63], if a secure transport layer
in web service communications is used, intermediaries cannot manipulate the
messages on their way. For this reason, since 2010, ATNA allows to use WS-
Security [104] to achieve node authentication.

Audit trails are defined by ATNA according to the rfc3881 [72]. The RFC
defines five categories that are subject to audit activity, as shown in Figure 7.

• Event Identification: what was done?

• Active Participant Identification: by whom?

• Network Access Point Identification: initiated from where?

• Audit Source Identification: using which server?
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Figure 7: RFC 3881 Overview

• Participant Object Identification: for which patient? To what record/re-
source?

Audit trails are collected by an Audit Record Repository (ARR) and stored into a
tamper-proof hardware, in order to give the possibility to a security officer (e.g.,
a privacy commissioner or a prosecutor) to enforce liability, as e.g., in forensic
contexts. Audits are sent to the ARR by using definitions from rfc5424 [42] using
UDP or TCP over TLS channels. UDP is useful when a transaction which can
impact on the safety of patients cannot be stopped because of a failure of the
ARR itself. TLS channels are used in order to provide channel confidentiality,
mutual authentication, and TCP packets integrity.

User authentication is covered by the Enterprise User Authentication (EUA)
profile [126]. EUA requires the use of a KerberosV Key Distribution Center
(KDC) [93] for issuing Ticket Granting Tickets and Ticket Granting Tokens for
accessing “kerberized” services.

EUA fits within a single healthcare organization and, due to the technology
used as basis, it does not fit with actual service-oriented architectures. To face
the ongoing requirements on SOA, IHE introduced the Cross Enterprise User
Assertion (XUA) profile [126]. XUA mandates the usage of a SAML assertion
sent along the ATNA-compliant channel, according with WS-Security, for all IHE
transactions that require authentication. Due to local government complexities
where each nation/hospital/clinic has its own authentication method, the asser-
tion issuance process is left open. The WS-Trust standard is only suggested, but
not proposing a specific profile or set of messages to be exchanged potentially
leads to weak implementations.
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2.3 common attacks to web service communications

According to [63], the usage of TLS-enabled channels does not allow SOAP
intermediaries (such as firewalls, clusters or cloud services) to manipulate the
messages. On the other hand, dropping the requirement of TLS introduces
a series of SOAP specific man in the middle attacks5, named rewrite attacks [14].
These kind of attacks can lead to severe consequences, such as, e.g., unauthorised
access, disclosure of information, identity theft. The attacks are framed on the
weakness of WS-Security [104]. SOAP uses XML signature [117] as security
mechanism to address proof of origin and content integrity. It also allows to
sign not only the whole XML payload, but also parts of it. This opens up
the flush door to security attacks and makes secure SOAP message exchange
vulnerable [120]. Each XML signature has the following structure:

<Signature ID?>

<SignedInfo>

<CanonicalizationMethod/>

<SignatureMethod/>

(<Reference URI? >

(<Transforms>)?

<DigestMethod>

<DigestValue>

</Reference>)+

</SignedInfo>

<SignatureValue>

(<KeyInfo>)?

(<Object ID?>)*
</Signature>

The weakness of the XML signature lies within its verification. The verification
process is done through two consecutive steps [120, 117]:

• Reference Validation: the SignedInfo element is canonicalized using the
specified CanonicalizationMethod, then for each Reference element, the
referenced data object is retrieved and the digest value is computed and
compared with the DigestValue under the Reference element. If this
reference validation succeed, then the signature validation is executed,
otherwise it generates an error message.

• Signature validation: the information about the key is retrieved under
the KeyInfo element, possibly from an external source, and the signature
method used is defined under the SignatureMethod element. These two
elements are then used to validate the SignedValue element.

By following this schema, XML signature allows non-contiguous objects of an
XML dataset to be signed separately. Each signed object is referenced by an indi-

5 A form of active eavesdropping, in which the attacker makes independent connections with the
victims and relays messages between them, making them believe that they are talking directly to
each other over a private connection [138].
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rection from the Reference element of the signature. This indirect referencing
gives no information about the actual location of the signed element.

A sample rewrite attack is shown here. The requester sends the following
excerpt of SOAP message, for moving money to the account named “massi”.

<soap:Envelope>

<soap:Header>

<wsse:Security>

<ds:Signature>

<ds:SignedInfo>

<ds:Reference URI=#1/>

<ds:Reference URI=#2/>

</ds:SignedInfo>

<ds:SignatureValue>

ASDGKSDFATRBU

<soap:Body ID=‘‘#1’’>

<tns:TransferMoney From=‘‘savings’’ To=‘‘massi’’/>

<tns:TAN>12345</tns:TAN>

...

The WS-Security token is signing the body of the SOAP message. The receiver
will perform the following algorithm, for signature verification:

1. obtain the security header;

2. obtain the WS-Security header;

3. check the SignedInfo value;

4. resolve the references in the whole XML tree;

5. check the validity of the signature.

The attacker sniffs the message and rewrites the content of the SOAP envelope
as shown hereafter:

<soap:Envelope>

<soap:Header>

<wsse:Security>

<ds:Signature>

<ds:SignedInfo>

<ds:Reference URI=#1/>

<ds:Reference URI=#2/>

</ds:SignedInfo>

<ds:SignatureValue>

ASDGKSDFATRBU

<attacker:BogusHeader>

<soap:Body ID=‘‘#1’’>

<tns:TransferMoney To=‘‘massi’’/>

<tns:TAN>12345</tns:TAN>

</attacker:BogusHeader>

</soap:Header>

<soap:Body>

<tns:TransferMoney From=‘‘savings’’To=‘‘attacker_account’’/>

<tns:TAN>12345</tns:TAN>

...
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The algorithm resolves the signature reference that is moved as children of the
BogusHeader added by the attacker. The XML fragment of the body is still valid,
so all the properties proved by the digital signature are enforced (authentication
or integrity). However the body of the message is changed and the web service
will move the money from savings to the attacker’s account.

There are some formal solutions to XML rewrite attacks. In [120] also redi-
rection attacks6 are covered. The proposed solution is based on context-sensitive
signatures, where the signed information contains also the structure of the XML
tree. In [14], the authors exploit the TulaFale language [15] and its related tool to
perform model checking on SOAP-based security protocols and check whether
the protocols are prone to rewrite attacks. WS-SecurityPolicy [102] proposes a
set of crossed reference with the included SAML assertion that should keep
context information.

These solutions are not standard and not fully available off-the-shelf. They are
orthogonal to ours and not further considered in the rest of this thesis. Indeed
we are interested in following the specifications and the standards as much
as possible. Thus, e.g., in our case, the structure of the message is abstractly
described in the specifications.

2.4 specification and analysis tools

In this section we review the tools enabling the methodology for protocol
specification and analysis put forward in this thesis. The key ingredients are
process calculi (e.g., [50, 3, 86, 85, 13]) and temporal logics (e.g., [25, 18, 46]).
Indeed, due to their rich repertoire of elegant meta-theories, proof techniques
and analytical tools, process calculi currently play a central role in laying rigorous
methodological foundations for specification and validation of interacting and
distributed applications. On the other hand, temporal logics have proven to
be suitable to reason about the design of such complex systems because they
provide abstract specifications of these systems and can express notions of
necessity, possibility, eventuality, etc.

More specifically, we present the process calculus COWS [66] used for pro-
tocol specification, the temporal logic SocL [38] used for security requirement
specification, and the verification environment CMC [38] supporting the model
checking of SocL formulæ over COWS specifications.

Our favour towards COWS, with respect to other process calculi, is due to
the fact that COWS, from the one hand, is designed to cope with the specific
characteristics of SOAs, which are the basis of the IHE standards considered in
this thesis, and, from the other hand, is equipped with a model checking tool,
namely CMC. Other linguistic formalisms, such as, e.g., Microsoft SDL [84] or

6 A redirection attack is when the attacker wraps the ReplyTo header within a bogus header so
that the receiver performs the message routing back to the attacker’s service
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s ::= (services)

nil (empty activity)

| u .u ′! <e1, . . . ,en> (invoke)

| p . o? <w1, . . . ,wm> . s (receive)

| s1+ s2 (choice)

| s1 | s2 (parallel)

| ∗ s (replication)

| [n]] s (name delimitation)

| [X] s (variable delimitation)

| A(w1, . . . ,wn) (call)

| let A(u1, . . . ,un) =s1 . . .

B(u ′1, . . . ,u ′m) =s2 in s ′ end (let definition)

Table 7: COWS syntax accepted by CMC

Promela [29], lack in one of the above features. SDL is an UML-based language
which makes difficult to perform an analysis based on formal methods. Promela
is specially devised for Java programs and hence does not capture the specific
features of SOA.

2.4.1 COWS: Calculus for Orchestration of Web Services

In this section we will introduce the COWS syntax and informal semantics. The
COWS syntax, written in the ‘machine readable’ format accepted by the inter-
preter and the model checker CMC (see Section 2.4.3) that we use for analysis, is
presented in Table 7. For the sake of simplicity, we present here a fragment of
COWS without linguistic constructs for dealing with forced termination, since
such primitives have not been used in our formal specifications. We refer the
interested reader to [66, 114] for the presentation of the full language and for
many examples illustrating COWS peculiarities and expressiveness.

The syntax is defined using the following notational conventions: variables
(ranged over by X, Y, . . . ) start with capital letters; names (ranged over by n, m,
. . . , p, p’, . . . , o, o’, . . . and used to represent partners and operations) start with
digits or lower case letters; expressions (ranged over by e1, e2, . . . ) contain values
and variables and are formed using standard arithmetic, boolean and string
operators; name identifiers (ranged over by u, u ′, u1, u2 . . . and used as non-
terminal symbols only) are either variables or names; value identifiers (ranged
over by w1, w2, . . . and used as non-terminal symbols only) are either variables
or values; service identifiers (ranged over by A, B, . . . ) start with capital letters and
have fixed non-negative arities.
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Invoke and receive are the basic communication activities provided by COWS.
Besides the parameters, both activities indicate an endpoint, i.e., a pair composed
of a partner name p and an operation name o, through which communication
should occur. An endpoint p.o can be interpreted as a specific implementation
of operation o provided by the service identified by the logic name p. An invoke
p.o! <e1, . . . , en> can proceed as soon as all expressions e1, . . . , en have been
evaluated. A receive p.o? <w1, . . . ,wn> .s offers an invocable operation o along
a given partner name p. Partner and operation names can be exchanged in com-
munication (although dynamically received names cannot form the endpoints
used to receive further invocations) thus supporting the modelling of many
service interaction and reconfiguration patterns.

A choice can be used to select one receive activity among those enabled for
execution.

Execution of parallel terms is interleaved. Inter-service communication takes
place when the arguments of a receive and of a parallel invoke along the same
endpoint match. If more matching receives are ready to process a given invoke,
only one of the receives with greater priority (i.e., the receives that generate the
substitution with ‘smaller’ domain, see [66, 114]) is allowed to progress.

The delimitation operators are the only binders of the calculus: [n]] s and [X] s

bind n and X, respectively, in the scope s. Name delimitation can be used to
generate ‘fresh’ private names (like the restriction operator of π-calculus), while
variable delimitation can be used to regulate the range of application of the
substitution generated by an inter-service communication. In this latter case,
each variable argument of the receive is replaced by the corresponding evaluated
argument of the invoke within the whole scope of variable’s declaration. In fact,
to enable parallel terms to share the state (or part of it), receive activities in
COWS do not bind variables.

The replication construct ∗ s permits to spawn in parallel as many copies of
s as necessary. This, for example, is exploited to model persistent services, i.e.,
services which can create multiple instances to serve several requests simultane-
ously.

Finally, the let construct permits to re-use the same ‘service code’, thus al-
lowing to define services in a modular style; let A(u1, . . . ,un) =s . . . in s

′ end

behaves like s ′, where calls to A can occur. A service call A(w1, . . . ,wn) occurring
in the body s ′ of a let A(u1, . . . ,un) =s . . . in s

′ end behaves like the service
obtained from s by replacing the formal parameters u1, . . . ,un with the corre-
sponding actual parameters w1, . . . ,wn.

We refer the interested reader to [66] for a complete account of the formal
semantic of COWS. For the purpose of this thesis it is enough to know that the
formal semantic maps each COWS term s to a Labelled Transition System (LTS).
An LTS is a quadruple 〈Q,q0,Λ,R〉, where:

• Q is a set of states;
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• q0 ∈ Q is the initial state;

• Λ is a set of labels;

• R⊆Q×Λ×Q is the transition relation.

The LTS associated to a term s is such that q0 is s itself and the set of states Q
is the set of COWS terms reachable from s via labelled transitions of the form
(q, λ,q0) belonging to R. The transition relation R is defined by a set of inference
rules, while the set Λ of labels contains input, output and communication
actions.

2.4.2 SocL: a logic for specifying service properties

SocL is a logic specifically designed to capture peculiar aspects of services that
has proven to suit COWS specifications. SocL is an action- and state-based
branching-time logic that makes use of high-level temporal operators drawn
from mainstream logics like CTL [26], ACTL [27] and ACTLW [82].
SocL formulæ predicate properties of COWS specifications in terms of states

and state changes, of the actions that are enabled in a given state, and of the
actions that are performed when moving from one state to another. Thus, the
interpretation domain of SocL formulæ are Doubly Labelled Transition Systems
(L2TS), namely extensions of LTSs with a labeling function from states to sets of
atomic propositions representing the action enabled in any given state. Moreover,
SocL formulæ can be tailored to a given specification of a service by means of
some abstraction rules that relate actions in the specification with actions of the
logic. Then, once a way to get a representation of the COWS service specification
in terms of an L2TS has been provided, the verification process can take place.
Some of these concepts will be explained later on when used in conjunction with
the model checker CMC to prove security properties over COWS specifications.

As we use SocL to verify service properties, the actions of the logic should
correspond to the actions performed by the services. We assume that these
actions are of the form t(i, c) where t is the type of the action, i is the interaction
which the action is part of, and c is the tuple containing correlation data and
variables identifying the interaction (i and c can be omitted, if they do not play
any role). An action is closed if it does not contain variables. Moreover, to enable
capturing correlation data used to link together actions executed as part of the
same interaction, they may also contain variables, that we call correlation variables.
In the rest, we will usually write val to denote a generic correlation value and
var to denote a generic correlation variable. For a given correlation variable var,
its binding occurrence will be denoted by $var; all remaining occurrences, that
are called free, will be denoted by %var. In the sequel, we let Actν be the set
of all actions and Act be the set of closed actions. A generic element of Actν is
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γ ::= $α | χ

χ ::= true | α | tau | not χ | χ and χ ′

}
(Action formulæ)

φ ::= true | π | not φ | φ and φ ′ | EΨ | AΨ (State formulæ)

Ψ ::= X{γ}φ | [φ{χ}U{γ}φ ′] | [φ{χ}W{γ}φ ′] (Path formulæ)

Table 8: SocL syntax accepted by CMC

indicated as $α (the $ symbol emphasizes the fact that the action may contain
variable binders), α indicates a generic action without variable binders.

As an example, action requestSecurityToken(issue, max, gambale) could
stand for an action of type WS-Trust 1.3 RequestSecurityToken within interaction
issue giving username and password in the tuple 〈max, gambale〉. A response
action can be defined as requestSecurityTokenResponse(issue, max, gambale).
Moreover, if some correlation value is unknown at design time, e.g., the pass-
word, a (binder of a) correlation variable password can be used instead, as in
the action requestSecurityToken(issue, max, $pwd). A corresponding response
action could still be the same as before, where the free occurrence of the correla-
tion variable %pwd indicates the connection with the action where the variable
is bound.

In order to be able to define the notion of L2TS, we also need to introduce the
the set AP of atomic propositions. They correspond to the properties that can be
true over the states services under analysis. Atomic propositions have the form
p(i, c) where p is the name, i is an interaction name, and c is the usual tuple
of correlation. As an example, the proposition system.underAttack!(fakeSaml)
indicates a state in the system under analysis that is under attack with a fake
SAML assertion injected into the system by an intruder. In the sequel, we let π
range over AP.

Now, an L2TS over the observable actions Act and the atomic propositions
AP is a tuple 〈Q, q0, Act, R, AP, L〉 where in addition to the LTS 〈Q, q0, Act, R〉 we
have the set AP of atomic propositions and the labeling function L : Q→ 2AP. A
path over an L2TS is a (possibly infinite) sequence of ‘connected’ transitions of
the form (q1,η1,q2)(q2,η2,q3) . . . (qn,ηn,qn+1) . . ., where ηi ranges over 2Act.
A full path is a path that cannot be further extended.

The syntax of SocL is shown in Table 8. As usual we will use false to
abbreviate not true and χ or χ ′ to abbreviate not (not χ and not χ ′).

The syntax of actions formulæ states that an action formula γ can be either an
action $α, which may contain variable binders, or an action formula χ, which is
a boolean compositions of unobservable internal actions tau and observable ac-
tions α without variable binders. Satisfaction of an action formula is determined
with respect to a set of closed actions that represent the observable actions actu-
ally executed by the service under analysis. Since action formulæ may contain
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variables, to define their semantics, there is the need to introduce the notions of
substitutions (maps from variables to values) and matching functions [38].

Operators E and A are the existential and universal quantifiers, while X, U
and W are the next, (strong) until and weak until operators. The semantics of
SocL formulæ is only defined for closed formulæ namely those formulæ where
any free occurrence of a correlation variable is syntactically preceded by its
binding occurrence. Given the formulæ X{γ}φ ′, [φ{χ}U{γ}φ ′] and [φ{χ}W{γ}φ ′],
variables occurring in γ syntactically precede the variables occurring in φ ′. The
interpretation domain of SocL formulæ are L2TSs over the set of actions Act and
the set of atomic propositions AP. State formulæ are interpreted over states of an
L2TS and path formulæ over paths of an L2TS. Here we only provide an intuitive
explanation, which suffices for the purposes of this thesis, of the meaning of path
formulae (as the meaning of state formulae is obvious). The formula X{γ}φ says
that in the next state of the path, reached by an action satisfying γ, the formula
φ holds. The formula [φ{χ}U{γ}φ ′] says that φ ′ holds at some future state of
the path reached by a last action satisfying γ, while φ holds from the current
state until the state is reached and all the actions executed in the meanwhile
along the path satisfy χ. The formula [φ{χ}W{γ}φ ′] holds on a path either if the
corresponding strong until operator holds or if for all the states of the path the
formula φ holds and all the actions of the path satisfy χ.

In the rest, we will also use the following derived operators:

• <γ>φ stands for EX{γ}φ; this is the diamond operator introduced by [49]
and, intuitively, states that it is possible to perform an action satisfying γ
and thereby reaching a state that satisfies formula φ;

• [γ]φ stands for not <γ> not φ; this is the box operator introduced by [49]
and states that no matter how a process performs an action satisfying γ,
the state it reaches in doing so will necessarily satisfy the formula φ;

• EFφ stands for φ or E[true{true}U{true}φ] and means that there is some
path that leads to a state at which φ holds; that is, φ eventually holds on
some path. U is the until operator;

• EF{γ}φ stands for E[true{true}U{γ}φ] and means that there is some path
that, by a last action satisfying γ, leads to a state at which φ holds; if φ is
true, we say that an action satisfying γ will eventually be performed on
some path;

• AF{γ}φ stands for A[true{true}U{γ}φ] and means that an action satisfying
γ will be performed in the future along every path and at the reached
states φ holds; if φ is true, we say that an action satisfying γ will always
eventually be performed;

• AGφ stands for not EF notφ and states that φ holds at every state on every
path; that is, φ holds globally.
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2.4.3 CMC: a verification environment for COWS specifications

CMC is a verification environment for SocL formulae over COWS specifications.
In this section we illustrate the principles underlying its design and use.

From LTS to L2TS

To enable analysis through CMC we first enrich the LTS modeling the semantics
of a COWS term with a function labelling each state with the set of communi-
cation activities that any active subterm of the COWS term corresponding to
that state can potentially perform immediately. These information, indeed, are
not present in the LTSs’ transition relations which only take into account actual
computational steps, but can be easily retrieved from the syntax of terms. They
are important to effectively describe/verify properties of COWS term since they
correspond to atomic propositions, in as much as computational steps corre-
spond to actions of the logic. Of course, the transformation of LTSs into L2TSs
preserves the structure (i. e. set of states, initial state and transition relation) of
the original LTS.

To transform an LTS into an L2TS it is used the auxiliary function L(s),
which returns the set of communication activities that the term s can potentially
perform immediately. For the fragment of COWS considered, L(s) can be defined
by:

L(p •o!ε̄) = {p •o!ε̄ } L(p •o?w̄ . s) = {p •o?w̄ }

L(g+ g ′) = L(g)∪L(g ′) L(s | s ′) = L(s)∪L(s ′)
L([e] s) = L(s)

It is worth remarking that, according to the on-the-fly verification approach
used by CMC, both the LTS and the corresponding L2TS associated to a COWS
term are generated on-the-fly, on demand of the model checking engine. There-
fore, depending on the formula to be evaluated, only a fragment of the overall
state space of such models might need to be generated.

From concrete L2TS to abstract L2TS

Since we are interested in verifying abstract properties of COWS terms, it is
convenient to abstract away unnecessary details from the L2TS model of a term.
This is done by using a set of suitable abstraction rules that permit to replace
concrete actions on the transitions with ‘abstract’ actions of SocL. Of course, in
doing these further transformations, different concrete actions can be mapped
into the same SocL action. Moreover, the transformations may involve only those
concrete actions/activities that are considered worthwhile to be observed to
carry on the analysis of interest. Those that are not replaced by their abstract
counterparts may not be observed.
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The abstraction procedure must however preserve those names and values
occurring within concrete actions/activities of COWS specifications that are
important to express properties of interest. To capture such names and values,
transformation rules can make use of ‘metavariables’, written as names starting
with the character “$"; otherwise, they can use the wildcard “ ∗ ". To minimise
the introduction of new notations, we write v. to indicate that v can be either a
value, or a metavariable, or the wildcard (this notation also applies to tuples,
actions and predicates with a similar meaning). Take also into account that the
wildcard can only occur in the left hand side of the abstraction rules. Formally,
abstraction rules follow the templates:

Action p. •o. v̄. → α. (1)

State p. •o. ?w̄. → π. (2)

State p. •o. !v̄. → π. (3)

where α. is a closed action and π. is a closed atomic proposition of the logic SocL
(except for, possibly, the occurrence of some of the metavariables introduced
in the left hand side of the same rule). Rules following the template (1) apply
to concrete actions of transitions, while the remaining ones apply to concrete
activities labelling states.

To define the effect of the application of abstraction rules to an L2TS, it is
exploited an auxiliary, partial function matcht(_, _) that checks the matching
between tuples of the form (p. ,o. , v̄. ), drawn from the left hand sides of abstraction
rules, and tuples of the form (p,o, w̄), drawn from concrete actions/activities,
and, in case of success, returns a substitution. This function is defined by the
following rules:

matcht(v, v) = ∅ matcht(∗, v) = ∅ matcht($n, v) = {$n/v}

matcht(∗, x) = ∅
matcht(v.1,w1) = ρ1 matcht(v̄.2, w̄2) = ρ2

matcht((v.1, v̄.2), (w1, w̄2)) = ρ1 ] ρ2

When using the left hand side of a rule to build the tuple 〈p. ,o. , v̄. 〉, if any of p.
or o. is missing, it is replaced by the wildcard, while if v̄. is missing, it is replaced
by one or more tuples of wildcards of appropriate length (as drawn from the
COWS specification according to the tuples of values that can be exchanged
along the endpoints matching p. • o. ). In practice, each abstraction rule applies
to the largest possible set of concrete actions/activities according to function
matcht(_, _). Omitting any of the elements in the left hand side of the rule
corresponds then to enlarging its application domain. We will see examples in
Chapters 3 and 4. The first example on how to use abstraction rules to verify
security properties is given in Section 3.4.

Of course, the sets of transformation rules are not defined once and for all,
but are application-dependent and, thus, must be defined from time to time
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(i.e., like security properties). Indeed, they embed information, like the intended
semantics of each action and the predicates on the states, that are not coded
into the COWS specification. Therefore, to verify abstract properties of a system,
one has to provide a specification of the system consisting of a COWS term and
a set of abstraction rules; then, the construction of the associated L2TS can be
automatically performed. One advantage of keeping the specification separated
in two parts is that, once the concrete part (i. e. the COWS term) is given, many
different abstractions could be considered in order to analyse the system with
respect to different views (possibly, at different levels of abstraction).

2.4.4 COWS model checking

Figure 8: An high-level overview of CMC.

CMC embeds the SocL model checker [38] below a layer that automates the
(on-the-fly) generation of abstract L2TSs from services described in COWS, thus
enabling the verification of SocL formulae over COWS terms (see Figure 8).
Remarkably, CMC can also be used as an interpreter for COWS: it takes a COWS
term as an input and analyses it syntactically; if the analysis succeeds, the tool
allows the user to interactively explore the computations arising from the term.

A prototypical version7 of the tool can be experimented via the web inter-
face at address http://fmt.isti.cnr.it/cmc/, or by downloading from the
same address a binary distribution (for Linux, Solaris, Windows or Mac OS

7 At the moment of writing, the current version of CMC is v0.7s.
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Figure 9: A screenshot of CMC

X platforms). A screenshot of the graphical interface of the tool is shown in
Figure 9.

The CMC core consists of a command-line-oriented version of the model
checker, which is a stand-alone program written in Ada. This executable core is
wrapped with a set of CGI scripts handled by a web server to provide it with an
HTML-oriented GUI. The core has also been wrapped into an appropriate set
of Java classes, thus obtaining a Java stand-alone application equipped with an
handy graphical interface and a plugin for the Eclipse environment.

The current version of CMC is not targeted to the verification of extremely large
systems, although the tool can perform an exhaustive state analysis of systems
with several tens of thousands of states. Notably, due to the on-the-fly nature
of its model checking procedure, CMC does not necessarily need to generate
and explore the whole state space. This feature improves CMC performance and
makes it able to also deal with infinite state systems.
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3
X U A - B A S E D A U T H E N T I C AT I O N

The process of issuing a SAML token is a delicate task: if an assertion is stolen,
a malicious attacker can re-use it and have access to unauthorized healthcare
data. One could suggest to use TLS for authenticating channels during the
issuance. In fact, IHE supports TLS by means of ATNA for compatibility with
legacy non-WS standards such as DICOM [4] and Hl7 version 2 [48]. However,
given the possibility by means of XUA to choose any issuance process, the use
of TLS should be discouraged in favor of WS-Security. Moreover, as argued
in [63], if a secure transport layer in web service communications is used,
intermediaries cannot manipulate the messages on their way. This does not fully
comply with the requirements of SOA. In fact the XML nature of SOAP messages
permits to encrypt or sign just portions of messages, leaving the possibility to
intermediaries to use other, unencrypted or unsigned, information. For example,
a SOAP load balancer can use and rewrite the routing information provided
in the SOAP Header, without modifying or decrypting the content of the Body.
This is not possible when using TLS channels, due to its point-to-point nature.
For these reasons, our proposal does not rely on TLS.

The work presented in this chapter consists of three main contributions. Firstly,
we fill the gap left open by XUA by proposing a protocol for issuing the SAML
token according to the IHE and OASIS dictates. Secondly, we formally specify
the protocol using the calculus COWS. Thirdly, we analyse the formal model
with the model checker CMC and show that a potentially severe security flaw
exists in the SAML assertion format specified by XUA.

3.1 a basic e-health scenario

Because of the impact that the IHE specifications are having, formal models of
protocols and standards are needed. A large body of work has been already
made on analyzing WS-Trust protocols, see e.g. [15, 14, 63, 9], where message-
level authentication [70] properties are verified. By relying on them, in this
chapter we aim at formalizing and implementing a protocol combining WS-
Trust and IHE profiles. More specifically, our protocol (see also [76, 79]) is built
on an XDS transaction grouped with ATNA and authenticated by an XUA
SAML assertion. This is considered as the basic scenario for any IHE-based
organizations.

53
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As discussed in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.2, XUA does not address the authentica-
tion mechanisms of the local network. Instead, it leverages on the abstraction
layer introduced by SAML.

A SAML authentication assertion is issued by an STS1 that contains statements
about an authentication procedure performed by an underlying authentication
mechanism (such as Kerberos) for a subject. An example is shown in Figure 2.1.
The SAML token is then used by the service requester to interact with the
services listed in its AudienceRestriction element.

The contacted service provider uses the assertion for authenticating the requester
by verifying the digital signature of the trusted issuer. SAML subjects can be
confirmed with the method listed in the SubjectConfirmation element. In this
chapter, we are interested in two methods named bearer [98] and Holder-of-Key
(HoK) [101]. The bearer subject confirmation method tells the service provider
that the subject of the assertion is the presenter (i.e. the bearer) of the assertion.
In the HoK method, STS binds a known identity on the subject (or on the remote
peer) as crypto material (e.g., X.509 data in this context). By this means, we set
the subject of the assertion as the healthcare professional with confirmation data
as the ATNA certificate of the requesting machine. The service provider can
compare such data with the X.509 identity carried in the TLS transaction.

By means of the formal investigation made, we discovered a security flaw due
to the format of the SAML assertion. XUA explicitly says that the bearer subject
confirmation method shall be supported. However, in large scale networks it
is unrealistic to assume the same level of trust for each node. Compromised
nodes may exist and if one is able to obtain a SAML assertion issued for another,
authorized node, with the bearer method it can re-use the assertion to gain access
to secret resources. In fact, the service provider cannot know if the presenter
of the assertion was the original requester. With the HoK method, requester
identity is bound as subject confirmation data and digitally signed by STS. The
service provider can now detect if the bearer is the node which the assertion was
intended for by checking if the identity set by STS matches the one presented in
the communication channel by means of ATNA.

In [63], the feeling of the authors is that it looks like impossible to authenticate
correctly the request for a security token issue in a two step protocol as it is
instead suggested in the WS-Trust specification. Since our aim is to propose
a secure and authenticated holder-of-key assertion issuance, we designed a
challenge-response WS-Trust protocol in four message exchanges.
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C→ STS : C, msgId1, STS, UT(user, salt, int), ts1, RST(REG) (1)

STS→ C : STS, C, msgId2, msgId1, RSTR(ctx, {STS, n, ts, ctx}dKey) (2)

C→ STS : msgId3, msgId2, STS, ts2, RSTR(ctx, {n + 1, C, msgId3, msgId2, ctx}K+
STS

) (3)

STS→ C : C, STS, msgId4, msgId3, RSTRC(RSTR({[STS, ts ′, user, REG]}K−
STS

)) (4)

C→ REG : C, REG, msgId5, {[STS, ts ′, user, REG]}K−
STS

, ‘Susan’ (5)

REG→ C : REG, C, msgId6, msgId5, docLinks (6)

Table 9: The proposed XUA protocol

3.2 a xua-based protocol

Our model involves an XDS transaction grouped with ATNA and XUA for
retrieving documents for a patient with id Susan. The protocol that we propose,
written in a notation commonly used for describing security protocols, is shown
in Table 9 and is graphically depicted in Figure 10.

Notation {M}dKey stands for the symmetric encryption of message M using the
derived key dKey, {M}K+

STS
for the encryption of M using the public key of STS

and {[M]}K−
STS

for the signature of M using STS’s private key (where [M] is the
hash code of M). ts, ts ′, ts1 and ts2 are timestamps. These latter values represent
the WS-Security timestamps, as described in [104, Section 10]: the assumption is
that time is trusted or additional mechanisms are employed to prevent replay.
In this context, it is assumed that consistent time is available, as pre-requisite
for any IHE profile. Notably, the protocol proposed uses encryption just for
signature purposes. This process has a fixed and known computational cost,
and does not impact the performances of the medical devices.

The consumer C initiates the protocol by sending the message (1) for request-
ing a token to STS. It sends its identity C, a unique message identifier msgId1,
using WS-Addressing [118], and the identity of the Security Token Service STS.
Notation UT(user, salt, int) stands for the WS-Security Username Token Profile
1.1 [103] and contains the username, a random number which acts as a crypto-
graphic salt2, and an integer, respectively. RST(REG) is the WS-Trust 1.3 RST
where the registry address REG is the ultimate recipient of the token.

Once received the message, STS unpacks the value of the username token,
unpacks the RST(REG) element (REG must be in the STS’s list of valid assertion
targets) and computes the derived key dKey. The key is computed by STS by
concatenating the password of the user (which is given as input by the real

1 For the sake of simplicity, we assume an STS that is directly able to authenticate users, i.e. it plays
also the role of the identity provider.

2 A cryptographic salt consists of random bits, creating one of the inputs to a one-way hash
function.
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Consumer Intruder STS Registry

(1). RST (1). RST

(2). Challenge RSTR

(4). RSTR w/SAML

(3). Challenge RSTR(3). Challenge RSTR

(2). Challenge RSTR

(4). RSTR w/SAML

(5). XDS Query w/SAML

(6). XDS Query Response

(5). XDS Query w/SAML

(6). XDS Query Response

Figure 10: The WS-Trust protocol for SAML token issuance. Messages (5) and (6) are
over TLS channels. An intruder can steal the SAML token in message (4) and,
if the subject confirmation method is bearer, can perform an unauthorized
authenticated query.

human sitting in front of the workstation and is known by STS by means of
the underlying authentication mechanism) with the salt and then hashed using
the SHA-1 algorithm. The result of this operation is also hashed using SHA-
1. This process is repeated until the total number of hash operations equals
the iteration count int, as described in WS-Security. Then, STS encrypts the
challenge composed by its identity, a nonce n, a new timestamp ts and the
WS-Trust context element ctx of the challenge (i.e. an identifier defined by WS-
Trust used for correlating the messages involved in the token issuance). Indeed,
STS challenges the requester in order to be sure on its identity and attesting
its availability. RSTR is the WS-Trust RequestSecurityTokenResponse element that
contains the challenge data.

When message (2) is received by C, it computes dKey using the same algorithm
as the STS and decrypts the message (indeed, it is the only participant able
to do it). C performs the WS-Addressing checks: message (2) must contain
the identifier msgId1 indicating that (2) is in response to (1). It also checks if
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the request comes from a participants whose identity is included in the RSTR,
by means of TLS mutual authentication, for instance. C now trusts that the
challenge really comes from STS. Then, it adds 1 to the nonce and encrypts it,
together with the message identifiers and the context, using the STS public key.
The reply is in message (3).

After receiving the message, STS decrypts the content of the RSTR, checks
if the nonce is equal to the one that it sent (plus one) and if the context is the
same. If it is able to perform all these operations, then it can attest the identity
of the user sitting in front of C. Thus, it issues the SAML assertion (it is signed
by STS according to the SAML Signature profile, as enveloped signature) and
sends it to C, via message (4). The assertion is:

{[STS, ts ′, user, REG]}K−
STS

where the confirmation method is bearer. In fact, if we would have used the HoK
method, the assertion would be as follows:

{[C, STS, ts ′, user, REG]}K−
STS

The assertion then contains the requester’s identity as ATNA X.509 certificate,
here simply represented by C, the issuer identity, a timestamp, the user name
and the audience restriction list. We omit for simplicity all the details introduced
by the SAML specification (e.g. the assertion time range validity).

Once C has obtained a security token, it can finally query the registry REG to
retrieve the links to the repositories containing the EHR data that it is looking
for. The query is message (5), which contains the SAML assertion.

Finally, once received message (5), REG validates the token. Using the STS’s
public key it verifies the signature and, if it is valid, delivers the requested
resource (i.e. the links docLinks) to C via message (6). We refer the interested
reader to Appendix B.1 for the SOAP messages generated by the implementation
of this protocol.

3.3 protocol formal specification

We only present here the relevant part of the COWS specification of the XUA-
based protocol and refer the interested reader to Appendix A.1 for the overall
specification.

To effectively take part to the protocol, each participant has to be able to
call some internal functions, defined in some basic libraries provided by the
programming language used to specify the service. These functions implement
algorithms, such as SHA for hashing, RSA for public-key cryptography and AES
for symmetric key cryptography, necessary to properly manage the data to be
sent and received. An internal function can be rendered in COWS as a term of
the following form3:

3 These COWS terms play a role similar to that of functions in the applied π-calculus [15, 2].
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*( p.req?<inputData1> . p.resp!<inputData1,outputData1>

+ p.req?<inputData2> . p.resp!<inputData2,outputData2>

+ . . . + p.req?<inputDatan> . p.resp!<inputDatan,outputDatan> )

where p indicates the partner name of the considered participant, while req and
resp indicate the operations used to call the function and to receive the result,
respectively. To guarantee that the result outputDatai is properly delivered to the
caller, it is sent back together with the correlated inputDatai. In this way, if the
same function f(·) is concurrently called, then the results will not be mixed up.
Thus, in the example below

(p.req!<100> | [X] p.resp?<100,X> . s1) | (p.req!<250> | [Y] p.resp?<250,Y> . s2)

where we have two calls, the pattern-matching-based communication of COWS
ensures that, irrespective of the execution order, the occurrences of variable X in
s1 will be replaced by f(100), while the occurrences of Y in s2 will be replaced
by f(250).

Each protocol participant P is rendered in COWS as a pair of service definitions
of the form A(u1, . . . , un) = S within a let construct:

P(p,. . . ) =

[hashReq]] [hashResp]] [encReq]] [encResp]] [decReq]] [decResp]] . . .
( sha1(p, hashReq, hashResp)

| rsa1_5_PublicKey(p,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp)

| . . . other internal functions . . .
| P_behaviour(p,hashReq,hashResp,encReq,. . .) )

P_behaviour(p,hashReq,hashResp,encReq,. . .) = sP

where p is the participant partner name and sP is the COWS term modelling
the participant’s behaviour. Name delimitations are used here to make the func-
tions sha1, rsa1_5_PublicKey, . . . internal by declaring that hashReq, hashResp,
encReq, . . . are private operation names known to P_behaviour and to the
internal functions, and only to them.

The term representing the consumer’s behaviour is4

sts.rst!<c,msgId1,sts,user,salt,1000,timestamp1,uri,rst_req>

| [MsgId2] [Challenge] [Y] (

c.rstr?<Y,c,MsgId2,msgId1,Challenge>. c.fault!<Y,differentFrom,sts>

+ c.rstr?<sts,c,MsgId2,msgId1,Challenge>.

( -- Calculate the aes128 key based on his password

c.hashReq!<pwd,salt,1000>

| [DKey] c.hashResp?<pwd,salt,1000,DKey>.

( -- Decrypt the Challenge

c.decReq!<DKey,Challenge>

| [Nonce] [Created] [Context] [X](

c.decResp?<DKey,Challenge,X,Nonce,Created,Context>.

c.fault!<X,differentFrom,sts,for,Context>

+ c.decResp?<DKey,Challenge,sts,Nonce,Created,Context>.

( -- Encode the response

c.encReq!<gen_key,Nonce,1,c,msgId3,MsgId2,Context>

| [EncData] c.encResp?<gen_key,Nonce,1,c,msgId3,MsgId2,Context,EncData>.

( -- Encode the generated key with sts public key

4 The string −− indicates that the rest of the line is a comment (and is ignored by CMC).
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c.encReq!<stsPubKey,gen_key>

| [EncKey] c.encResp?<stsPubKey,gen_key,EncKey>.

( -- Send the response to sts

sts.rstrr!<msgId3,MsgId2,sts,timestamp2,EncKey,EncData>

| [MsgId4] [SAMLTimestamp] [Signature]

-- Receive token back

c.rstrc?<c,sts,msgId3,MsgId4,SAMLTimestamp,user,uri,Signature>.

( -- Query reg for the resource identified by uri

reg.storedQuery!<c,reg,sts,msgId5,SAMLTimestamp,user,uri,

Signature,"Susan"> ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )

As expected, the consumer starts by invoking STS, by executing the invoke
activity along the endpoint sts.rst and by sending the request security token
data. This invocation corresponds to message (1) in Table 9, where the iteration
number int is 1000 and the registry address specified in the RST is uri. Then,
the consumer waits for message (2), by means of the two receive activities along
c.rstr. Notice that, in accordance with the WS-Addressing standard and due to
the pattern-matching mechanism regulating the COWS communication, only
messages that carry the name msgId1 can be accepted by the consumer. Moreover,
the identity of STS, i.e. sts, must be contained in the message, otherwise a fault
is raised (represented by the invoke activity along the endpoint c.fault, which
indicates that someone different from STS is the initiator of the message5).
The WS-Trust context is obtained and stored in the Challenge variable. Once
message (2) is received, the consumer calculates the derived key by exploiting its
internal hashing function (using operation hashReq and hashResp) and, similarly,
decrypts the challenge (using operation decReq and decResp). Then, pattern-
matching and the choice operator are used again to check the presence of the
STS’s identity within the challenge. Now, the consumer can prepare the response
for STS, by encrypting the challenge data, where the nonce has been incremented
by 1 (this is represented by the couple Nonce, 1). Differently from the abstract
description of message (3) shown in Table 9, the COWS specification follows
the concrete approach used in the implementation (based on XML encryption):
thus, the AES algorithm is used to encrypt the data rather than RSA. The used
symmetric key gen_key, supposed to be calculated by the consumer, is in its
turn encrypted with RSA by using the STS’s public key and attached to the
message. Finally, when the message containing the token arrives (receive along
c.rstrc), the consumer invokes the storedQuery operation (the XDS feature for
querying Susan’s documents) provided by the registry.

The term representing the STS behaviour is

* [C] [MsgId1] [User] [Salt] [Iteration] [Timestamp1] [URI] [RST]

sts.rst?<C,MsgId1,sts,User,Salt,Iteration,Timestamp1,URI,RST>.

( -- Retrieve the User’s password

sts.getPwd!<User>| [Pwd] sts.getPwdResp?<User,Pwd>.

( -- Calculate the derived key

5 Notice that if both receives along c.rstr match an incoming message, hence the first argument is
sts, due to the prioritized semantics of COWS only the second receive (which generates a smaller
substitution) can progress.
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sts.hashReq!<Pwd,Salt,Iteration>

| [DKey] sts.hashResp?<Pwd,Salt,Iteration,DKey>.

( -- Create the challenge

sts.encReq!<DKey,sts,nonce1,created1,contextId>

| [Challenge] sts.encResp?<DKey,sts,nonce1,created1,contextId,Challenge>.

( -- Send the challenge to the consumer

C.rstr!<sts,C,msgId2,MsgId1,Challenge>

| -- Receive the challenge response

[MsgId3] [Timestamp2] [EncKey] [EncData]

sts.rstrr?<MsgId3,msgId2,sts,Timestamp2,EncKey,EncData>.

( -- Decrypt the encoded key

sts.decReq!<stsPrivateKey,EncKey>

| [Gen_key] sts.decResp?<stsPrivateKey,EncKey,Gen_key>.

( -- Decrypt the encoded data

sts.decReq!<Gen_key,EncData>

| [MsgId3] sts.decResp?<Gen_key,EncData,nonce1,1,C,MsgId3,

msgId2,contextId>.

-- Now, the consumer is authenticated

( -- Create a token SAML

sts.hashReq!<sts,samlTimestamp,User,URI>

| [SAMLhash] sts.hashResp?<sts,samlTimestamp,User,URI,SAMLhash>.

( -- Sign the hash code

sts.sign!<stsPrivateKey,SAMLhash>

| [Signature] sts.signResp?<SAMLhash,Signature>.

( -- Send the token

C.rstrc!<C,sts,MsgId3,msgId4,samlTimestamp,

User,URI,Signature> ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )

The replication operator ∗ at the beginning of the term specifies that STS is
a persistent service, i.e. it is capable of creating multiple instances to serve
several requests simultaneously. Thus, when it receives a message along the
endpoint sts.rst, corresponding to message (1) of the protocol, it creates an
instance initialized with the received data. The instance, by means of operations
getPwd and getPwdResp, retrieves the user’s password from a private database.
Using the password, it can derive a symmetric key to encrypt the challenge, by
exploiting again its internal functions. Invoke along C.rstr and the subsequent
receive along sts.rstrr permit sending and receiving message (2) and (3),
respectively. Now, by using stsPrivateKey, STS can decipher the symmetric key
generated by the consumer, which is then used to decrypt the challenge response.
Notice that, pattern-matching in the communication along sts.decResp permits
checking that the response contains the incremented nonce and the context;
this guarantees that the sender of the message is really the consumer acting on
behalf of the authorized user. Therefore, STS creates the token, by exploiting its
internal functions, and sends it to the consumer.

Finally, the term representing the registry’s behaviour is

* [Cust] [STS] [MsgId5] [TS] [User] [Uri] [Signature]

reg.storedQuery?<Cust,reg,STS,MsgId5,TS,User,Uri,Signature,"Susan">.

-- Validate the token

( -- Calculate the hash code of the token data

reg.hashReq!<STS,TS,User,Uri>

| [CalculatedHash] reg.hashResp?<STS,TS,User,Uri,CalculatedHash>.

( -- Retrieve the STS’s public key

reg.getKey!<STS>
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| [PubKey] reg.getKeyResp?<STS,PubKey>.

( -- Check the signature by using PubKey

reg.check!<PubKey,Signature>

| [Hash] reg.checkResp?<Signature,Hash>.

[compare]]
( -- Compare the hash codes

reg.compare!<CalculatedHash>

| [X] ( reg.compare?<X>. reg.attackDetected!<Cust>

+ reg.compare?<Hash>. reg.deliveringResource!<Cust> ) ) ) ) )

When the registry receives a consumer’s query, by means of the receive activity
along the endpoint reg.storedQuery, it validates the token within the message.
To this purpose, we assume that the registry has a private database storing the
public keys of all trusted STSs, and can interact with it by calling the operations
getKey and getKeyResp. Instead, to check the validity of the signature, it calls
function signChecker by means of check and checkResp. After calling such
function, the registry obtains the hash code of the signature (and stores it in
the variable Hash); by comparing it with the re-calculated hash code (stored
in the variable CalculatedHash) using the private operation compare, it can
either detect that an attack has been performed (this is signaled by the activity
reg.deliveringResource! < Cust >) or state that the token is valid. In this last
case, the activity reg.deliveringResource! < Cust > is used to signal that the
registry is ready to deliver the resource to the consumer. In fact, we do not
model here message (6), since the flaw we are interested to capture concerns the
previous message exchanges.

3.4 protocol analysis

As shown in Figure 10 we have to deal with two types of communication
channels: TLS protected channels for communicating with the registry and
untrusted channels for communicating with the STS. We assume the intruder is
one of the authorised user in the network (i.e. it owns an ATNA host certificate).
Therefore, it can start any mutual authenticated TLS transaction with the registry
and it can look in any message exchanged by STS. Basically, we consider the
intruder model introduced by [20] for TLS channels and the well-known Dolev-
Yao model [31] as regards the communication with STS along untrusted channels.
We focus on an intruder that intercepts the message sent by STS containing
the SAML token issued for the consumer (message (4)) and re-uses the token
(without modifying it) for an its own query to the registry (message (5), sent by
the intruder). This is rendered in COWS as

Intruder(i, c, sts, user, uri, reg) =

[MsgId4] [TS] [Signature]

c.rstrc?<c,sts,msgId3,MsgId4,TS,user,uri,Signature> .

( i.underAttack!<>

| --Forwards the message to the consumer

c.rstrc!<c,sts,msgId3,MsgId4,TS,user,uri,Signature>

| --Performs the attack

reg.storedQuery!<i,reg,sts,msgId5,TS,user,uri,Signature,"Susan"> )
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Once the intruder has caught message (4) (receive activity along c.rstrc),
besides forwarding the message to the consumer and querying the registry, it
enables the invoke activity i.underAttack! <>. This activity is only used during
the analysis to signal that the system is under attack. Notably, the intruder’s
query differs from the consumer’s one for the first argument only, which is i

instead of c.
The analysis of the protocol is carried out by exploiting SocL and CMC, as

explained in Section 2.4.2. In particular, here we are interested to look for the
presence of security flaws in the protocol, which can be expressed in SocL as
follows:

AG [request(samlToken,requestedBy,c)]

not EF (systemUnderAttack(i) and deliveringResource(to,i))

This formula means that it holds globally (operator AG) that if (operator [ · ]) a
SAML token has been requested by the consumer (action request(samlToken,
requestedBy, c)), then it does not (operator not) hold that eventually (operator EF)
the system will be under attack by intruder i (predicate systemUnderAttack(i))
and, at the same time, the registry will deliver the resource to i (predicate
deliveringResource(to, i)).

The previous formula is stated in terms of abstract actions
and predicates, meaning that, e.g., a token is requested (i.e.,
request(samlToken, requestedBy, c)) or a resource is ready to be deliv-
ered (i.e., deliveringResrouce(to, i)), while the COWS specification is stated in
terms of concrete actions, i.e. communication of data tuples along endpoints. To
verify an abstract property over a concrete specification, CMC permits to specify
a set of transformation rules, such as

Action ∗.rst<$requestor,∗,∗,∗,∗,∗,∗,∗,∗>
−> request(samlToken,requestedBy,$requestor)

State $attacker.underAttack! −> systemUnderAttack($attacker)

State ∗.deliveringResource! <$X> −> deliveringResource(to, $X)

The first rule maps a concrete action involving the operation rst to
the abstract action request(samlToken, requestedBy, $requestor), where the
(meta-)variable $requestor will be replaced with the actual requestor during the
on-the-fly model checking process, while the symbol ∗ is a wildcard. Similarly,
the second and third rules map the actions involving operations underAttack

and deliveringResource to the corresponding state predicates. We refer the
interested reader to [38] for a complete account of abstraction rules.

As already mentioned, CMC returns false when checking the above SocL
formula over the abstracted COWS specification. In fact, the system can perform
the following sequence of (abstract) actions:

request(samlToken,requestedBy,c); internal actions; challenge(samlToken);

internal actions; challengeResp(samlToken); internal actions;
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response(samlToken,requestedBy,c);

request(registryQuery,requestedBy,i); internal actions

and reach a state where both predicates systemUnderAttack(i) and delivering-
Resource(to, i) hold.

Now, let us modify the COWS specification to model the use of the
HoK confirmation method rather than the bearer method. With respect to
the specification presented before, the main difference is that in the new
STS specification the invoke sts.hashReq! < sts, samlTimestamp, User, URI >,
used to generate the hash code of the SAML token data, is replaced with
sts.hashReq! < sts, samlTimestamp, User, C, URI >. This time the result returned
by CMC when checking the previous formula over the protocol specification is
TRUE. In fact, the registry can detect that the intruder’s query is fake by compar-
ing the intruder’s identity with the identity contained in the SAML token by
means of ATNA credentials.

concluding remarks In this chapter we have shown a potential secu-
rity flaw in the IHE XUA standard. Precisely, the default usage of the bearer
subject confirmation method in the XUA SAML assertion layout introduces
a severe security flaw in the basic e-Health scenario based on IHE XDS in-
troduced in Chapter 2. This flaw could be exploited when TLS channels in
web service invocations are not used, as suggested by [63]. We have then pro-
posed a standard-based solution to the flaw and introduced a protocol based
on WS-Trust for securely issuing the XUA SAML assertion. We have specified
the actors participating to our protocol as COWS terms and used the model
checker CMC to prove that the security flaw introduced by the specification is
solved. The protocol presented is fully implemented in Java, by using an XDS
registry/repository pair given by Tiani “Spirit” GmbH. The STS and the clients
are implemented as Java web services. For further details on the implementation,
we refer the interested reader to Appendix B.1.

In the next chapter, we will show some real-world applications of the proposed
protocol, such as the eHR.ZA (presented in Section 4.1), the Sebokeng experience
(presented in Section 4.1.6), and eGP-EGOR (presented in Section 4.2). These
projects have based the format of their SAML supporting tokens on the one that
we propose, which is grouped with ATNA (where the identity provider binds
the identity of the subject of the assertion as the X.509 host certificate required
by ATNA).





4
T H E X U A - B A S E D P R O T O C O L AT W O R K

The XUA-based protocol introduced in the previous chapter is actually imple-
mented and used in various worldwide projects, which are described in this
chapter. In Section 4.1 we present the application of the protocol in a scenario
where Internet connectivity is totally absent. We show how to tailor the protocol
by using a special communication channel represented by a car-transportation
system. In particular, in Section 4.1.6 we introduce a Proof-of-Concept installed
in three clinics in Sebokeng, in the region of Gauteng, in South Africa. We show
that the extension of the Proof-of-Concept to the whole region, as planned for
the next phase of the project, introduces a severe security flaw that has been
overlooked. We then explain how the usage of our protocol for disconnected
clinics can solve this flaw.

By relying on a project running in the Upper Austria region, in Section 4.2 we
show how to adapt our XUA-based protocol to cover a brokered trust scenario.

4.1 e-health for developing countries

In this section we tackle the problem of sharing patients’ healthcare data among
clinics without any connection to the Internet1. This is a frequent problem in
rural areas of developing countries where no network infrastructure is provided
by the institutions. Some examples are clinics located in sub-Saharan regions
(e.g. Malawi, Namibia) or South African provinces (e.g., Limpopo, Mpumalanga)
that can be reached only by means of hundreds of kilometers of sand tracks.

For such a critical scenario, the IHE board proposes the usage of the Cross
Enterprise Document Sharing using Portable Media (XDM) [126]. This specifi-
cation enables the use of different types of electronic support, like CDs, DVDs,
and USB drivers, for the transmission of EHRs. The documents stored in such
a way can then be delivered by using a car-transportation system, or similar
processing methods (e.g., sending via a conventional postal system). Specifically,
we focus on authentication of healthcare professionals.

As a first contribution, we propose a protocol based on XDM that guarantees
the correct propagation of an authentication process performed remotely while
ensuring safety properties in the treatment of patients’ healthcare data. This
protocol re-uses the results described in Chapter 3. Here, we extend the generic
XDS-based transactions to XDM-based transactions. Then we define a threat

1 The solution to this problem in presence of Internet connection is studied in [126] and shown in
Chapter 3.
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model where a hypothetical attacker (like these described, e.g., in [31, 20]) can
seriously damage the health of patients or obtain unauthorized resources by
carrying out different types of attacks. As a second contribution, we analyze
the protocol to prove that, in our threat model, the attacker cannot perform any
action that can compromise the patients’ safety. Notably, in some uncontrolled
areas of some southern African countries, the attacks that we describe in our
threat model could be performed with bribes or sheer violence. To tailor our
protocol to such situations (that are out of scope for the analysis carried out
using formal methods), the project analyst must seriously consider the social
context, in order to reach the pre-requisites for application of our approach.

In particular, we formally specify the protocol by again exploiting the process
calculus COWS so that the obtained model contains enough details about the
involved technologies (this is reflected, e.g., by letting the exchanged messages
travel along communication channels with different properties). Then we analyze
the obtained model by formulating the protocol’s properties as SocLformulae
and demonstrating their validity through the model checker CMC.

It is worth noticing that our protocol has been expressly designed with the
aim of guaranteeing implementability and at the same time avoiding requiring
changes in the scenario under consideration that may have an important impact
on the everyday life of patients or professionals, since most of the projects are
already in a production stage.

4.1.1 A scenario with disconnected clinics

Modern healthcare applications rely on the use of international standards for
exchanging patients’ healthcare data. We refer to the XDS model presented in
Section 2.2 and depicted in Figure 5.

Each communication in the model is performed by exploiting the SOC
paradigm. Each actor (i.e., registry, repository, consumer, source) is a service
exchanging SOAP messages with other actors. To provide access control to
patients’ data, the human requester must be exactly identified.

The outlined scenario presents severe security problems. For example, a
patient could forge his own portable media and include new prescriptions for
drugs or an intruder could easily gain access to the data by hijacking the carrier
on its way (or the carrier itself could act as an intruder).

In Section 4.1.2 we present our XDM-based communication protocol which
is specifically devised for the setting sketched above. Then, in Section 4.1.3 we
define a threat model2 and in Section 4.1.4 we explain the need of an extra
actor in the protocol to deal with a specific kind of attack considered by our

2 It is worth noticing that the major healthcare initiatives are in the way of identifying some specific
threat models (see e.g. [129]). We define our threat model using their experience as a basis.
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threat model. Finally, in Section 4.1.5, we prove that an intruder cannot endanger
patients by performing any of the attacks falling within our threat model.

4.1.2 The abstract model

In the XDS model depicted in Figure 5 (steps 1, 3 and 4) the actors are typically
required to establish a secure connection by means of TLS using the Internet.
Since now we suppose that no Internet connection is available between the
consumer/source and the registry/repository3, we integrate XDS with XDM, a
profile specifically devised for dealing with such settings. In this way, the require-
ment for having strong authentication in XDS transactions (i.e., a matching X509

certificate between the TLS handshake and the key inside the token, as in Chap-
ter 3) must be relaxed. Indeed, the channel representing the car-transportation
system is able to transport only one message in only one direction, hence the
TLS handshake cannot be performed. Notably, since we assume no GSM or
satellite lines, confirmation cannot be sent using these technologies.

We abstract the scenario from a logical point of view as depicted in Figure 11.
We identify two systems: clinic A acting as the creator and clinic B acting

Creator ReceiverVAN

TLS

ARR  A

TLS

ARR  B

Security
Officer

Clinic B Clinic A 

Figure 11: The protocol for sharing medical records in disconnected clinics

as the receiver. The creator runs an instance of a document consumer or a
document source, while the receiver runs an instance of a document registry or

3 For the sake of simplicity, we name the XDS consumer and source as creator and the XDS registry
and repository as receiver.
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Clinic A, 
Creator STS A ARR A Clinic B, 

Receiver STS B ARR B

getToken

SAMLToken

VAN: provideDocuments

  storeCtx     

storeCtx_and_docHash

validate

logEvent

Figure 12: The scenario with disconnected clinics

a document repository. The creator queries or submits documents using the car-
transportation system. Each clinic owns an STS that is responsible for issuing and
validating SAML tokens. It is worth noting that we make explicit another actor
defined by IHE, the ATNA Audit Record Repository (ARR), a tamperproof storage
that contains the audit trails (i.e., log entries) for each transaction performed
by the creator/receiver. We suppose that clinics have local clocks, but do not
synchronise. Moreover, we assume that the clinics are trustworthy, e.g. we do not
consider attacks inside the logical view of the clinic information systems. This
is supported by the fact that in reality, such clinics systems are considered as a
standalone hardware, in which network security is not an issue. The model does
not abstract away the kind of communication channels used, in order to take into
account the different guarantees they provide. Hence, we use here three different
kinds of channels. The first one, denoted by→, is a plain TCP/IP channel. The
second one,→TLS, is a TCP/IP channel where TLSv1 is available. This means that
the confidentiality and integrity of TCP packets are guaranteed. The third one,
→VAN, represents the car-transportation system conveying patients’ healthcare
documents. Since this channel only permits sending one message per protocol
run, it does not satisfy any mutual authentication properties [70].

The protocol that we propose, is shown in Table 10 and is graphically depicted
in Figure 12. The arrow −→I represents a normal TCP/IP channel, while •−→I•
represents the TCP/IP channel where the communication is protected by means
of a mutual authenticated TLSv1 implementation.

Each message M represents a SOAP 1.2 message strictly defined by interna-
tional standards [48, 126, 135] and is reported in Appendix B.3.
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0.


A� STSA : . . . obtains a SAML assertion for B at ts1 with context ctx . . .

STSA →TLS ARRA : ts1, ctx, A, B

A� STSA : . . . obtains the token(K+
A , user, {ctx}K+

B
) . . .

1. A→TLS ARRA : ts1, ctx, A, B, ts2, {[K+
A , user, ‘doc’]}K−

A

2. A→VAN B : A, B, msgId1, ts2, {[K+
A , user, ‘doc’]}K−

A
,

token(K+
A , user, {ctx}K+

B
)

3. B→TLS ARRB : ts2, ts3, A, ctx, {[K+
A , user, ‘doc’]}K−

A

Table 10: An abstract description of the proposed XDM-based protocol

According to the XDM specification, the creator starts by obtaining a token
through its local STS. In our setting the token, which for the sake of readability
is denoted by token(K+

A , user, {ctx}K+
B
), is a SAML assertion. This notation stands

for the signed tuple

{[K+
A , STSname, samlTs, user, B, {ctx}K+

B
]}K−

STSA

containing the name user of the user that is performing the action and where
it comes from (indicated by A’s public key), the name STSName of the issuer,
the timestamp samlTs of the assertion, the receiver B where the assertion can be
used, and the encrypted context. Notably, a token permits only one operation
via the portable media. The token issuance process is assumed to be performed
according to Chapter 3 and is not detailed here for the sake of simplicity (for this
reason, it is indicated as step 0 in the protocol). It is, however, worth noticing that
a one-to-one correspondence exists between the token issued during the process
and the WS-Trust [105] context ctx, that is a unique identifier computed by the
STS. The issuance process is also recorded in ARRA by storing the quadruple
ts1, ctx, A, B. This quadruple records that a token was issued with context ctx at
timestamp ts1 for a message sent from A to B. We assume that this message is
sent over→TLS.

In message 1, clinic A updates the log in ARRA by adding a new timestamp
ts2, representing the instant when the portable medium is created (e.g. the
CD is burned), and a signed tuple, representing the username of the physical
person sitting in front of the workstation, which is the same as the subject of
the SAML assertion, and the document, here abstracted as ‘doc’. Notably, we
are not deviating from the standards. In fact, the username value is part of the
metadata accompanying the document itself; the interested reader is referred to
the XDS.b documentation (XCN values, [126]) for the other metadata.
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In message 2, clinic A sends the portable medium through the car-
transportation system that travels to B. The message contains a unique identifier,
msgId1, the signed document and the SAML token.

When clinic B receives the message, it checks if the value user equals the
subject of the assertion and if the key contained in the signed document matches
the holder-of-key data inside the token. If both tests succeed, clinic B validates
the assertion to its STSB through message 3, as in Chapter 3, and writes in its
local ARRB the following knowledge: “someone, probably A, at time ts2, sent
a message with identifier ctx for a document represented by the signed tuple
{[K+
A, user, ‘doc’]}K−

A
; now is ts3”. The document also contains the certificate that

corresponds to the signer’s public key. It is worth noticing that the document
itself is signed with A’s key, and it could have been also encrypted, for main-
taining the confidentiality of data. This is orthogonal to our proposed protocol
since we concentrate on the authenticity of the message.

4.1.3 The threat model

By taking the features of the different kinds of communication channels into
account, we consider a standard intruder à la Dolev-Yao acting only along
channel →VAN. The intruder can see all the messages passing through the
channel (i.e., he can read the documents delivered via van), he or she is a
legitimate user of the network (in our setting this means that he or she is able to
sign documents) and has the opportunity to be a receiver for any user. We also
assume that encryption and hashing functions cannot be broken.

Our assumption that channels of type→TLS are not subject to the intruder is
supported by the fact that, in the real world, each clinics’ information system
usually runs on a single and audited, machine. Therefore the problem of inter-
cepting messages can be solved better by using intrusion detection techniques.
By these means, we also assume that the logs stored in the ARRs are not subject
to any attacks.

We thus identify four different types of attacks the intruder I can perform4:

1. I suppresses a message. For instance, I could suppress a submission for
a new rare form of allergy or a query for crucial healthcare data and,
in both cases, the suppression may lead to the death of the patient if
the patient travels among clinics. It is thus crucial for patients’ safety to
consider suppressed messages as attacks, as these messages could bear
data necessary for the patients’ lives. Moreover, since messages traveling
along →VAN may have unbounded delays, to stay on the safe side, we
also consider these delayed messages to be attacks. To appropriately deal

4 Of course this attacks list is not intended to be exhaustive and to cover all the possible attacks.
We notice again that the threat model is highly inspired to the specifications and risk assessments
coming from various projects.
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with these attacks we introduce a new actor, called Security Officer (see
Figure 11) in the scenario. This actor’s role will be detailed in the next
section.

2. I acts as a healthcare professional sitting at A wanting to access restricted
resources by reusing a previously issued SAML token. For instance, sup-
pose that nurse (a valid user at A) wants to obtain a large amount of
drugs for the illegal market. He or she could reuse an assertion, which
was issued for another purpose and has already been used to create a
new illicit prescription. nurse then steals the assertion from the portable
medium, attaches it to his or her new prescription and sends:

A→VANB : A,B, msgId, ts2, {[K+
A, nurse, ‘prescr’]}K−

A
,

token(K+
A, user, {ctx}K+

B
)

(4.1)

This attack is discovered by the Receiver because the user of the token is
different from the creating user embedded in the document.

3. I obtains the message by listening on→VAN, suppresses it, and sends:

I→VAN B : I,B, msgId, ts2, {[K+
A, user, ‘prescr’]}K−

I
,

token(K+
A, user, {ctx}K+

B
)

(4.2)

The difference between this attack and attack number 2 is that there nurse
is sitting at clinic A, while here the intruder is intercepting the van. This
attack is discovered by the Receiver because the public part of the intruder’s
signing key K−

I is different from the key associated with the document
and inside the token.

4. I sends the same (intercepted) message multiple times, for example to
obtain the same resource multiple times. This attack is similar to attacks
2 and 3, and is a form of replay attack. It is discovered by the Receiver
because multiple ctx are present in the database (only the message which
is received first is left).

4.1.4 The role of the officer

Let us now suppose that there are several clinics A1, . . . , An, such that each
Ai has its own ARRi and acts as a creator for the clinic B. The officer polls the
clinics in a round-robin fashion to detect if attack 1 has been performed, in
which case (s)he establishes which actions must be performed by the clinics as
countermeasures. To this aim, every quantum of time t the officer checks the
logs of every ARRi by appropriately comparing them with the logs stored in
the clinic B.
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When the officer (perhaps physically) visits clinic Ai, he or she obtains the set
A

log
i of all the audit trails from his or her last visit. Let mi be the maximum among

the timestamps of the audits (the officer saves the previous value ofmi as oldmi).
When the officer visits clinic B, he or she obtains the set Blog of all the audits trails.
Let’s recall what an audit located inARRB looks like. The format described in Sec-
tion 2.2.2 is abstracted as a tuple a = 〈creation_ts, arrival_ts, sender, ctx,Signature〉,
where creation_ts is the creation time at sender, arrival_ts is the arrival time at B,
ctx is the context, and Signature is the signature of the document. We use a(1)
to denote the creation_ts field and a(3) to denote the sender field. The officer can
then partition Blog by defining:

Blog|Ai,mi
=
{

a | a(3) = Ai ∧ oldmi < a(1) 6 mi
}

Each element Blog|Ai,mi
of the partition contains the audits coming from clinic

Ai with a timestamp greater than the old reading oldmi taken by the officer and
not greater than the last timestamp mi read at Ai.

The officer can now tell the different situations apart. If Alog
i = Blog|Ai,mi

then
all messages produced at clinic Ai arrived safely at clinic B. If this holds for all
clinics, then we have

⋃n
i=1A

log
i = Blog which means that every message from

any clinics has safely arrived at B. If instead A
log
i \(Blog|Ai,mi

) 6= ∅ then there are
messages in Ai that have not yet arrived at B. The messages are suppressed or
are late (attack 1). In the opposite situation, i.e., when Blog|Ai,mi

\A
log
i 6= ∅, then

there are more messages at B than those produced by the clinics, thus some
messages have been introduced into the channels by the intruder (attacks 2, 3

and 4).

4.1.5 Specification and analysis

As in Section 3.3, our formal analysis is based on the use of the process calculus
COWS to specify the protocol and the transactions involved, while reflecting
many real-world implementation details (e.g. algorithms, field names and mes-
sage exchanges are taken from OASIS standards).

For the sake of simplicity, we present here just a sketch of the COWS spec-
ification of the protocol. We refer the interested reader to Appendix A.2 for a
complete account of the specification.

The COWS term representing the overall scenario is

let . . . in

[hashReq]] [hashResp]] . . .
( Sha(hashReq,hashResp)

| Cipher(. . .)

| Signer(. . .)

| ClinicA(hashReq,hashResp,. . .)

| ClinicB(hashReq,hashResp,. . .)
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| Officer(. . .) )

| . . . intruders . . .
end

where to make the reading easier, we have omitted irrelevant details. The
protocol has three main participants, ClinicA, ClinicB and Officer. They are
composed by using the parallel composition operator _ | _ that allows them to be
concurrently executed and to interact with each other. Like in the specification
presented in Section 3.3, COWS does not offer primitives for, e.g., encryption
and hashing, these and other useful security-related features are provided to
each participant through a library of functions, implemented as a set of shared
services. We have implementations of such algorithms as SHA for hashing (Sha),
RSA for public-key cryptography (Cipher), and digital signatures (Signer), that
are necessary to properly manage the data to be exchanged during protocol
runs. These COWS services play a role similar to that of functions in the applied
π-calculus [2]. The delimitation operator [_]_ is used here to restrict access to
services Sha, Cipher, and Signer.

Within the above let construct, the COWS service definition of the creator
clinic is:

ClinicA(hashReq,hashResp,. . .) =

[clockA#][write#][getToken#] . . .

( Clock(clockA,. . .) | ARR(write,. . .) | STS(getToken,,. . .)

| Creator(clockA,write,getToken,. . .) )

The term ClinicB representing the receiving clinic is similar to ClinicA, but
for the term Receiver in place of Creator. Each clinic has its own local Clock,
ARR and STS, with which it shares private partner and operation names (e.g.,
clockA, write and getToken). These names permit defining private endpoints
to simulate internal interaction with Clock, secure connections along channels
of the type →TLS with ARR, and the authenticated connection along channels
of the type → with the STS as dealt with in Chapter 3. The local clock ticks
along a private endpoint and, when prompted, returns the current value to the
requester. If the STS receives a request from the associated participant instead,
then it generates and returns a SAML token containing a unique context. Finally,
ARR instantiates a stack, i.e., a LIFO data structure used to store audit trails, and
provides different functionalities depending on the role of the participant. In
the case of a creator role, ARR waits the first message from the STS stating that
an audit trail with a given context will arrive from the clinic. When the audit is
received, it is pushed onto the stack. In the case of a receiver role, ARR simply
pushes the received audit trail onto the stack, unless the audit trail contains a
context already stored (attack 4).

The security Officer is in charge of revealing attack 1, which occurs when the
intruder suppresses messages. Only one instance of Officer can run at a given
time (in order to reduce the model state space). Once activated, Officer first
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gets the values stored by Creator’s audit record repository. In particular, it saves
the maximum timestamp of the audits in the Creator’s stack in a variable MaxT1.
Then, Officer gets the audits, which have timestamp not greater than MaxT1,
stored by Receiver’s audit record repository. After collecting the audits from
the two repositories, Officer compares them to detect an attack 1, as defined in
Section 4.1.4.

Each of the four attacks described in Section 4.1.3 is modeled as a COWS term
running in parallel with the protocol’s participants. As expected, the intruder
can freely suppress/forge/read messages along the→VAN channel. Each attack
is revealed by evaluating a SocL formula that exploits actions signaling that
specific data tuples are sent along some given endpoints.

For instance, the COWS term modeling the intruder conducting attack 1 is

[A][MsgId1][Ts2][SignedDoc] . . .

b.van?<A,b,MsgId1,Ts2,SignedDoc,. . .>.

(sys.attack1!<messageSuppressed,SignedDoc>

| sys.attack1?<messageSuppressed,SignedDoc>.

officer.activate!<> )

The intruder starts with a receive activity of the form
b.van? < A, b, MsgId1, Ts2,SignedDoc, . . . > corresponding to the reception
of a message for B over the channel →VAN (here rendered as a public
endpoint b.van). The receive activity initializes the variables A, MsgId1, Ts2,
SignedDoc,. . . , declared local to the term by the delimitation operator, with
the message data. When the intruder intercepts a message, communica-
tion along the endpoint sys.attack1 takes place (i.e., the invoke activity
sys.attack1! < messageSuppressed, SignedDoc > and the receive activity
sys.attack1? < messageSuppressed, SignedDoc > synchronise); this is used
during the analysis to signal that the system is under attack. Only at this point
Officer is activated (by means of a signal over officer.activate), after which
it can go to clinic A and B at any time.

As in Section 3.4 the analysis of the protocol is carried out by exploiting the
software tool CMC for model checking SocL formulæ over COWS specifications.
The SocL formula used to reveal attack 1 is:

AG [attack1Performed(message,$doc)] AF {attack1DetectedByOfficer(message,%doc)} true

The formula means that it holds globally (AG), i.e., in any state of the model, that
if (operator [. . .] ) an attack of type 1 is performed by the intruder, then always
(AF) this attack will be detected by Officer.

The previous formula is stated in terms of abstract actions, meaning that,
e.g., an attack of type 1 has been performed, while the COWS specification
is stated in terms of concrete actions, i.e. communication of data tuples along
endpoints. To verify an abstract property over a concrete specification, CMC
permits specification of a set of abstraction rules, such as
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Action sys.attack1<messageSuppressed,$signedDoc> -> attack1Performed(message,$signedDoc)

that maps the concrete action corresponding to a communication along
sys.attack1 to the abstract action attack1Performed. A similar rule is used for
mapping a communication along sys.attack1Detected, performed by Officer

when it discovers that a message has been suppressed, to the abstract ac-
tion attack1DetectedByOfficer. Evaluation of the above formula returns TRUE,
which means that if a message containing a certain document is suppressed,
then the officer will discover that B did not receive that specific message.

The remaining attacks are detected by following a similar approach; for each
attack we demonstrate that the intruder cannot successfully perform it. We
refer the interested reader to Appendix A.2 for the complete description of the
analysis.

4.1.6 The Sebokeng experience

By adopting standard technologies, governments and hospitals obtain significant
benefits from both a financial and a practical point of view. E-HR.GP [88] is
an example of an ongoing project based on IHE standard technologies aiming
at managing EHRs of patients from the Gauteng province, South Africa. A
Proof-of-Concept (PoC) of such project has been successfully installed in the
Sebokeng township [137]. The next step of the E-HR.GP project is the extension
of the PoC implementation to cover the clinics of the overall Gauteng province.

A considerable area of the province suffers of connectivity problems. We
believe that the extension of the PoC, to the above scenario can potentially
introduce some security flaws. In this section, we tackle the problem of amending
the system developed in the E-HR.GP’s PoC by proposing the use of the formally-
proved correct IHE-based protocol presented in Section 4.1, so to include also
clinics in rural areas with low or absent Internet connectivity and reachable only
by hundred of kilometers of sand tracks.

Before the starting of the E-HR.GP project, some clinics of the Gauteng region
were already equipped with Clinical Information Systems [88]. These systems,
however, were not interoperable and were not based on international standards,
resulting in an high cost of ownership. In fact, in each clinic, long patient queues
and slow response times were experienced, which often led to preventable
deaths.

To provide a better patient care, in 2007 the Gauteng Department of Health
(GDoH) issued a request for proposal (RFP) for enabling e-Health in the region.
Fourteen companies answered to the RFP, and six of them were shortlisted. At
the end, one preferred supplier and one reserve were chosen. The preferred
supplier (the Baoki Consortium5) realized the PoC within the time frame defined

5 Baoki is a consortium created by two South African resellers, Equiton Investment (Pty) Ltd and
AMEtHST (Pty) Ltd.
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Clinic1
Clinic1:

Document creator
Clinic1:

Forward queue
GDoH:

Backup node
Data aggregator:

DB
Clinic2:

Document consumer

CreateDoc(doc1)
CreatePatId(doc1,pat1)

Register(doc1,pat1)

Register(doc1,pat1)
Link(pat1,123^^^&ISO)

Query(pat2,info1)
Query(pat2,info1)

QueryResp(doc1,pat1,Clinic1)

Query(pat1,info2)

QueryResp(doc2,pat1,Clinic1)

Enqueue(doc1,pat1)

Query(pat2,info2)

Figure 13: Messages exchange in the E-HR.GP Proof-of-Concept

(from august 2007 to august 2008). The project is divided in three phases: the first
phase consists of the definition of the PoC, the second is the full implementation
of the PoC, and the third the application to the whole region. In the first two
phases, three clinics (Johan Deo, Levai Mbatha, and Dr. Helga Kuhn Clinic) and
the 700-beds Sebokeng hospital were involved.

4.1.7 Proof-of-Concept software architecture

The three clinics and the hospital run the same software components (actually,
the hospital is considered as a ‘big’ clinic). The common messages exchange in
such an architecture is depicted in Figure 13, where a clinic creates a document
belonging to an EHR, which is spread over the clinic’s network, and then another
clinic tries to fetch it.

Specifically, a document doc1, e.g., a patient summary, is created (and locally
stored) in a generic clinic, Clinic1. The document belongs to a patient, whose
identifier pat1 is chosen by Clinic1. The document, its metadata and the newly
created patient identifier are enveloped in a message queued in a software actor,
named Forward queue. When the Forward queue processes the message, this is
duplicated: one copy is sent through the IHE-based transaction Register to a
node located into the GDoH offices, while using the same transaction a second
copy is sent to the Data aggregator. The Backup node installed at the GDoH offices
has the task to provide a working backup image for each clinic. This reliable
node should contain the data of all clinics. The Data aggregator is another reliable
node that instead acts as a forwarder: whenever a request for a given patient is
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received, it returns its copy of the document and the link to the clinic where the
data were originally stored; every subsequent query about the patient will be
delivered directly to the clinic, without passing through the Data aggregator.

Notably, the Data aggregator contains all the patients’ local identifiers and
their data as registered in the clinics. These local identifiers are linked together
(through a Link transaction) by means of an identifier that is unique for the
whole Gauteng province. In our example pat1 is linked to 123ˆ ˆ ˆ&ISO (the
patient identifier is written using a notation à la Hl7 [48]).

Now, suppose that a doctor sitting in Clinic2 wants to retrieve a document
containing information info1 for a patient identified by pat2. Clinic2 does not
know where information about the patient pat2 can be retrieved, therefore the
Data aggregator is contacted, using the IHE-based transaction named Query.
The Data aggregator knows the patient identifier, which is actually linked to
123ˆ ˆ ˆ&ISO too (i.e. pat1 and pat2 identify the same patient, resolved by means
of demographics queries [126]). This patient has documents into Clinic1 and, hence,
the Data aggregator returns this information to Clinic2, together with the patient
identifier pat1. For a given amount of time, this information is cached in Clinic2
and all the subsequent queries for pat2 will be sent to Clinic1 directly. Indeed, in
the last pair of Query/QueryResp transactions in Figure 13, a document consumer
asks for information info2 for patient pat2; Clinic2 now is informed that the
patient is known as pat1 at Clinic1 and, hence, directly sends the query to Clinic1
for patient pat1.

Creating a system grouping standard IHE profiles permits to drastically
reduce errors due to missing healthcare information in paper-based clinics. EHRs
are always available to every patient and authorized healthcare professional
across the clinics. The probability to perform, e.g., duplicate medical tests and
examinations is then reduced significantly. The hardware running in each clinic
is reduced in costs: with an investment of a few thousands of U.S. dollars for
off-the-shelf components, a clinic can start to be operational in a few days.

4.1.8 Applying the protocol for disconnected clinics

The roadmap of the programme after the PoC phases is to increase the number
of hospitals and clinics involved in the E-HR.GP project. Although the Gauteng
province is the geographically smallest province in South Africa, nowadays it
is the most densely populated6. Thus, up to 38 hospitals, 30 community health
clinics and around 300 clinics will participate in the exchange of medical records.

The PoC setting described before fits perfectly within regions with a high-
speed Internet connection. Indeed, healthcare documents usually have important
dimensions (e.g., the size of DICOM [4] images can be larger than one gigabyte)
and, thus, their real-time exchange is expensive. For this reason, nightly transfers

6 Around 9 millions, of which 90% are urbanized.
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to the central repository (i.e. the backup node) of the GDoH are scheduled. Each
transaction passes through a forward queue (see Section 4.1.7) that duplicates
the messages: a copy is sent to the local XDS affinity domain, while the dupli-
cated message is queued waiting to be transferred when the connection link
is operating. Unfortunately, in Gauteng, due to the limitations of the Internet
connectivity in some spots of the region (where network connection is mainly
based on GPRS and 56k modems), nightly transfers among clinics and the
repositories may not reach termination, due to the large size of files.

As described in Section 4.1, we use here XDM as replacement of the TLS
channels established from the forward queue to the endpoint of Data aggregator
and Backup node with out-of-band channels, based on a car transportation
system. However, simply adopting the newly created system is not sufficient.
In fact a new security flaw would be introduced: by dropping the TLS channel,
the system would miss the authentication of the remote peer (the clinic). The
receiving system would not be able to trust the message carried by the portable
media because no key material is present that enforces authenticity. This flaw
would introduce serious drawbacks: a malicious intermediary could change
the message on the channel (resulting in a compromission of the safety of the
patient) or could replay messages to get more medicines prescribed (e.g., for the
illegal market). In this way, the system security would be totally demanded to
the security of the out-of-band channel. Usually this channel is represented by
a van travelling among clinics for collecting portable media to be stored in the
central repository. The van is then a critical actor in the project security model.

A possible solution of such an authentication flaw, which does not put any
requirement on the security of the van itself, is presented in Section 4.1. The
protocol does not affect software already in production stage and its adoption
has a reduced impact on costs. Security of the protocol is proved by using formal
methods described in Chapter 3, i.e., the process calculus COWS, the temporal
logic SocL and the model checker CMC.

4.2 a direct brokered trust scenario

The IHE initiative introduces the concept of communities, a set of healthcare
facilities such as hospitals and clinics that cooperate together for exchanging
healthcare data. Examples of communities are regions, federated hospitals or
even countries.

The application of XUA in a cross community scenario introduces issues that
a security architect needs to address for providing optimum patient care, e.g., for
applying access control policies. In order to perform a transaction that crosses
the border of a community, the SAML assertion obtained by the local identity
provider has to pass through the gateway that “forwards” the authentication
claims to the remote services.
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However, impersonation and forwarding must be avoided specially in service
oriented computing because only stateless end-to-end messages are permitted. In
fact, before performing any cross community transaction, the gateway needs to
act on behalf of the real user. The information about the user must be forwarded
to the remote community by the gateways. This is covered also by OASIS as
direct brokered trust [105, 68].

We aim at providing a solution of the problem of using IHE XUA in a cross
community scenario [73] (also called federated scenario). Our solution is based
on the use of SAML delegate authentication assertions [107].

In the IHE model all the services that share the same registry instance are
logically grouped as an affinity domain. A set of affinity domains that wants
to cooperate together for exchanging documents are identified as a community.
Communities are uniquely identified by a service (see, e.g., Section 2.2) called
gateway, that acts as proxy (i.e. it intercepts all the messages that are travelling
amongst communities). It is worth noticing that from a functional point of view
a community can be established not only by federating affinity domains, but
any kind of healthcare related software that uses a gateway for accessing data
can be abstracted as a community itself, if the gateway observes the behavior
defined by [126]. An example of a community built upon a Computing GRID is
shown in [75].

When a client service (a document consumer or a source) needs to perform
a cross gateway query (i.e. to query for a document in a foreign community) it
contacts the local gateway (that is called initiating gateway) that creates a message
to be sent to all the known foreign gateways (named responding gateways).
The reason for that is because it could be unknown in which community the
document related to the searched patient is stored.

In order to be able to perform a successful query, the patient identifier is
obtained by the initiating gateway using the IHE XCPD mechanism [55]. The
Cross Community Patient Discovery (XCPD) profile supports the ability to locate
communities which hold relevant health data of a patient and the translation
of patient identifiers across communities holding the same patient’s data. The
XCPD service can be hierarchical: each community can have its own XCPD
service consulting the local patient index or it can exist a topmost service able
to contact the community’s patient indexes. For the sake of simplicity, in this
thesis we consider the last option, where a centralized XCPD service contacts
the local patient indexes. The complete workflow is depicted in Figure 14.

In this scenario, the SAML assertion contains an element called
AudienceRestriction where it is specified the list of services where the token
can be used. Notably, this element should be always included in the assertion.
In [9] a security flaw is shown because of the lack of the audience restriction
element. The interaction is made by using WS-Security for embedding the token
in each IHE transaction managing health data (e.g. steps 1, 3 and 4 in Figure 5).
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Consumer XCA Init GW Topmost
XCPD

XCA Resp 
GW A

XCA Resp 
GW B

cross GW query(global pat id)

crossGW()

obtain Pat ID()

global Pat ID

cross GW query(global pat id)

Return Documents

Return Documents

Return Docs

Figure 14: A cross community query (communities are named A and B).

The contacted service provider uses the assertion for authenticating the re-
quester. SAML subjects can be confirmed with the method listed in the
SubjectConfirmation element. It is worth noticing that IHE does not define a
structure of the token neither a method for obtaining it by resulting in potential
weak and insecure implementations. We assume a secure token issuance process
that can be achieved through the protocol described in Chapter 3.

In our federated scenario, the application of the IHE security model is not
straightforward. The users firstly authenticate using the local identity provider
(located in the healthcare facility, affinity domain or community) for enabling
authentication in transactions performed within the community (i.e. an XDS
transaction from a document consumer to the registry). When the authentication
process begins, the client service needs to specify the list of recipients to be placed
in the AudienceRestriction element. Notably, the list of possible responding
gateways may not be known by the client.

At this stage the identity provider is allowed to encrypt data (e.g. the user
identifier [98], or as in Chapter 3 the WS-Trust issuing context identifier). Under
these assumptions, the SAML assertion issued by the local identity provider
for the usage with the local services cannot be used for performing any cross
gateway transaction.
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A→ I : A, msgId1, I, {[RST(user, role, org, B, C)]}K−
A

(1)

I→ A : I, msgId2, msgId1, A, RSTR({[I, role, org, {uid}K+
B

, {uid}K+
C
]}K−

I
) (2)

A→ B : A, msgId3, B, {[I, role, org, {uid}K+
B

, {uid}K+
C
]}K−

I
, XDSData (3)

A→ C : A, msgId4, C, {[I, role, org, {uid}K+
B

, {uid}K+
C
]}K−

I
, XCAData (4)

C→ I : C, msgId4, I, {[I, role, org, {uid}K+
B

, {uid}K+
C
]}K−

I
, RST(remgw) (5)

I→ C : I, msgId4, msgId5, C, RSTR({[I, role, org, {uid}K+
remgw

]}K−
I
) (6)

Table 11: The delegate assertion usage protocol

An high level overview of the motivating scenario is shown in Table 11
7. In step

1, the consumer named A requests a SAML assertion with the local username
user to the identity provider I by passing its name, A, a message identifier
msgId1 and the address I, that represents the WS-Addressing elements From,
MessageID and To respectively. The SOAP Body of the message contains a signed
request security token (RST) where the client application sends the requested
user, role and organization. The last two values, B and C are the endpoints of the
registry and the initiating gateway where the assertion will be used. The identity
provider validates the message and issues the SAML assertion. In a scenario
with federated identity providers the subject of the assertion is a newly created
pseudonym, as defined in [98]. This new SAML subject, uid, is encrypted for
the requested endpoints. The response message (step 2) has a new message
identifier (msgId2) and the old message identifier, as RelatesTo WS-Addressing
element. At this stage (step 3) the consumer A uses the obtained SAML assertion
for contacting the registry (B) and the initiating gateway (C) (step 4). Both
services are able to decrypt the value of the username. The representation of the
assertion is the signed tuple in {[I, role, org, {uid}K+

B
, {uid}K+

C
]}K−

I
. The other steps

are shown in Section 4.2.1.

4.2.1 The delegate assertion

In our model, the layout of the identity assertion is given by [106, 128]. The
assertion contains the role, the institution, the username and the purpose of use of
the requester (i.e. the doctor). In order for the remote site to send audit trails
with the correct subject and to use attributes to enforce access control policies, it

7 In order to facilitate the readability of the thesis, at this stage we assume that every message is
traveling along secure and authenticated channels. We do not introduce here additional signature
checks that are out of the scope of this work. A more detailed account can be found in [74].
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is important to attest the digital identity including the attributes of the user that
is requesting health data.

As we can derive from the example shown in Table 11, the responding gateway
of the foreign community does not share the public keys (KB,KC). Thus, it cannot
decrypt the EncryptedID value of the SAML assertion that is forwarded by the
initiating gateway. This is a common problem when an entity needs to perform
brokering of security tokens. There are several trust models [68] covering this
case. The model that we use is the direct brokered trust: the responding gateway
of the foreign community trusts the initiating gateway of the local community
that vouches for the document consumer of the local affinity domain.

When the document consumer needs to perform a cross gateway query, it
contacts the initiating gateway with the SAML assertion containing the local
subject. In order to establish the direct brokered trust in cross community
transactions, the initiating gateway needs to vouch for the document consumer
with the responding gateway in the foreign community.

Since the attributes as defined in [106] for attesting the digital identity of
the requesting subject (i.e. the doctor sitting on the document consumer) are
defined in the local authentication assertion, the initiating gateway requests a
new assertion, using the local SAML authentication assertion as authentication
statements against the identity provider. In this way, the identity provider
validates the local SAML assertion and issues a new token containing the
original attributes such as role and organization. The subject of the assertion
becomes the endpoint of the initiating gateway.

This behavior is shown in steps 5 and 6 of Table 11. The initiating gateway
C sends to the identity provider a request security token using the assertion
as authentication statement and the address of the remote gateway as list of
service where it intends to use the assertion (step 5, identified as RST(remgw)).
The identity provider validates the request, validates the assertion and issues a
new assertion used by C for any cross community transaction (step 6).

In order to establish the brokered trust, we adopt the SAML delegation
mechanism [107]. The Conditions element of the new delegate assertion is
enriched with the DelegateRestrictionType, containing two values: the instant
when the identity provider delegated the initiating gateway to act on behalf of
the user and the subject of the assertion. The SAML condition element becomes 8

<saml:Condition

xmlns:del="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:conditions:delegation"

xsi:type="del:DelegationRestrictionType">

<del:Delegate

ConfirmationMethod="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.0:cm:sender-vouches"

DelegationInstant="2010-05-13T12:50:30.846Z">

<saml:NameID>drmasi@hospital.at</saml:NameID>

8 For the full assertion layout, we refer the interested reader to Appendix B.2.
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Figure 15: The direct brokered trust scenario: applying security to the XCA model

</del:Delegate>

</saml:Condition>

When C requests the assertion, all the endpoints are known and thus it can
also request new encryptions for a new list of audience restrictions. The
UML sequence diagram of the new scenario is depicted in Figure 15. The
AudienceRestriction element of the delegate assertion now contains the list
of the web service endpoints of the known gateways of the other communities
and the topmost XCPD service. The patient identifier discovery transaction is
also authenticated using the delegate assertion. Notably if there is no topmost
XCPD service, the AudienceRestriction list shall contain all the web services
endpoints of all the XCPD services in all communities.

We used our solution in the e-Care pilot project in an Austrian region (pre-
sented at the IHE Connectathon 2008 [5]). In this pilot, three hospitals need to
cooperate together to exchange the EHR of patients. Hospitals are identified
as communities. A requirement of the project is to enforce at the remote site a
patient consent (i.e. a policy) that the patient gives at the hospital where she
is receiving treatment. For this reason when the initiating gateway performs a
cross hospital transaction, it obtains the SAML delegate assertion and another
treatment-related assertion that contains the encrypted local policy. The initiat-
ing gateway uses the delegated assertion for performing the patient discovery
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transaction. When the patient is found (and also the community containing data
is found), the initiating gateway sends the delegate assertion and the treatment
assertion containing the policy encrypted for the responding gateway. The access
control methodology is XACML-based (see Section 2.1.2 and Chapter 5) and
the access request is built upon the attributes of the delegated assertion and on
the document metadata (the resource). The responding gateway grabs the policy
from the encrypted assertion and performs a XACML flow, by importing also
local policies.

concluding remarks In this chapter we have shown some applications
of the XUA-based protocol described in Chapter 3. We have illustrated its
application in a scenario which involves disconnected clinics in rural areas in
Section 4.1. Specifically, we have proposed a protocol for exchanging patient
healthcare information using a car-transportation system. We have given the
COWS specification and performed a model checking analysis with CMC to show
that the protocol is secure according to a given threat model. In Section 4.1.6 we
have reported the experience of a real Proof-of-Concept running in Sebokeng,
South Africa. We have shown that the usage of our protocol for disconnected
clinics solves a newly discovered security flaw. In Section 4.2 we have described
the application of our XUA-based protocol to a brokered trust scenario.
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5
X A C M L - B A S E D A U T H O R I S AT I O N

In this chapter we firstly introduce the european project epSOS [123] (Section 5.1),
which aims at providing e-Prescription and Patient Summaries access to eu-
ropean citizens abroad. We show that the IHE approach based on XDS has a
drawback when enforcing access control and how it can be amended using the
new profile XCF and the standard XACML. We use this motivating use case to
introduce a formal semantics of XACML 2.01 that clarifies all ambiguous and
intricate aspects of the standard (which is described in Section 2.1.2). To hide the
complexity due to XML, in Section 5.2 we propose an alternative syntax. Our
semantics is then presented in Section 5.3, while some examples of use of our
formal approach are illustrated in Section 5.4. This way, we get a tiny language
with solid mathematical foundations that lays the basis for developing tools and
methodologies that can be easily used by software engineers to precisely define
access control policies on resources. To demonstrate feasibility and effectiveness
of our approach, we have implemented our formal sematics using Java, as briefly
described in Section 5.5. We have thus obtained a software tool that supports
the specification of policies and the verification of access requests.

5.1 the epsos project

The European Mandate 403 [34] indicated the need to provide electronic health
to citizens within the European community. In order to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of the creation of a pan-European network for exchanging health data,
the epSOS (Smart Open Services for European Patients, [123]) large scale pilot
(LSP) co-funded by the European Commission Competitiveness and Innovation
Programme (CIP) within the ICT Policy Support Programme, has started in
2008. The aim of epSOS is to concentrate on building and evaluating a service
infrastructure demonstrating cross-border interoperability between EHR sys-
tems in Europe. In particular, use cases have been defined for the exchange
of Patient Summaries and e-Prescriptions in cross-border transactions and a
set of specifications have been developed for the secure exchange of patient’s
medical data among Points of Care and pharmacies. Such patient’s healthcare
information (PHI) is data that is temporarily stored and modified by Points of
Care and pharmacies. By means of the XUA SAML assertion layout and the

1 At the time of writing, the new version XACML 3.0 is under first reviews and, hence, is continuosly
changing. We suppose that a full adoption of this new version in production projects will take
quite some time.
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analysis performed as shown in Chapter 3, we contributed at the process of
defining the security requirements [123] and the implementation of the Identity
Provider/STS for all the phases of the project.

5.1.1 The epSOS concepts

According to [123], “the overarching goal of epSOS (Smart Open Services for
European Patients) is to develop a practical eHealth framework and ICT in-
frastructure that will enable secure access to patient health information [...]
between European healthcare systems. [...] The methodology will strive to build
a common architecture and core services for the identification of users and
institutions, security, confidentiality and privacy aspects, and aim to enhance
various semantic aspects of the systems”.

The core principle of epSOS is to bridge existing national e-Health infras-
tructures instead of setting up a new, centralised European healthcare service
network from scratch. To make this approach work technical, semantic and
legal interoperability among European eHealth infrastructures must be achieved.
This includes identity matters as well as security matters and information man-
agement issues within heterogeneous, distributed environments. None of the
problems faced by epSOS is new or extremely challenging: cross-border data
exchange is common practice in many domains, nearly every European country
has use cases and processes for cross-enterprise health data exchange defined
and decoupled security services spanning federated domains are well covered by
international standards. Therefore the challenge for the development of technical
specifications for the epSOS building blocks is not to find a solution that works
for the defined use cases, but according to [123] it:

1. can evolve over the next years and lay ground for a seamless, secure and
privacy-aware exchange of any kind of medical data across Europe;

2. can easily connect to the existing infrastructures without imposing unrea-
sonable new risks on the privacy and integrity of existing data managing
systems;

3. is flexible enough to be used in conjunction with different means of
identification, authentication and authorisation to allow any citizen and
country to participate by relying on existing legal regulations and technical
actualities;

4. is widely accepted and has the potential for reuse of software components
and test tools.
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5.1.2 epSOS high level architecture

In the epSOS network, each participating nation is uniquely identified by a
National Contact Point (NCP) which is responsible to handle all the messages
flowing from country to country. The network of the NCPs creates the epSOS
backbone and the circle of trust. Let country A be the country in which the patient is
insured, while country B be the country in which the patient is having temporary
healthcare treatment.

The flow is as follows: country B contacts the NCP-B, which starts a client
connection to NCP-A. This NCP will then forward the message to the correct
hospital. The setting is depicted in Figure 16.

epSO
S backbone Proxy

Identity 
Provider

Policy 
Repository

National
Connector

Proxy

Identity 
Provider

Policy 
Repository

National
Connector

ARR

ARR

Country B

Country A

Figure 16: Two epSOS National Contact Points: Austria (Country B) requests data from
Italy (Country A)

Routing information are obtained from the patient ID, which contains the
patient domain identification (i.e., the Home hospital). By using this workflow,
the following use cases are defined:

1. Patient Summary : a patient having healthcare treatment in country B gives
the consent to retrieve his/her patient summary from the hospital where
it is stored, in country A. The patient summary is read, updated [123], and
submitted again in country A (patient healthcare information are always
stored in country A).

2. e-Prescription/e-Dispensation: an electronic prescription is created by a
healthcare professional in country A (as a CDA document). Patient visits
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a pharmacy in country B. The pharmacist retrieves the e-Prescription
and dispenses the medicine, by creating an e-Dispensation document,
submitted to country A2.

All the CDA documents exchanged must be presented in the language of
the current country (A or B). Thus a component, named Proxy, in the NCP is
performing a pivot translation: it translates and transcodes the content of the
exchanged CDA in a pivot document. This document defines a unified structure
and encoding and is used for brokering among different national standards.
The pivot CDA is sent through the epSOS backbone and translated in the target
language by country B. The translation on the labels of CDA documents are
made by a localization on the LOINC codes defined.

Identity management is achieved by means of XUA [126]. As the circle of trust
is defined only among the NCPs, the XUA SAML assertion must be reissued (as
described in the brokered trust scenario of Section 4.2) by the NCP component
named Identity Provider. An original authentication statement is created in the
national infrastructure by country-specific trust relationships and agreements
(out of scope of epSOS). This statement (typically a XUA assertion) is sent to the
identity provider that “vouches” for the authentication mechanism took place in
the national infrastructure, and reissues a new assertion on behalf of the original
principal authenticated. Audit trails for every NCP operation are stored into the
ATNA ARR in the identity provider component.

The patient is free to give a privacy consent for sharing healthcare information
within the epSOS context. The consent is stored in the form of a BPPC [126] CDA
document, containing the identifier of its technical representation: a XACML
policy. Such policies are stored in the NCP component named policy repository. A
more detailed account of the epSOS policies will be given in Section 5.4.2.

5.1.3 Cross Community Fetch

All epSOS consumer and business transactions are currently performed by
means of XCA. Firstly, the healthcare professional queries the remote country for
the available medical information (documents) and receives the accompanying
meta-data. Secondly, the desired CDA consumer document (Patient Summary
or e-Prescriptions) is selected with the help of the related meta-data. Finally
in a subsequent transaction the documents are ultimately retrieved (the XDS
Query-Select-Retrieve pattern, as shown in Section 2.2).

However, in particular within the epSOS-context and use cases, the perfor-
mance of this pattern has turned out to be inefficient and also to constrain
information security aspects, as well as implementation and deployment op-
tions, due to, at least, the two detached transactions. For instance, all per-message

2 The submission is made using XDR [126], a Point-to-Point protocol for cross-enterprise registration
of medical data that uses a subset of XDS.
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security safeguards have to be performed twice, for the query and the retrieve.
In addition, potential state information has also to be temporarily stored in order
to be able to specifically map the detached queries to the correct subsequent
retrieve operation while enforcing the legitimate security context and provisions
(requestor, patient consent, requested document I.D.’s).

In summary, the NCP is forced to process sensitive medical information at
least twice in the Query-Select-Retrieve pattern, which may result in rather
complex disclosure situations and in redundant mandatory information security
provisions. This challenges were addressed by proposing the Cross-Community
Fetch (XCF) profile [16], a new IHE profile for Trial Implementation, which aims
at pairing with XCA as preferred method for fetching the patient’s medical data
in the context of epSOS.

XCF defines a solution based on a single transaction for accessing medical
data between gateways that facilitates multiple dimensions of communication
(trust, semantics, encoding, legislation, authority, etc.). The profile is highly
inspired by the Cross Gateway Query/Cross Gateway Retrieve transactions [126]
and integrates these originally distinct transactions. In specific use cases, for
example when a few dynamically created documents need to be accessed from
interacting communities with centralized data localization, a single transaction
(versus independent “query and retrieve”) may reduce the coordination and
maintenance of the transactional dependencies and transaction states. For such
use cases, and in environments where stateless Responding Gateways can
be designed, it simplifies the implementation of such Responding Gateways.
However, it may increase the implementation complexity of Initiating Gateways
serving some types of communities, such as XDS Affinity Domains. XCF offers
a different deployment option from the general purpose XCA Profile [16].

The transaction fetches a small number of documents based upon a few re-
trieval parameters. This transaction is simplified to permit easier implementation
and better performance on Responding Gateways. Transcoding and translation
of the documents and other data can be performed on the Responding Gate-
way as part of the transaction. The XCF Profile stipulates that the following
prerequisites are met:

• the document properties to be communicated are known in advance;

• the result data sets can be characterized in advance;

• the documents are feasible to be returned in a single response;

• no further selection and/or manual interaction is needed in the communi-
cation process;

• preconditions, such as purpose of use, legitimate data, and environment,
are agreed upon in advance and are documented in a community or
framework agreement;
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• the document fetching may not always be repeatable. It may not be as-
sumed in every case that the same query with the same query parameters
will return the same document version with the same document identifier.

Ideally, only one document will satisfy the Fetch (e.g., only the most current
instance of a patient summary is provided by the Responding Gateway). If the
size of the set of documents matching the request is too large to be packed into
a single response, an error code is returned by the Responding Gateway. The
assumption is that the XCA profile is used when requests are expected to return
a large number of documents.

Interoperable interaction between communities which have chosen to im-
plement only XCF and those that are based on XDS or XCA may be enabled
through transformation agents. IHE does not specify the mechanism used by such
transformation agents or any details about their implementation. The following
items give a high level perspective on the challenges of enabling four cases of
agents:

• “responding agent” for XDS - acts as an XCF Responding Gateway and
converts incoming Cross Gateway Fetch transactions into XDS transactions
to collect the content needed for the response;

• “responding agent” for XCA - acts as an XCF Responding Gateway and
converts incoming Cross Gateway Fetch transactions into XCA transactions
to collect the content needed for the response;

• “initiating agent” for XDS - acts as an XCF Initiating Gateway and converts
XDS transactions into Cross Gateway Fetch transactions to collect content
from XCF only communities;

• “initiating agent” for XCA - acts as an XCF Initiating Gateway and converts
XCA transactions into Cross Gateway Fetch transactions to collect content
from XCF only communities.

A “responding agent” for XDS converts incoming Cross Gateway Fetch trans-
actions into Registry Stored Query and Retrieve Document Set transactions
which are directed to a local XDS Registry/Repository. This type of agent has
value because it permits access by XCF only communities to content within XDS
based affinity domains (by acting as a façade on the responding affinity domain).
This responding agent is shown in Figure 17.

A “responding agent” for XDS can be enabled through a relatively simple
grouping of XDS Document Consumer and XCF Responding Gateway. The agent
must convert the Cross Gateway Fetch query into a collection of Registry Stored
Query and Retrieve Document Set transactions. This conversion is relatively
straightforward; the query in the Cross Gateway Fetch transaction maps closely
to the Find Documents stored query of Registry Stored Query and from this
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Figure 17: A “responding agent” for XDS

query the agent can generate appropriate Retrieve Document Set transactions to
get the document contents. Several additional details need to be managed by
the agent, like supplying document associations and handling situations when
the results are too large to be returned in the Cross Gateway Fetch response.

A “responding agent” for XCA converts incoming Cross Gateway Fetch
transactions into Cross Gateway Query and Cross Gateway Retrieve transactions
which are directed to a XCA Responding Gateway. This type of agent has value
because it allows access by XCF only communities to content within XCA based
communities.

A “responding agent” for XCA groups with an XCA Initiating Gateway in
order to initiate Cross Gateway Query and Cross Gateway Retrieve transactions
to a XCA Responding Gateway. The agent must convert the Cross Gateway Fetch
query into an appropriate query supported by Cross Gateway Query and must
interpret and collect the results of the Cross Gateway Query and Cross Gateway
Retrieve in order to respond to the Cross Gateway Fetch transaction. The query
mapping and translation across transactions is equivalent to the work involved
in a “responding agent” for XDS.

An “initiating agent” for XDS enables access by the significant number of
products supporting the XDS Document Consumer Actor to content within a
community that only supports XCF. Without this kind of enablement EMR/EHR
systems (and others) will be cut off from the content held by a community that
chooses to support only XCF. Enabling this interaction is more difficult than
the other direction and this section only skims the surface of the work involved.
The “initiating agent” for XDS must be able to convert the contents of Registry
Stored Query transactions into Cross Gateway Fetch transactions. Typically this
will involve the conversion of the Find Documents stored query. Along with
copying all the parameters, the “initiating agent” for XDS must also manage a
few other aspects of the query request. Handling the response from the Cross
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Gateway Fetch transactions involves storing locally the parts not immediately
requested by the XDS Document Consumer and returning only the parts that
are appropriate. For example, the Cross Gateway Fetch transaction will return
the documents associated with the metadata. The “initiating agent” for XDS
cannot return these documents in the Registry Stored Query transaction so must
save them locally in order to be able to return them upon receipt of a Retrieve
Document Set transaction. The local storage, called “Copy of Community B
content”, looks a little like an XDS Registry/Repository system managed and
used by the “initiating agent” for XDS. This storage will also need to hold the
metadata returned in the Cross Gateway Fetch to respond to Registry Stored
Query transactions that use stored queries other than Find Documents. The
complete design of the “initiating agent” for XDS is a non-trivial task and not
further described by IHE.

An “initiating agent” for XCA enables access by communities using a XCA
Initiating Gateway to access content within a community that only supports
XCF. Without this kind of enablement XCA communities will be cut off from
the content held by a community that chooses to support only XCF. Enabling
this interaction is very similar to the enablement for XDS.

By these means, XCF looks like to ease the epSOS deployment. The new,
refunded, epSOS II [123] will integrate this new IHE profile for e-Prescriptions
and Patient Summaries exchanges.

5.2 an alternative syntax of xacml

The epSOS large scale pilot and the XCF profile make an heavy usage of XACML
as a policy language for expressing access control for sensitive data such as
patients healthcare information. The XACML standard defines an XML-based
language that permits both writing policies [36, Section 5] and representing
contexts (i. e. access requests and responses) [36, Section 6] independently of
the specific formats used by Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs). However, the
XML syntax of the XACML policy language, on the one hand, can make the
task of writing policies difficult and error-prone, and, on the other hand, is not
adequate for formally defining the semantics of the language and reasoning
on it. Therefore, in this section, we provide an alternative syntax of XACML
through two BNF-like grammars (see also [80]).

5.2.1 Policies syntax

Our alternative syntax of the XACML policy language is reported in Table 12. As
usual, squared brackets are used to indicate optional items (that is, everything
that is set within the square brackets may be present just once, or not at all).
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PDPpolicies ::= {Palg ; Policies} (Retrieved policies)

Palg ::= only-one-applicable | Ralg (Policy-combining alg.)

Ralg ::= deny-overrides | permit-overrides (Rule-combining alg.)

| first-applicable

| ordered-deny-overrides

| ordered-permit-overrides

Policies ::= (Policies)

{Palg ; target :{ [Targets ] } ; Policies} (policy set)

| 〈Ralg ; target :{ [Targets ] } ; rules :{Rules}〉 (policy)

| Policies Policies

Targets ::= MatchId(value,name) (Targets)

| Targets ∨ Targets

| Targets ∧ Targets | Targetsu Targets

MatchId ::= string-equal | integer-equal (Match functions)

| string-regexp-match

| integer-greater-than | . . .

Rules ::= (Effect [ ; target :{Targets } ] (Rules)

[ ; condition :{expression} ] )

| Rules Rules

Effect ::= permit | deny (Effects)

Table 12: XACML policies syntax

The manipulable values, ranged over by value, can have simple types (e. g.
boolean, integer, string, . . . ) or complex types (in this case, the values are XML
elements that may contain other elements and/or attributes). For the sake of
simplicity, we present an untyped version of the language, because the treatment
of types would be standard and, anyway, their addition is not relevant for our
studies.

To base an authorisation decision on some characteristics of the request,
like e. g. the subject’s identity or the resource’s identifier, XACML provides
facilities to identify specific values (called attribute values) contained in the
request context. This approach is supported by means of attribute designators and
attribute selectors. The former ones are pointers to specific attributes of targets
(e. g. subjects or resources) in the request context, while the latter ones provide
a more general retrieval mechanism, based on XPath [23] expressions, over
the request context. For the sake of presentation, in our XACML’s syntax, we
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represent both designators and selectors by means of (structured) names, ranged
over by name. For example, the following designator (drawn from Listing 2.3)

<SubjectAttributeDesignator

AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2.0:subject:role"

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" />

is represented by the name subject.role, while the following selector (drawn from
Example 4.2.4.2 in [36])

<AttributeSelector

RequestContextPath="//md:record/md:patient/md:patientDoB/text()"

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date" />

is expressed as record.patient.patientDoB.
To permit specifying conditions, the language is also equipped with expressions,

ranged over by expression, which are defined by functions that operate on values
and names. The complete list of functions provided by XACML is reported in
[36, Appendix A.3], while the examples shown in the rest of the chapter will
just exploit the syntax of expressions (reported in Appendix C.1) implemented
by the tool described in Section 5.5.

combining algorithms For efficiency of evaluation and ease of manage-
ment, the overall security policy in force across an enterprise is expressed as
multiple independent policy components. Then, the top-level term {Palg ; Policies}
of the XACML policy syntax is a simplified form of policy set (which, in fact,
does not specify any target). Given a request, the Policy Decision Point (PDP)
evaluates the policies in Policies (possibly stored in a policy repository) as if they
were organised as a single policy set, according to a specified policy-combining
algorithm Palg. The algorithms provided by XACML for combining the values
resulting from policies evaluation (which can be permit, deny, not-applicable and
indeterminate) are as follows:

• deny-overrides: if any policy in the considered set evaluates to deny, then
the result of the policy combination is deny. Similarly, if an error occurs
while evaluating the target of a policy, or a policy evaluation results in
indeterminate, then the policy set evaluates to deny. In other words, deny
takes precedence, regardless of the result of evaluating any of the other
policies in the policy set. If all policies are found to be not-applicable to the
decision request, then the policy set evaluates to not-applicable. Finally, if
at least a policy evaluates to permit and all the others evaluate to either
not-applicable or permit, then the result of the combination is permit.

• permit-overrides: this combination algorithm is similar to the previous one,
but this time permit takes precedence over the other results. Notably, if an
error occurs while evaluating the target of a policy, or a policy evaluates
to indeterminate, then the policy set evaluates to indeterminate provided no
other policy evaluates to permit or deny.
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• first-applicable: in this case, policies are evaluated in the order of appearance
in the policy set and the combined result is the same as the result of
evaluating the first policy in the list of policies whose target is applicable
to the decision request, if such result is either permit or deny. If all policies
evaluate to not-applicable, then the policy set evaluates to not-applicable. If an
error occurs while evaluating the target of a policy, or a policy evaluation
results in indeterminate, then the evaluation of the algorithm shall halt and
the policy set shall evaluate to indeterminate.

• ordered-deny-overrides and ordered-permit-overrides: the behavior of these
algorithms is identical to that of deny-overrides and permit-overrides with
one exception: the order in which the collection of policies is evaluated
shall match the order as they occur in the policy set.

• only-one-applicable: this algorithm only applies to policies/policy sets and
ensures that one and only one policy is applicable by virtue of its target.
If no policy applies, then the result is not-applicable, but if more than one
policy is applicable, then the result is indeterminate. When exactly one
policy is applicable, the result of the combining algorithm is the result of
evaluating the single applicable policy. If an error occurs while evaluating
the target of a policy, or the policy evaluation results in indeterminate, then
the policy set evaluates to indeterminate.

The policies that can be evaluated by the PDP, and hence aggregated by a
policy set, can be simple policies of the form 〈Ralg ; target :{ [Targets ] } ; rules :
{Rules}〉 or, recursively, policy sets of the form {Palg ; target :{ [Targets ] } ; Policies}.
Both polices and policy sets specify the algorithm for combining the results of
the evaluation of the contained elements and a target to which the policy/policy
set applies. The algorithms available in case of simple policies are the same as
those for policy sets described above (except for only-one-applicable) and behave
in a similar way. We refer the interested reader to C.2for the precise behaviour
of the rule-combining algorithms.

policy target A target permits identifying the set of decision requests that a
rule, a policy or a policy set is intended to evaluate. Specifically, a target specifies
the set of subjects, resources, actions and environments to which the corresponding
rule/policy/policy set applies. In the original XML-based syntax of XACML (see
examples in Section 2.1.2), the target element may contain four elements, one for
each of the above categories. However, the evaluation of these separate blocks of
information is performed in the same way. In fact, in the XACML specification
document, the evaluations of subjects, resources, actions and environments are
defined by the same ‘match table’, see Table 5 and [36, Section 7.6] and, also,
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the set of designators for each category is not fixed in advance3. Therefore, to
obtain a more compact notation, we have decided to represent a target as an
expression built from match elements, i. e. terms of the form MatchId(value,name),
by exploiting an operator for logical disjunction, ∨, and two operators for logical
conjunction, ∧ and u. Each match element spells out a specific value that the
subject/resource/action/environment in the decision request (identified by
a name) must match, according to a given matching function. Anyway, this
target representation does not lead to a loss of information, because names
can be structured and hence, as shown in the examples above, can include the
corresponding category.

In a match element, MatchId specifies the (boolean) matching function to be
used to compare the given literal value with the value of the attribute identified by
the given name. XACML supports a wide range of (standard) matching functions
(we refer to [36, Appendix A.3] for a complete account and to Appendix C.1 for
the list of functions supported by the tool (described in Section 5.5). Notably,
if the target of a policy (resp. policy set) is empty, the policy (resp. policy set)
applies to any request context. Instead, if the target of a rule is absent, the rule
inherits the target of its enclosing policy4.

The three logical operators used for expressing targets are defined over the set
{match, no-match, indeterminate} as shown in Table 13. Basically, they behave as
standard conjunction and disjunction operators over {match, no-match} (where
match and no-match are dealt with as true and false, respectively) and the
behaviours of the two conjunction operators ∧ and u only differ for the treatment
of the value indeterminate. The decreasing order of precedence among these
operators is as follows: ∧, ∨ and u. It is worth noticing that a disciplined use of
structured names and logical operators permits properly expressing XACML
targets: a target must be a term of the form

Subjects u Resources u Actions u Environments

where each of the above subterms, say Subjects, must have the form

Subject1 ∨ Subject2 ∨ . . . ∨ Subjectn

and, finally, each Subjecti must have the form

MatchId1(value1,name1) ∧ . . .∧ MatchIdm(valuem,namem)

We believe our approach has many advantages like, e.g., a more compact syntax
and a more intuitive and clearer semantics of targets (while, with the original

3 For instance, in the Example 4.2.4.2 in [36], the designator parent-guardian.guardian-id is used to
identify the subject, rather than using the standard designator subject-id.

4 The target of a rule, differently from that of a policy/policy set, can be absent because every rule
is enclosed within a policy and, hence the rule’s target has the sole purpose of refining that of its
enclosing policy. Thus, when a rule has to apply to the same requests identified by the target of
its enclosing policy, the rule’s target is omitted.
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∨ match no-match indeterminate

match match match match

no-match match no-match indeterminate

indeterminate match indeterminate indeterminate

∧ match no-match indeterminate

match match no-match indeterminate

no-match no-match no-match no-match

indeterminate indeterminate no-match indeterminate

u match no-match indeterminate

match match no-match indeterminate

no-match no-match no-match indeterminate

indeterminate indeterminate indeterminate indeterminate

Table 13: Target operators

syntax, the semantics has to be deducted from the structure of the targets’
information).

A single policy contains a (non-empty) set of rules of the form (Effect
[ ; target :{Targets } ][ ; condition :{expression} ] ), each specifying:

1. an effect, which indicates the rule-writer’s intended consequence of a
positive evaluation for the rule (the allowed values are permit and deny),

2. a rule target, which refines the applicability established by the target of
the enclosing policy, and

3. a condition, which is a boolean expression that may further refine the
applicability of the rule.

Notably, in a rule, target and condition may be absent.

comparison with the standard Our syntax for targets is more ex-
pressive than the original XACML one (for what concerns our defini-
tion of the target operators), since it permits writing terms such as,
e.g., string-equal(“nurse", subject.role) ∨ string-equal(“read", action.action-id) and
string-equal(“1234", id), which cannot be expressed in XACML. This does not
pose any problem when terms of our syntax are obtained by translating terms
of the original XACML syntax. Instead, if our syntax is directly used to write
XACML policies, a disciplined use of names and logical operators is required,
which however can be enforced by means of simple static checks.
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On the other hand, for the sake of presentation, our language syntax leaves out
from policy sets, policies and rules their descriptions, written in natural language.
This information, indeed, do not play any role in the evaluation. For the same
reason, our syntax also ignores obligations. These are operations specified in a
policy or a policy set that should be performed by the PEP in conjunction with
the enforcement of an authorisation decision. For example, a policy editor can
request a PEP to notify via SMS a patient whenever her EHR is accessed.

Finally, we do not consider policy references (and, hence, identifiers), variable
definitions and references, the MustBePresent attribute, and combiner parameters.
Indeed, also these features do not significantly affect the expressiveness of the
language and the policy evaluation procedure.

Policy examples.

We show here how the policy examples described in Section 2.1.2 can be rewrit-
ten using the syntax defined in Table 12.

The policy reported in Listing 2.2 can be written as follows:

〈permit-overrides ; target :{ } ; rules :{ (deny) }〉

The policy reported in Listing 2.3 can be written as follows:

〈permit-overrides ;

target :{ string-equal(“medical doctor", subject.role)

∧ string-equal(“TREATMENT", subject.purposeofuse)

u string-equal(“34133-9", resource.resource-id) } ;

rules :{(permit ; target :{ string-equal(“Read", action.action-id) } ;

condition :{ string-subset(

string-bag(“PRD-003",“PRD-005",“PRD-010",“PRD-016"),

subject.permission) })

(deny) } 〉

Notably, as evidenced these examples, the policies expressed in our proposed
syntax are more compact than the original XACML syntax based on XML.

5.2.2 Contexts syntax

Our alternative syntax of the XACML contexts is reported in Table 14 (again,
squared brackets are used to indicate optional items). An XACML context is
composed of two parts: the request and the response.

According to our syntax, a context request simply consists of a set of attributes,
i. e. name/value pairs. We let Rall to denote the set of all possible requests
generated by the grammar in Table 14.
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Table 14: XACML contexts syntax

Context ::= request :{Attributes }[ ; response :{Results } ] (Contexts)

Attributes ::= (name,value) (Request attributes)

| Attributes Attributes

Results ::= ( [ id :{value} ; ] Decision [ ; status :{value}]) (Response results)

| Results Results

Decision ::= permit | deny (Decisions)

| not-applicable | indeterminate

Such information indicate the subjects associated to the request (e. g. the
personal data of the human that requested the access, data about the application
and the machine used for issuing the request), the resources for which the
access is being requested (notably, multiple resources can be requested), the
action to be performed on the resources (e. g. read, write) and the environmental
properties (e. g. current date and time). As in Section 5.2.1, we exploit again
structured names in order to avoid dealing with subjects, resources, actions and
environments as separate blocks of information.

A response, contains the results of the request evaluation. Such results may
be more than one, because multiple resources can be requested. In this case,
each result contains a value that identifies the corresponding resource. A result
also contains the authentication decision produced by the PDP and (optionally)
the associated status (reporting e. g. information about possible errors occurred
during the policies evaluation).
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Context examples.

The context request and response reported in Listings 2.4 and 2.5 can be rewritten
as follows:

request :{ (subject.countrycode,“GR")

(subject.subject-id,“Dr. Marley")

(subject.organization,“HOSPITAL")

(subject.organization-id,“2624")

(subject.role,“medical doctor")

(subject.purposeofuse,“TREATMENT")

(subject.starttime,1299231601160)

(subject.permission,“PRD-003")

(subject.permission,“PRD-006")

(subject.permission,“PRD-004")

(subject.permission,“PRD-005")

(subject.permission,“PRD-010")

(subject.permission,“PRD-046")

(subject.permission,“PRD-016")

(resource.resource-id,“34133-9")

(action.action-id,“Read") } ;

response :{ id :{“34133-9"} ; permit ; status :{ok} }

It is worth noticing that the attribute subject.permission in Listing 2.4 has multiple
values, i. e. it is a so-called multivalued attribute. In our syntax, multivalued
attributes are not directly expressable, rather they are rendered as a collection
of separate single-valued attributes with the same name. This is sound because
XACML requires to evaluate multivalued attributes as they are, indeed, split
into separate single-valued attributes (see [36, Section 7.2.3]). This means that
a multivalued attribute is just a compact notation for grouping single-valued
attributes with the same name, as indeed our syntax prescribes.
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Finally, the context request and response reported in Listings 2.6 and 2.7 can
be rewritten as follows:

request :{ (subject.countrycode,“GR")

(subject.subject-id,“Mr. Elliot Pharmacist")

(subject.organization,“HOSPITAL")

(subject.organization-id,“2624")

(subject.role,“pharmacist")

(subject.purposeofuse,“TREATMENT")

(subject.starttime,1299231604331)

(subject.permission,“PRD-006")

(subject.permission,“PRD-004")

(subject.permission,“PRD-010")

(subject.permission,“PRD-046")

(resource.resource-id,“34133-9")

(action.action-id,“Read") } ;

response :{ id :{“34133-9"} ; not-applicable }

5.3 xacml formal semantics

We present in this section a semantics of XACML policies that formalises the
informal one expressed in natural language by the standard.

Our semantics is given in a denotational style, i. e. it is defined by a function
[[·]]R that, given a policy/policy set (or a PDPpolicies term) and a set R of context
requests (with R ⊆ Rall), returns a decision tuple of the form

( permit : Rp ; deny : Rd ; not-applicable : Rn ; indeterminate : Ri )

Rp,Rd,Rn, and Ri are a partition of R. Intuitively, within the decision tuple,
the set R is partitioned into four sets according to the results of the requests
evaluation.

The definition of function [[·]]R relies on a function (| · |)R that, given a target,
returns a matching tuple of the form

(match : Rm ; no-match : Rn ; indeterminate : Ri )

Rm,Rn, and Ri are again a partition of R
As a matter of notation, we will use a projection operator · ↓v that, given a

tuple, returns the set corresponding to the value v. Moreover, we will use r to
denote a context request (i. e. a term of the form request :{Attributes }) and, when
convenient, we shall regard r as a set, writing e. g. (name,value) ∈ r to mean that
(name,value) is an attribute of the request r.
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The semantics of targets is defined as follows:

(|MatchId(value,name)|)R =

(match : {r ∈ R | ∃ (name,value ′) ∈ r : MatchId(value,value ′) = true};

no-match : {r ∈ R | ∀ (name,value ′) ∈ r :
MatchId(value,value ′) = false};

indeterminate : {r ∈ R | ∃ (name,value ′) ∈ r :
MatchId(value,value ′) = indeterminate

∧ 6 ∃ (name,value ′) ∈ r :
MatchId(value,value ′) = true} )

(|Targets1 ∨ Targets2|)R =

(match : (|Targets1|)R ↓match ∪ (|Targets2|)R ↓match;

no-match : (|Targets1|)R ↓no-match ∩ (|Targets2|)R ↓no-match;

indeterminate : ((|Targets1|)R ↓indeterminate \ (|Targets2|)R ↓match)

∪ ((|Targets2|)R ↓indeterminate \ (|Targets1|)R ↓match) )

(|Targets1 ∧ Targets2|)R =

(match : (|Targets1|)R ↓match ∩ (|Targets2|)R ↓match;

no-match : (|Targets1|)R ↓no-match ∪ (|Targets2|)R ↓no-match;

indeterminate : ((|Targets1|)R ↓indeterminate \ (|Targets2|)R ↓no-match)

∪ ((|Targets2|)R ↓indeterminate \ (|Targets1|)R ↓no-match) )

(|Targets1 u Targets2|)R =

(match : (|Targets1|)R ↓match ∩ (|Targets2|)R ↓match;

no-match : ((|Targets1|)R ↓no-match \ (|Targets2|)R ↓indeterminate)

∪ ((|Targets2|)R ↓no-match \ (|Targets1|)R ↓indeterminate);

indeterminate : (|Targets1|)R ↓indeterminate ∪ (|Targets2|)R ↓indeterminate )

The semantics of a match element MatchId(value,name) is a matching tuple de-
termined by comparing value with the values within the request attributes
by means of the matching function MatchId. Notably, with a abuse of no-
tation, we use MatchId(value,name) to denote a target’s match element, and
MatchId(value,value ′) to denote the application of the matching function MatchId
to the two values value and value ′.
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The definitions of the whole set of matching functions supported by XACML
are reported in [36, Appendix A.3]. For example, the function string-equal returns
true if and only if both argument values are strings of equal length and are
equal byte-by-byte according to the function integer-equal (defined by the IEEE
standard [54]); otherwise the function string-equal returns false. The matching
tuples returned by the evaluation of the match elements within a given target
are then combined according to the semantics of the operators ∨, ∧, and u given
in Table 13.

The semantics of a rule is defined as follows:

[[ (permit ; target :{Targets }; condition :{expression}) ]]R =

( permit : {r ∈ (|Targets|)R ↓match | expression · r = true} ;

deny : ∅ ;

not-applicable : {r ∈ (|Targets|)R ↓match | expression · r = false}

∪ (|Targets|)R ↓no-match ;

indeterminate : {r ∈ (|Targets|)R ↓match | expression · r = indeterminate}

∪ (|Targets|)R ↓indeterminate )

[[ (deny ; target :{Targets }; condition :{expression}) ]]R =

( permit : ∅ ;

deny : {r ∈ (|Targets|)R ↓match | expression · r = true} ;

not-applicable : {r ∈ (|Targets|)R ↓match | expression · r = false}

∪ (|Targets|)R ↓no-match ;

indeterminate : {r ∈ (|Targets|)R ↓match | expression · r = indeterminate}

∪ (|Targets|)R ↓indeterminate )

where expression · r denotes the evaluation of the expression expression
with respect to the request r according to the function definitions (e.g.,
urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-equal).

Notably, in a rule, the target and the condition are optional; if one or both
of them are absent, the semantics of the rule is determined by the above def-
initions where expression · r is true for any r if the expression is omitted, and
(|Targets|)R ↓match= R, (|Targets|)R ↓no-match= ∅ and (|Targets|)R ↓indeterminate= ∅, if
the target is omitted.
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The semantics of a policy is defined as follows:

[[ 〈Ralg ; target :{Targets } ; rules :{Rules}〉 ]]R =

( permit : Ralg(Rules)Rm ↓permit ;

deny : Ralg(Rules)Rm ↓deny ;

not-applicable : Ralg(Rules)Rm ↓not-applicable ∪ (|Targets|)R ↓no-match ;

indeterminate : Ralg(Rules)Rm ↓indeterminate ∪ (|Targets|)R ↓indeterminate )

where Rm stands for (|Targets|)R ↓match. Basically, the requests for which the
policy’s target does not match (i. e. (|Targets|)R ↓no-match) are evaluated as not-
applicable, while those for which the policy’s target is indeterminate (i. e.
(|Targets|)R ↓indeterminate) are evaluated as indeterminate. The remaining requests,
namely those for which the policy’s target matches (i. e. Rm), are partitioned ac-
cording to the application of the combining algorithm Ralg specified by the pol-
icy to the policy’s rules (denoted by Ralg(Rules)Rm). Similarly to the evaluation
of rules, if the policy’s target is empty then the policy is evaluated as above by let-
ting (|Targets|)R ↓match= R, (|Targets|)R ↓no-match= ∅ and (|Targets|)R ↓indeterminate= ∅.

Functions Ralg(Rules)R, given a set Rules of rules and a set R of requests,
return decision tuples of the form

( permit : {r ∈ R | Ralg(Rules, r) = permit} ;

deny : {r ∈ R | Ralg(Rules, r) = deny} ;

not-applicable : {r ∈ R | Ralg(Rules, r) = not-applicable} ;

indeterminate : {r ∈ R | Ralg(Rules, r) = indeterminate} )

Basically, such tuples are calculated by relying on the auxiliary functions
Ralg(Rules, r) whose definitions are given in [36, Appendix C]. For reader’s
convenience, we report in Listing 5.1 the pseudo-code defining the function
deny-overrides(Rules, r) and relegate to Appendix C.2 the definitions of the other
rule-combining algorithms.

Listing 5.1: Rule combining algorithm deny-overrides(Rules,r)

Boolean atLeas tOnePermi t = f a l s e ;
Boolean a tLea s tOneEr ro r = f a l s e ;
Boolean po t en t i a lDeny = f a l s e ;

4 f o r e a c h ( r u l e ∈ Rules) {
Dec i s i onTup l e t = [[ r u l e ]]{r} ;
i f (r ∈ t↓deny ) r e t u r n deny ;
i f (r ∈ t↓permit ) {

atLeas tOnePermi t = t r ue ;
9 cont i nue ;

}
i f (r ∈ t↓not-applicable ) cont i nue ;
i f (r ∈ t↓indeterminate ) {

a tLea s tOneEr ro r = t r ue ;
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14 i f ( r u l e . e f f e c t == deny) po t en t i a lDeny = t r ue ;
cont i nue ;

}
}
i f ( p o t en t i a lDeny ) r e t u r n indeterminate ;

19 i f ( atLeas tOnePermi t ) r e t u r n permit ;
i f ( a tLea s tOneEr ro r ) r e t u r n indeterminate ;
r e t u r n not-applicable ;

The semantics definition of a policy set is similar to that of a single policy:

[[ {Palg ; target :{Targets } ; Policies} ]]R =

( permit : Palg(Policies)Rm ↓permit ;

deny : Palg(Policies)Rm ↓deny ;

not-applicable : Palg(Policies)Rm ↓not-applicable ∪ (|Targets|)R ↓no-match ;

indeterminate : Palg(Policies)Rm ↓indeterminate ∪ (|Targets|)R ↓indeterminate )

where Rm stands for (|Targets|)R ↓match, and function Palg(Policies)R returns a de-
cision tuple calculated by applying the algorithm Palg to the enclosed policies. It
is worth noticing that the definitions of the policy combining algorithms slightly
differ from the corresponding rule combining algorithms. For example, the
function deny-overrides(Policies, r) is defined by the pseudo-code in Listing 5.2.

Listing 5.2: Policy combining algorithm deny-overrides(Policies,r)

Boolean atLeas tOnePermi t = f a l s e ;
f o r e a c h ( p o l i c y ∈ Policies) {

Dec i s i onTup l e t = [[ p o l i c y ]]{r} ;
4 i f (r ∈ t↓deny ) r e t u r n deny ;

i f (r ∈ t↓permit ) {
atLeas tOnePermi t = t r ue ;
cont i nue ;

}
9 i f (r ∈ t↓not-applicable ) cont i nue ;

i f (r ∈ t↓indeterminate ) r e t u r n deny ;
}
i f ( atLeas tOnePermi t ) r e t u r n permit ;
r e t u r n not-applicable ;

Notice that, differently from the algorithm reported in Listing 5.1, this one never
returns the value indeterminate. The definitions of the other policy-combining
algorithms are relegated to Appendix C.2.

Finally, given a set R of context requests, the semantics of a top-level term
{Palg ;Policies} is determined by applying the definition for policy sets and by
letting Rm = R, (|Targets|)R ↓no-match= ∅, and (|Targets|)R ↓indeterminate= ∅.
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5.4 examples

In this section, we show how the semantics definitions presented in Section 5.3
apply to the policy examples from the epSOS project, introduced in Sections 2.1.2
and 5.2.1.

5.4.1 epSOS deny-all policy

Consider the policy reported in Listing 2.2 rewritten with the syntax defined in
Table 12 as follows:

〈permit-overrides ; target :{ } ; rules :{ (deny) }〉

Since the policy’s target is empty (hence, the policy applies to all requests), its
semantics is:

[[ 〈permit-overrides ; target :{ } ; rules :{ (deny) }〉 ]]R = permit-overrides((deny))R

that is it coincides with the decision tuple returned by the function application
permit-overrides((deny))R, which is defined as follows:

permit-overrides((deny))R =

( permit : {r ∈ R | permit-overrides((deny), r) = permit} ;

deny : {r ∈ R | permit-overrides((deny), r) = deny} ;

not-applicable : {r ∈ R | permit-overrides((deny), r) = not-applicable} ;

indeterminate : {r ∈ R | permit-overrides((deny), r) = indeterminate} )

Let us consider now the rule (deny). Its semantics is:

( permit : ∅ ; deny : R ; not-applicable : ∅ ; indeterminate : ∅ )

Indeed, the rule applies to all requests, since the target is absent, and expression · r
always evaluates to true, since also the condition expression is absent.

Thus, according to the semantics of the above rule, the algorithm
permit-overrides((deny), r) can be instantiated with rule (deny) as follows:

Boolean a tLea s tOneEr ro r = f a l s e ;
2 Boolean p o t e n t i a l P e rm i t = f a l s e ;
Boolean atLeastOneDeny = f a l s e ;

i f (r ∈ R) {
atLeastOneDeny = t r ue ;

7 cont i nue ;
}
i f (r ∈ ∅) {

r e t u r n permit ;
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}
12 i f (r ∈ ∅) cont i nue ;

i f (r ∈ ∅) {
a tLea s tOneEr ro r = t r ue ;
i f ( r u l e . e f f e c t == permit) p o t e n t i a l P e rm i t = t r ue ;
cont i nue ;

17 }
i f ( p o t e n t i a l P e rm i t ) r e t u r n indeterminate ;
i f ( atLeastOneDeny ) r e t u r n deny ;
i f ( a tLea s tOneEr ro r ) r e t u r n indeterminate ;
r e t u r n not-applicable ;

Since condition r ∈ R is always satisfied and condition r ∈ ∅ never holds,
the above algorithm returns deny for every request r. Therefore, the deci-
sion tuple returned by permit-overrides((deny))R, and hence also returned by
[[ 〈permit-overrides ; target :{ } ; rules :{ (deny) }〉 ]]R, is as follows:

( permit : ∅ ; deny : R ; not-applicable : ∅ ; indeterminate : ∅ )

As expected, the semantics of the policy means that the policy evaluates to
deny for all context requests.

5.4.2 epSOS privacy policy

Consider the policy reported in Listing 2.3 rewritten with the syntax defined in
Table 12 as follows:

〈permit-overrides ;

target :{ string-equal(“medical doctor", subject.role)

∧ string-equal(“TREATMENT", subject.purposeofuse)

u string-equal(“34133-9", resource.resource-id) } ;

rules :{(permit ; target :{ string-equal(“Read", action.action-id) } ;

condition :{ string-subset(

string-bag(“PRD-003",“PRD-005",“PRD-010",“PRD-016"),

subject.permission) })

(deny) } 〉
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To calculate the decision tuple returned by the application of function [[·]]R to
this policy, we first evaluate its target. In particular, the evaluation of the first
match element occurring in the policy’s target is as follows:

(|string-equal(“medical doctor", subject.role)|)R =

(match : {r ∈ R | ∃ (subject.role,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“medical doctor",value) = true };

no-match : {r ∈ R | ∀ (subject.role,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“medical doctor",value) = false };

indeterminate : {r ∈ R | ∃ (subject.role,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“medical doctor",value) =

indeterminate

∧ 6 ∃ (subject.role,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“medical doctor",value) =

true } )

The definition of the above decision tuple can be made more readable by
exploiting the fact that function string-equal never returns indeterminate and
returns true if and only if the two argument strings are identical:

(match : {r ∈ R | (subject.role,“medical doctor") ∈ r};

no-match : {r ∈ R | ∀ (subject.role,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“medical doctor",value) = false };

indeterminate : ∅ )
Similarly, the evaluation of the other match elements occurring in the policy’s

target are as follows:

(|string-equal(“TREATMENT", subject.purposeofuse)|)R =

(match : {r ∈ R | (subject.purposeofuse,“TREATMENT") ∈ r};

no-match : {r ∈ R | ∀ (subject.purposeofuse,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“TREATMENT",value) = false };

indeterminate : ∅ )

(|string-equal(“34133-9", resource.resource-id)|)R =

(match : {r ∈ R | (resource.resource-id,“34133-9") ∈ r};

no-match : {r ∈ R | ∀ (resource.resource-id,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“34133-9",value) = false };

indeterminate : ∅ )
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Thus, the semantics of the target is obtained by combining the above decision
tuples as follows:

(|string-equal(“medical doctor", subject.role)

∧ string-equal(“TREATMENT", subject.purposeofuse)

u string-equal(“34133-9", resource.resource-id)|)R =

(match : {r ∈ R | (subject.role,“medical doctor") ∈ r}
∩ {r ∈ R | (subject.purposeofuse,“TREATMENT") ∈ r}
∩ {r ∈ R | (resource.resource-id,“34133-9") ∈ r};

no-match : {r ∈ R | ∀ (subject.role,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“medical doctor",value) = false }

∪ {r ∈ R | ∀ (subject.purposeofuse,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“TREATMENT",value) = false }

∪ {r ∈ R | ∀ (resource.resource-id,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“34133-9",value) = false };

indeterminate : ∅ )

The resulting tuple can be also rewritten as follows:

(match : {r ∈ R | (subject.role,“medical doctor") ∈ r
∧ (subject.purposeofuse,“TREATMENT") ∈ r
∧ (resource.resource-id,“34133-9") ∈ r} = Rm;

no-match : {r ∈ R | ∀ (subject.role,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“medical doctor",value) = false

∨ ∀ (subject.purposeofuse,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“TREATMENT",value) = false

∨ ∀ (resource.resource-id,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“34133-9",value) = false} = Rn;

indeterminate : ∅ )
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Now, we can evaluate the first rule enclosed within the policy with regards to
the set of requets Rm, by starting from its target (and by immediately applying
the simplifications used above):

(|string-equal(“Read", action.action-id)|)Rm =

(match : {r ∈ Rm | (action.action-id,“Read") ∈ r} = R ′m;

no-match : {r ∈ Rm | ∀ (action.action-id,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“Read",value) = false} = R ′n;

indeterminate : ∅ )

We proceed then to evaluate the policy’s rule. Let e denote the expression

string-subset(string-bag(“PRD-003", “PRD-005", “PRD-010", “PRD-016"),

subject.permission)

within the rule’s condition; it is worth noticing that, for any request r, e · r can
evaluate to either true or false, since functions string-subset and string-bag never
return indeterminate. Thus, the rule semantics is:

[[ (permit ; target :{ string-equal(“Read", action.action-id) }; condition :{e}) ]]Rm =

( permit : {r ∈ R ′m | e · r = true} = R ′′m;

deny : ∅ ;

not-applicable : {r ∈ R ′m | e · r = false} ∪ R ′n = R ′′n;

indeterminate : ∅ )

Let us consider now the rule (deny). Its semantics is:

[[ (deny) ]]Rm =

( permit : ∅ ; deny : Rm ; not-applicable : ∅ ; indeterminate : ∅ )

Indeed, as shown in the example in Section 5.4.1, the rule applies to all requests.
The above semantics definitions can be now exploited to define the function

p-o(r), i. e. the instantiation of the permit-overrides algorithm with the policy’s
rules, by means of the following pseudo-code:

i f (r ∈ R ′′m ) r e t u r n permit ;
i f (r ∈ Rm ) r e t u r n deny ;
r e t u r n not-applicable ;
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Finally, since the function p-o(r) never returns not-applicable and indeterminate
for r ∈ Rm, the decision tuple defining the semantics of the policy is:

( permit : {r ∈ Rm | p-o(r) = permit} ;

deny : {r ∈ Rm | p-o(r) = deny} ;

not-applicable : Rn;

indeterminate : ∅ )

Therefore, given a set R of requests, it holds that:

• The set of requests for which the policy evaluates to permit is R ′′m, that is

{r ∈ R | (subject.role,“medical doctor") ∈ r
∧ (subject.purposeofuse,“TREATMENT") ∈ r
∧ (resource.resource-id,“34133-9") ∈ r
∧ (action.action-id,“Read") ∈ r
∧ (string-subset(

string-bag(“PRD-003",“PRD-005",“PRD-010",“PRD-016"),

subject.permission) ) · r = true }

Basically, these are all requests in R that are issued by a medical doctor,
with appropriate permissions, for read accessing a patient summary for
treatment purpose.

• The set of requests for which the policy evaluates to deny is Rm\R ′′m, that is

{r ∈ R | (subject.role,“medical doctor") ∈ r
∧ (subject.purposeofuse,“TREATMENT") ∈ r
∧ (resource.resource-id,“34133-9") ∈ r
∧ ( (action.action-id,“Read") /∈ r

∨ (string-subset(

string-bag(“PRD-003",“PRD-005",“PRD-010",“PRD-016"),

subject.permission) ) · r = false ) }

This means that the access is denied to a request if

1. it is issued by a medical doctor for accessing a patient summary
for treatment purpose, but it does not specify that the action to be
performed on the data is the reading (only);

2. it is issued by a medical doctor for read accessing a patient summary
for treatment purpose, but the doctor does not have the appropriate
permissions.
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• The set of requests for which the policy evaluates to not-applicable is Rn,
that is

{r ∈ R | ∀ (subject.role,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“medical doctor",value) = false

∨ ∀ (subject.purposeofuse,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“TREATMENT",value) = false

∨ ∀ (resource.resource-id,value) ∈ r :
string-equal(“34133-9",value) = false}

This means that a request is not applicable to the given policy if

1. it has not been issued by a medical doctor,

2. or the purpose is not the treatment of a patient,

3. or it does not refer to a patient summary.

• The set of requests for which the policy evaluates to indeterminate is
empty, in other words the policy never evaluates to indeterminate.

5.5 tools

The implementation of the formalisation presented in the previous sections is
made in Java, by using the ANTLR tool [111] for parser generation. Our tool
“compiles” a policy written in the syntax proposed in Section 5.2 into a Java
class following the semantics rules defined in Section 5.3. Thus, a repository
storing some policies consists of a Java archive containing all the Java classes
generated from the policies. A policy decision is then computed by executing
the generated code with the requests passed as parameters to an entry method.

For long-lasting repositories where policy changes are infrequent, this ap-
proach is convenient, since no policy’s XML Document trees need to be loaded
in memory and parsed for each request. Instead this approach does not fit well
in situations where the policy repository changes on-the-fly.

Specifically, we have defined two separate parsers: one for the proposed
XACML syntax and another one for the rule condition expressions. Each parser
is defined so that, every time a syntactic category is identified within a policy
term, the corresponding Java method is included into the class under generation.
The generated class exploits three lists for representing the matching tuples
computed during the evaluation of targets. Indeed, when a target is found, the
corresponding matching function is retrieved from a specific data structure, i. e.
a ‘function table’ containing the code implementing all functions defined by the
standard. The operators ∧, ∨, and u are used to maintain the lists of requests.

Rules are created according to the corresponding rule combining algorithm: if
targets and conditions are satisfied, the algorithm is applied and the decision
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tuples are returned to the caller. Here, to deal with conditions, a factory method
is used to load the current implementation of the expression evaluator. The
strategy used in this version of the tool follows the same paradigm as the
XACML syntax implementation: when a new condition is satisfied, a Java file is
created on-the-fly and compiled. Policies and policy sets are implemented in
a way similar to the implementation of rules, relying on the policy-combining
algorithms. When targets, rules, and policies are evaluated, the resulting lists
representing the decision tuples will be returned to the caller.

5.5.1 The XACML Web Tool

The XACML WebTool (available at http://rap.dsi.unifi.it/xacml_tools) is
a frontend of our XACML implementation. The aim of this frontend is to
simulate a specific healthcare scenario, and to show the capability of the XACML
implementation to handle it. The web interface is built in order to show the
feasibility of the following use case:

Stoneyville Central Hospital is running a system for sharing pa-
tient’s Electronic Health Records (EHR) for its patients. The Nowhere
provincial government defined the SmartShare!(TM) project in which
EHRs can be shared among all the provincial hospitals and clinics.
SmartShare! defined two business roles that can access data, the
Nurse and the Physician. Each request for medical data has a specific
Purpose of Use, that it can be one of the following: TREATMENT,
EMERGENCY, RESEARCH, and ADMINISTRATION, by following
the XSPA standard. Stoneyville Central Hospital (which has organi-
zation ID as 216.12.3.4.5.6) defines the access control policies for XDS
queries, and for a defined Home Community ID within a limited
time frame.

The web interface, depicted in Figure 18, is implemented by using the Google
Web Toolkit (GWT) [44]. Users can use the web interface as a tool for creating
policies and requests, using the proposed syntax, on the fly. By using the button
named “Call PDP”, the GWT interface makes an asynchronous call to the webapp
running in the underlying application server (tomcat 6 in this case) that performs
the policy evaluation, by parsing/compiling/executing policy and request. The
answer from the backend is the policy decision, that is shown to the user, as a
floating dialog box.

http://rap.dsi.unifi.it/xacml_tools
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Figure 18: A screenshot of the XACML Web Tool



6
R E L AT E D W O R K

In this chapter, we compare the research work presented in the thesis with
related work. Specifically, we firstly cover the work related to the XUA-based
authentication, presented in Chapters 3 and 4. Then, we cover the work related
to XACML-based authorisation, presented in Chapter 5.

authentication

The basic e-Health scenario.

Web services analysis with the use of formal methods is not a novel research
field. Microsoft Research proposes the TulaFale specification language [14, 15]
for security analysis of web services. TulaFale uses CryptoVerif [17] as model
checking engine. The main focus is on SOAP Message Rewrite attacks that we do
not consider in our work since our signatures are defined by the SAML standard.
In [14] the authors analyze WS-Trust for a secure exchange of a Security Context
Token (SCT) while we consider WS-Trust for issuing a SAML token.

The SAML 1.0 and 2.0 specifications have been studied e.g. in [9, 45, 47].
However, they concentrate on the SAML Protocol and Profiles [100] to obtain
SAML Authentication assertions, while we focus on WS-Trust. The work closest
to Chapter 3 is [9] where the SAML-based Single Sign-On for Google Apps is
analyzed with the tool AVISPA [8]. A flaw in the Google implementation is
found, where a fake Service Provider can potentially access a Google resource
without the password of the user. Similarly to our scenario, the flaw discovered
is in the layout of the SAML assertion, that lacks the Audience list. In XUA, the
Audience list must be contained in the assertion and refer to the registry, hence
this kind of attack cannot occur.

TLA+ is a language based on the Temporal Logic of Actions whose specifica-
tions can be analysed by using the model checker TLC [65]. In [61] the authors
analyze the Web Services Atomic Transaction protocol, which however is a
protocol for distributed transactions among web services rather than a security
protocol.

The scenario with disconnected clinics.

Providing EHRs for rural areas and disconnected clinics is a challenging research
field. An approach using Mesh networks is proposed in [139]. This approach
has a great benefit: a Mesh network infrastructure, which can be exploited
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for e-Health purposes, is implementable with low-cost hardware rather than
at the hardware level. Our approach acts at the software infrastructure level
and has basically no additional costs, except those for adapting the software
infrastructure to be able to fulfill the requirements of [78] (to register secrets
into ARRs and to copy authentication tokens into portable media). If detection
of lost messages is needed, a security officer must be employed and trained.

The work closest to that presented in Section 4.1.1 is [10] where a generic
communication infrastructure is proposed within a governmental project in
Mozambique. In that work, a “fat” client approach is taken, in which the
application and persistency layer reside on the local machine. Differently from
our approach, data exchanged are partially anonymized, since they are used for
statistical purposes, while we adopt a protocol that ensures authentication and
confidentiality of sensitive data.

The Casper tool [71] gives the possibility to define properties of the commu-
nication channel. However, Casper’s main focus is in proving the hierarchy
of Lowe’s authentication properties [70] which do not hold in the case of our
channel representing the car-transportation system.

Brokered Trust.

Brokered Trust in web service communications is a novel research area. Liberty
Alliance [67] has defined a framework in which Brokered Trust and SAML play
a vital role. However, Liberty Alliance is now moved to another initiative [127],
which is not yet incorporated by the market. Several work is made [112, 30, 134]
with the aim of studying the legal implications of applying Brokered Trust
to e-Government projects. The EU Research project GINI-SA [124] is actually
analyzing the technical implications of Identity Management and Identity Fed-
eration, in which delegation is taken into account. In [11] the SAML delegation
approach is used to bring Brokered Trust in Grid Computing systems (like
the European Grid Infrastructure [32]). The OASIS Trust Elevation technical
committee [96] aims at studying the implications of the usage of Brokered
Trust in cloud environments, when there is the need to elevate the trust among
identity providers, by defining a methodology to reissue the SAML assertion
with a different level of assurance [90]. The eID-Stork project [122] has the aim
to establish a European eID interoperability Platform that will allow citizens to
establish new e-relations across borders, just presenting their national eID. The
eID-Stork Large Scale Pilot aims at providing an european-wide digital identity
for cross-border e-relations, by also brokering trust amongst the participating
nations. However eID-Stork does not fully comply with the standards (e.g., it
uses a proprietary metadata format and does not use the SAML authentication
context [51]). It is worth noticing that the findings shown in Chapter 3 are
also valid for a transaction based on the eID-Stork approach, where the peer’s
authentication is not enforced automatically.
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Federated Identity Management (FIM) systems enable the usage of technolo-
gies (such as SAML and XACML) and standards which serve to enable the
portability of identity information across otherwise autonomous security do-
mains. The epSOS project (see Chapter 5.1) is a federated-identity environment,
following the brokered trust paradigm, with strong security demands by partici-
pating nations. In fact, the NCP is a multi-dimension communication facilitator
and each country only directly trusts its own NCP, which is vouching the coun-
try in the remote transaction, thus enabling the authenticated identity of country
B to access data in the autonomous domain of the national infrastructure of
country A. The NCP is delimiting the boundaries of the legal structure of a
member state.

The eID-Stork project falls under FIM systems too. There are several initia-
tives under the european commission umbrella for software and inter-project
interoperability which aim to re-use findings of european-wide projects to create
a pan-European network of e-Services. In particular, the CALLIOPE network
fosters the usage of the federated identity foundations of the eID-Stork project
into epSOS to provide a continent-wide trusted identity for accessing e-Health
services.

authorisation

XACML-based authorisation.

As a result of the widespread use of XACML in (web) service-oriented systems
and international projects, many attempts of formalisation have been made.
A largely followed approach is based on ‘transformational’ semantics, where
XACML policies are translated into terms of some formalism. For example,
[64] uses description logic expressions as target formalism, [21] exploits the
process algebra CSP [50], and [22] the model-oriented specification language
VDM++ [41]. The main advantage of this approach is the possibility of analysing
policies by means of off-the-shelf reasoning tools that may be already available
for the considered formalism. From the semantics point of view, this approach
provides some alternative high-level representation of policies, which in its turn
has its own semantics. Then one should formally prove that the semantics of
the term resulting from a translation conforms to that of the original XACML
policy. However, to the best of our knowledge, such results are missing. Instead,
our formal semantics directly associates mathematical objects (i. e. 4-tuples of
request sets) to policies. Such concepts are easier and more understandable
than terms, like e.g., description logic expressions, resulting from an automatic
translation, which unavoidably produces terms more complex than necessary.
Therefore, our semantics can be conveniently exploited by software engineers to
drive XACML implementations. At the same time, its mathematical foundations
enable the development of reasoning tools (as we briefly discuss below).
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A similar approach is proposed in [141], where the policies are first speci-
fied by means of the description language RW [140], then analysed through a
model checking technique, and finally translated in XACML. Advantages and
disadvantages with respect to our approach are as before.

Other formalisation approaches, more similar to ours, define the semantics of
XACML policies in a more direct way. For example, [40] proposes a semantics
based on (multi-terminal) binary decision diagrams, which permit efficiently
carrying out the proposed analysis techniques (i. e. property verification and
change-impact analysis), but are not suitable as an implementation guide. In-
stead, [132] formalises a subset of XACML, called Core XACML. The semantics
is given through an inductively defined policy evaluation function. Differently
from our approach, each policy is evaluated only w.r.t. a single request and, most
of all, Core XACML ignores some important XACML features, such as rule con-
ditions, matching functions, some combining algorithms, and the indeterminate
value.

There are by now many XACML implementations (see e. g.[108]). In particular,
SUN XACML [113] and HERASAF [125], that are widely used in software in
production, implement a PDP and a library for the development of PEPs. Differ-
ently from our implementation, they parse policies in XML format deployed in
the policy repository. Moreover, they evaluate each request by visiting parts of
the generated DOM tree, while we evaluate the requests by executing the Java
classes implementing the semantics representations of the policies. XEngine [69]
is another notable implementation. It aims at highly efficient request processing,
which is achieved by converting XACML policies into numerical representations,
instead our main goal is the development of an XACML implementation driven
by a formal semantics.
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F U T U R E W O R K

The work reported in this thesis demonstrates that to simply adopt security
standards (such as WS-Security and WS-Trust) does not guarantee absence of
security flaws into commercial protocols and software applications [28]. Due
to the widespread diffusion of such standards, especially in the development
of e-Health systems, and to the impact that security flaws can have on the life
of people, it is then worthwhile pursuing the line of research illustrated in this
thesis. Therefore, we plan to continue our formal methods-based investigation
of the security issues that can arise in healthcare environments.

authentication

The work proposed in Chapter 3 concentrates on the authentication of healthcare
professionals by means of an XUA-based protocol. The work does not men-
tion the authentication procedure and how the trust relationships can change
amongst the nodes participating in the circle of trust. The authentication strength,
the authentication assurance level, and the Level of Authentication [90] are simi-
lar concepts used to express “how a relying party can trust an authentication
information carried in a security token”, i.e., a SAML token. In [6] the usage
of different authentication factors is analyzed: a token “something held by the
user”, a knowledge “something known by the user” and biometric characteristic
“something inherent to only the user”, are compared to create a scale on the
authentication strength. According to the authors, it is not trivial to define com-
mon and interoperable trust relationships among the actors just by increasing
the authentication strength. By these means, we aim at adapting our formal
method-based approach to enhance the XUA-based protocol of Chapter 3 to
cover authentication strength in its full extent.

The usage of XCF [16] within the scope of epSOS [123] needs further analysis,
since neither risk assessment nor threat models are covered by the current
working packages.

In [58] the authors claim to have found a timing attack [89] on XML encryption.
From our perspective, in [58, Section 6.1] the authors identify a security flaw
similar to XML Signature rewrite attack [14], named XML Encryption wrapping
attacks. Since this kind of flaw is relatively new at the time of writing, we aim at
analyzing the theoretical results of [58] by using our approach, in order to study
possible security flaws introduced by the widespread usage of XML encryption
in IHE-based protocols.
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The South Africa governmental project described in Section 4.1 is still in
post-specification phase. In [81] part of this thesis work is referenced and future
use cases will be created using the work already done. We aim at pursuing our
formal approach to the security analysis of new use cases, as we did in [77] and
in Section 4.1.6. An issue that needs to be considered is mobility of healthcare
professionals among clinics and hospitals. In fact, differently from patients,
healthcare professionals need to authenticate themselves, possibly on different
clinics. Since IHE does not provide any standard for such mobility, to guarantee
the coherence of ARR’s audit trails in disconnected clinics, some commonly
used solutions can be exploited, ranging from using different accounts for the
same professional to adopting a synchronized directory structure. However, due
to the lack of Internet connectivity in our disconnected setting of Section 4.1,
these solutions need further investigation.

authorisation

The first, and most evident, advantage of a formal semantics for XACML, with
respect to the informal one (written in ‘natural’ language) given in [36], is that it
clarifies all ambiguous and intricate aspects of XACML. This way, by relying on
this semantics, software engineers can precisely describe, and implement, access
controls using policies on resources.

Besides this, our formal semantics shown in Chapter 5 paves the way for the
development of reasoning tools supporting the analysis of XACML policies.
For example, equivalences and preorders among (syntactically) different policies
could be defined based on their semantics denotations and then used to more
compactly store the policies or to more efficiently compute a decision. Thus,
two policies could be considered as equivalent if their associated decision tuples
coincide or, simply, have the same permit set (indeed, sometimes it does not
matter the reason why the access is not permitted, as e. g. with a deny-biased
PEP [36, Section 7.1.2] that allows the access if the decision taken by the PDP
is permit and denies the access in all other cases). We leave the investigation of
policy relations as a future work.

We also intend to develop techniques, based on our formal semantics, for
studying the application of the least-privilege concept [119], in order to determine
the requests using the least amount of privilege necessary to satisfy a given
XACML policy. To this aim, we will consider an approach where weights (indi-
cating the access privilege level1) are associated to request data and are used
to identify, within the permit set of the decision tuple associated to the consid-
ered policy, the requests with minimum total weight. We will also exploit our
semantics as a basis for studying separation of duty aspects of XACML policies.

1 For example, the privilege level corresponding to datum “head physician” would be higher than
the level of “nurse”, which would be higher than that of “anonymous”.
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We also plan to extend our Java-based framework with other tools, e. g. for
translating XACML policies written in the original XML format into polices
written in our syntax, and vice versa, and for generating XACML requests, as
variations of a template, to be input by the evaluation tool already available. We
intend to determine the performances of our tool and to compare them with
those of the most notable XACML implementations. Notably, for performance
reasons (the evaluation of a XACML policy takes O(10−3) seconds in the off-the-
shelf tools) for our Java-based implementation we decided to build a compiler
instead of an interpreter. This is also supported by the fact that a compiler
naturally follows our denotational style of our formal semantics. We will take
into account the possibility to have a policy interpreter, which would avoid the
need to have a new deployment for any new policy. Moreover, following the
AGILE wave for requesting Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools,
an X-Text [121] based editor for our policy syntax is under development. We also
plan to include the XACML elements that we omitted, as shown in Section 5.2.1,
with a particular focus on the novelties introduced by the upcoming XACML
releases.
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C O W S S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

In this appendix we report the complete COWS specifications of the protocols
described in Chapters 3 and 4. The SocL formulæ used to prove the security
properties can be found at the end of each specification. All the specifications
are defined for the usage with CMC.

a.1 the xua-based protocol

We report here the complete COWS specification, written in the syntax accepted
by CMC of the XUA-based protocol introduced in Chapter 3. The specification
also contains, in a commented way, the version with the holder-of-key subject con-
firmation method. Both can be loaded in CMC by simply adding and removing
comments where specified.

Listing A.1: COWS specification of XUA
let

2

------------------------

--- Shared functions ---

------------------------

7 sha1(p,hashReq,hashResp) =

*(p.hashReq?<pwd1,salt,1000>.

p.hashResp!<pwd1,salt,1000,hashCodeOf_pwd1_salt_1000>

+ p.hashReq?<sts,samlTimestamp,user1,regUri>.

p.hashResp!<sts,samlTimestamp,user1,regUri,hashCodeOf_SAML>

12 + p.hashReq?<sts,samlTimestamp,user1,c,regUri>.

p.hashResp!<sts,samlTimestamp,user1,c,regUri,hashCodeOf_SAML_with_c>

+ p.hashReq?<sts,samlTimestamp,user1,i,regUri>.

p.hashResp!<sts,samlTimestamp,user1,i,regUri,hashCodeOf_SAML_with_i>)

17 rsa1_5_PublicKey(p,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp) =

* p.encReq?<stsPubKey,gen_key>. p.encResp!<stsPubKey,gen_key,encKey>

-------------------------

--- Private functions ---

22 -------------------------

rsa1_5_PrivateKeySTS(sts,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp) =

* sts.decReq?<stsPrivateKey,encKey>.

sts.decResp!<stsPrivateKey,encKey,gen_key>

27

aes128(p,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp) =

*(p.encReq?<hashCodeOf_pwd1_salt_1000,sts,nonce1,created1,contextId>.

p.encResp!<hashCodeOf_pwd1_salt_1000,sts,nonce1,created1,contextId,

challenge>

32 + p.decReq?<hashCodeOf_pwd1_salt_1000,challenge>.

p.decResp!<hashCodeOf_pwd1_salt_1000,challenge,sts,nonce1,created1,
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contextId>)

|

*(p.encReq?<gen_key,nonce1,1,c,msgId3,msgId2,contextId>.

37 p.encResp!<gen_key,nonce1,1,c,msgId3,msgId2,contextId,encData>

+ p.decReq?<gen_key,encData>.

p.decResp!<gen_key,encData,nonce1,1,c,msgId3,msgId2,contextId>)

PwdDB(p,getPwd,getPwdResp) =

42 *( p.getPwd?<user1>. p.getPwdResp!<user1,pwd1>

+ p.getPwd?<user2>. p.getPwdResp!<user2,pwd2>)

STS_SAML_Signer(sts,sign,signResp) =

*(sts.sign?<stsPrivateKey,hashCodeOf_SAML>.

47 sts.signResp!<hashCodeOf_SAML,signatureOf_SAML>

+ sts.sign?<stsPrivateKey,hashCodeOf_SAML_with_c>.

sts.signResp!<hashCodeOf_SAML_with_c,signatureOf_SAML_with_c>)

PubKeyDB(p,getKey,getKeyResp) =

52 *( p.getKey?<sts>. p.getKeyResp!<sts,stsPublicKey>

+ p.getKey?<sts2>. p.getKeyResp!<sts2,sts2PublicKey> )

Registry_Sign_checker(r,check,checkResp) =

*(r.check?<stsPublicKey,signatureOf_SAML>.

57 r.checkResp!<signatureOf_SAML,hashCodeOf_SAML>

+ r.check?<stsPublicKey,signatureOf_SAML_with_c>.

r.checkResp!<signatureOf_SAML_with_c,hashCodeOf_SAML_with_c> )

62

-----------------------------

--- Protocol participants ---

-----------------------------

67 Consumer_behaviour(c,user,pwd,salt,uri,rst_req,hashReq,hashResp,

gen_key,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp,reg) =

-- Send a request security token message to STS

sts.rst!<c,msgId1,sts,user,salt,1000,timestamp1,uri,rst_req>

|

72 [MsgId2] [Challenge] [Y] (

c.rstr?<Y,c,MsgId2,msgId1,Challenge>. c.fault!<Y,differentFrom,sts>

+

c.rstr?<sts,c,MsgId2,msgId1,Challenge>.

( -- Calculate the aes128 key based on his password

77 c.hashReq!<pwd,salt,1000>

| [DKey]

c.hashResp?<pwd,salt,1000,DKey>.

( -- Decrypt the Challenge

c.decReq!<DKey,Challenge>

82 | [Nonce] [Created] [Context] [X](

c.decResp?<DKey,Challenge,X,Nonce,Created,Context>.

c.fault!<X,differentFrom,sts,for,Context>

+

c.decResp?<DKey,Challenge,sts,Nonce,Created,Context>.

87 ( -- Encode the response (suppose that the

-- consumer calculates now the key "gen_key")

c.encReq!<gen_key,Nonce,1,c,msgId3,MsgId2,Context>

| [EncData]

c.encResp?<gen_key,Nonce,1,c,msgId3,MsgId2,Context,EncData>.

92 ( -- Encode the generated key with sts public key

c.encReq!<stsPubKey,gen_key>

| [EncKey]
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c.encResp?<stsPubKey,gen_key,EncKey>.

( -- Send the response to sts

97 sts.rstrr!<msgId3,MsgId2,sts,timestamp2,EncKey,EncData>

|

[MsgId4] [SAMLTimestamp] [Signature]

---------------------------------------------------------------------

-- Receive token back

102 c.rstrc?<c,sts,msgId3,MsgId4,SAMLTimestamp,user,uri,Signature>.

( -- Send a request for the resource identified by uri

-- to Registry

reg.storedQuery!<c,reg,sts,msgId5,SAMLTimestamp,

user,uri,Signature,"%">

107 )

---------------------------------------------------------------------

-- -- Holder-of-Key version

-- -- Receive token back with her identity (i.e. c)

-- c.rstrc?<c,sts,msgId3,MsgId4,SAMLTimestamp,user,c,uri,

112 -- Signature>.

-- ( -- Send a request for the resource identified by uri

-- -- to Registry

-- reg.storedQuery!<c,reg,sts,msgId5,SAMLTimestamp,user,

-- c,uri,Signature,"%">

117 -- )

---------------------------------------------------------------------

)

)

)

122 )

)

)

)

127

STS_behaviour(sts,hashReq,hashResp,getPwd,getPwdResp,encReq,encResp,

decReq,decResp,sign,signResp) =

132 * [C] [MsgId1] [User] [Salt] [Iteration] [Timestamp1] [URI] [RST]

-- Receive a request

sts.rst?<C,MsgId1,sts,User,Salt,Iteration,Timestamp1,URI,RST>.

( -- Retrieve the User password

sts.getPwd!<User>

137 | [Pwd] sts.getPwdResp?<User,Pwd>.

( -- Calculate the derived key

sts.hashReq!<Pwd,Salt,Iteration>

| [DKey]

sts.hashResp?<Pwd,Salt,Iteration,DKey>.

142 ( -- Create the challenge

sts.encReq!<DKey,sts,nonce1,created1,contextId>

| [Challenge]

sts.encResp?<DKey,sts,nonce1,created1,contextId,Challenge>.

( -- Send the challenge to the consumer

147 C.rstr!<sts,C,msgId2,MsgId1,Challenge>

|

-- Receive the challenge response

[MsgId3] [Timestamp2] [EncKey] [EncData]

sts.rstrr?<MsgId3,msgId2,sts,Timestamp2,EncKey,EncData>.

152 ( -- Decrypt the encoded key

sts.decReq!<stsPrivateKey,EncKey>

| [Gen_key]

sts.decResp?<stsPrivateKey,EncKey,Gen_key>.
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( -- Decrypt the encoded data

157 sts.decReq!<Gen_key,EncData>

| [MsgId3]

sts.decResp?<Gen_key,EncData,nonce1,1,

C,MsgId3,msgId2,contextId>.

-- Now, the consumer is authenticated

162 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

( -- Create a token SAML

sts.hashReq!<sts,samlTimestamp,User,URI>

| [SAMLhash]

sts.hashResp?<sts,samlTimestamp,User,URI,

167 SAMLhash>.

( -- Sign the hash code

sts.sign!<stsPrivateKey,SAMLhash>

| [Signature]

sts.signResp?<SAMLhash,Signature>.

172 ( -- Send the token

C.rstrc!<C,sts,MsgId3,msgId4,

samlTimestamp,User,URI,Signature>

)

)

177 )

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- Holder-of-Key version

-- ( -- Create a token SAML with the consumer identity

-- sts.hashReq!<sts,samlTimestamp,User,C,URI>

182 -- | [SAMLhash]

-- sts.hashResp?<sts,samlTimestamp,User,C,URI,

-- SAMLhash>.

-- ( -- Sign the hash code

-- sts.sign!<stsPrivateKey,SAMLhash>

187 -- | [Signature]

-- sts.signResp?<SAMLhash,Signature>.

-- ( -- Send the token

-- C.rstrc!<C,sts,MsgId3,msgId4,

-- samlTimestamp,User,C,URI,

192 -- Signature>

-- )

-- )

-- )

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

197 )

)

)

)

)

202 )

Registry_behaviour(reg,hashReq,hashResp,getKey,getKeyResp,check,checkResp) =

* [Cust] [STS] [MsgId5] [TS] [User] [Uri] [Signature]

207 reg.storedQuery?<Cust,reg,STS,MsgId5,TS,User,Uri,Signature,"%">.

-- Validate the token: we assume that Registry

-- already knows all public keys of trusted STSs

( -- Calculate the hash code of the token data

reg.hashReq!<STS,TS,User,Uri>

212 | [CalculatedHash] reg.hashResp?<STS,TS,User,Uri,CalculatedHash>.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

-- Holder-of-Key version

-- -- With Consumer identity in the token

-- * [Cust] [STS] [MsgId5] [TS] [User] [C] [Uri] [Signature]
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217 -- reg.storedQuery?<Cust,reg,STS,MsgId5,TS,User,C,Uri,Signature,"%">.

-- -- Validate the token: we assume that Registry already knows all public

-- -- keys of trusted STSs

-- ( -- Calculate the hash code of the token data

-- reg.hashReq!<TS,User,C,Uri>

222 -- | [CalculatedHash] reg.hashResp?<TS,User,C,Uri,CalculatedHash>.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

( -- Retrieve the STS public key from the (internal)

-- store of trusted sts

reg.getKey!<STS>

227 | [PubKey] reg.getKeyResp?<STS,PubKey>.

( -- Check the signature by using PubKey

reg.check!<PubKey,Signature>

| [Hash] reg.checkResp?<Signature,Hash>.

[compare#]

232 ( -- Compare the hash codes

reg.compare!<CalculatedHash>

| [X] ( reg.compare?<X>.

-- This action is only used to signal that an attack

-- by Cust has been detected by the registry

237 reg.attackDetected!<Cust>

+ reg.compare?<Hash>.

-- This action is only used to signal that the

-- system is ready to deliver the resource to Cust

reg.deliveringResource!<Cust>

242 -- Send the data to allow Consumer to access the

-- repository: OID of the document, Repository

-- partner link, PatientID

)

)

247 )

)

)

252

Consumer(c,user,pwd,salt,uri,rst_req,gen_key,reg) =

[hashReq#][hashResp#][encReq#][encResp#][decReq#][decResp#]

( sha1(c,hashReq,hashResp)

| rsa1_5_PublicKey(c,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp)

257 | aes128(c,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp)

| Consumer_behaviour(c,user,pwd,salt,uri,rst_req,hashReq,

hashResp,gen_key,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp,reg) )

262 STS(sts) =

[hashReq#][hashResp#][getPwd#][getPwdResp#][encReq#]

[encResp#][decReq#][decResp#][sign#][signResp#]

( sha1(sts,hashReq,hashResp)

| rsa1_5_PublicKey(sts,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp)

267 | rsa1_5_PrivateKeySTS(sts,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp)

| aes128(sts,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp)

| PwdDB(sts,getPwd,getPwdResp)

| STS_SAML_Signer(sts,sign,signResp)

| STS_behaviour(sts,hashReq,hashResp,getPwd,getPwdResp,encReq,

272 encResp,decReq,decResp,sign,signResp) )

Registry(reg) =

[hashReq#][hashResp#] [getKey#][getKeyResp#] [check#][checkResp#]

( sha1(reg,hashReq,hashResp)

277 | PubKeyDB(reg,getKey,getKeyResp)
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| Registry_Sign_checker(reg,check,checkResp)

| Registry_behaviour(reg,hashReq,hashResp,getKey,getKeyResp,check,

checkResp) )

282

-----------------

--- Intruders ---

-----------------

287

-- Man-in-the-middle between Consumer and STS

--

Intruder_behaviour(i,c,sts,user,pwd,salt,uri,rst_req,hashReq,

hashResp,gen_key,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp) =

292 [C] [MsgId1] [User] [Salt] [Iteration] [Timestamp1] [URI] [RST]

sts.rst?<C,MsgId1,sts,User,Salt,Iteration,Timestamp1,URI,RST>.

(

-- This action is only used to signal that the system is under attack

i.underAttack!<>

297 |

-- Send a request security token message to STS

sts.rst!<i,MsgId1,sts,User,Salt,Iteration,Timestamp1,URI,RST>

|

[MsgId2] [Challenge]

302 i.rstr?<sts,i,MsgId2,MsgId1,Challenge>.

-- It cannot decrypt Challenge because it does not know the password

-- for the User, needed to derive the key

--

-- Indeed, if it forwards the message <i,C,MsgId2,MsgId1,Challenge>

307 -- to Consumer, Consumer will discard it because the message is not

-- originated by STS (with our assumptions, intruder cannot write

-- a message like: <sts,C,MsgId2,MsgId1,Challenge>)

C.rstr!<i,C,MsgId2,MsgId1,Challenge>

)

312

Intruder(i,c,sts,user,pwd,salt,uri,rst_req,gen_key) =

[hashReq#][hashResp#][encReq#][encResp#][decReq#][decResp#]

( sha1(i,hashReq,hashResp)

| rsa1_5_PublicKey(c,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp)

317 | aes128(c,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp)

| Intruder_behaviour(i,c,sts,user,pwd,salt,uri,rst_req,hashReq,

hashResp,gen_key,encReq,encResp,decReq,decResp) )

322

-- Intercept the message from STS to Consumer and try to use the token to

-- access the resource

--

327 Intruder2(i,c,sts,user,uri,reg) =

----------------------------------------------------------------------

[MsgId4] [TS] [Signature]

c.rstrc?<c,sts,msgId3,MsgId4,TS,user,uri,Signature>.

( -- This action is only used to signal that the system is under attack

332 i.underAttack!<>

|

-- Forward the message to Consumer

c.rstrc!<c,sts,msgId3,MsgId4,TS,user,uri,Signature>

|

337 -- Perform the attack

reg.storedQuery!<i,reg,sts,msgId5,TS,user,uri,Signature,"%">
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)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

-- -- Holder-of-Key version

342 -- -- With Consumer identity in the token

-- [MsgId4] [TS] [Signature]

-- c.rstrc?<c,sts,msgId3,MsgId4,TS,user,c,uri,Signature>.

-- ( -- This action is only used to signal that the system is under attack

-- i.underAttack!<>

347 -- |

-- -- Forward the message to Consumer

-- c.rstrc!<c,sts,msgId3,MsgId4,TS,user,c,uri,Signature>

-- |

-- -- Perform the attack

352 -- reg.storedQuery!<i,reg,sts,msgId5,TS,user,i,uri,Signature,"%">

-- )

----------------------------------------------------------------------

357

in

Consumer(c,user1,pwd1,salt,regUri,rst_req,gen_key,reg) | STS(sts)

| Registry(reg)

362 -- | Intruder(i,c,sts,user1,pwd1,salt,regUri,rst_req,gen_key)

| Intruder2(i,c,sts,user1,regUri,reg)

end

367

Abstractions {

Action *.rst<$requestor,*,*,*,*,*,*,*,*> ->

request(samlToken,requestedBy,$requestor)

Action $requestor.rstr<*,*,*,*,*> -> challenge(samlToken)

372 Action *.rstrr<*,*,*,*,*,*> -> challengeResp(samlToken)

Action $requestor.rstrc<*,*,*,*,*,*,*,*,*> ->

response(samlToken,requestedBy,$requestor)

Action *.storedQuery<$requestor,*,*,*,*,*,*,*,*,*> ->

request(registryQuery,requestedBy,$requestor)

377 State $attacker.underAttack! -> systemUnderAttack($attacker)

State *.fault!<$X,$differentFrom,$sts,$for,$Context> ->

failure($X,$differentFrom,$sts,$for,$Context)

State *.fault!<$X,$differentFrom,$sts> -> failure($X,$differentFrom,$sts)

State *.deliveringResource!<$X> -> deliveringResource(to,$X)

382 State *.attackDetected!<$X> -> attackDetectedFrom(from,$X)

}

-----------

387 - FORMULA -

-----------

-- AG [request(samlToken,requestedBy,c)] not EF (systemUnderAttack(i)

and deliveringResource(to,i))

392 -- If the SAML token does not contain c then the formula must be FALSE

-- Indeed, this is the counterxample (a trace leading to the state

-- where the system is under attack and delivers the resource to the attacker):

397 --**********************************************************************
--The Path from The Initial Configuration to Configuration C44 is:

--C1 --> C2 {request(samlToken,requestedBy,c)} /* ... */
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--C2 --> C3 /* ... */

--C3 --> C4 /* ... */

402 --C4 --> C5 /* ... */

--C5 --> C6 /* ... */

--C6 --> C7 /* ... */

--C7 --> C8 /* ... */

--C8 --> C9 {challenge(samlToken)} /* ... */

407 --C9 --> C10 /* ... */

--C10 --> C11 /* ... */

--C11 --> C12 /* ... */

--C12 --> C13 /* ... */

--C13 --> C14 /* ... */

412 --C14 --> C15 /* ... */

--C15 --> C16 /* ... */

--C16 --> C17 /* ... */

--C17 --> C18 {challengeResp(samlToken)} /* ... */

--C18 --> C19 /* ... */

417 --C19 --> C20 /* ... */

--C20 --> C21 /* ... */

--C21 --> C22 /* ... */

--C22 --> C23 /* ... */

--C23 --> C24 /* ... */

422 --C24 --> C25 /* ... */

--C25 --> C26 /* ... */

--C26 --> C27 {response(samlToken,requestedBy,c)} /* ... */

--C27 --> C29 {request(registryQuery,requestedBy,c)} /* ... */

--C29 --> C37 {request(registryQuery,requestedBy,i)} /* ... */

427 --C37 --> C38 /* ... */

--C38 --> C39 /* ... */

--C39 --> C40 /* ... */

--C40 --> C41 /* ... */

--C41 --> C42 /* ... */

432 --C42 --> C43 /* ... */

--C43 --> C44 /* ... */

--The Current Configuration is C44 (show details ... )

437 --The Abstract State Labels of Configuration C44 are:

--deliveringResource(to,i),systemUnderAttack(i)

--No More Evolutions.

--**********************************************************************
442 -- If the SAML token contains C then the formula must be TRUE

a.2 the scenario with disconnected clinics

We report here the complete COWS specification, again written in the syntax
accepted by CMC, of the healthcare scenario introduced in Section 4.1.1 and
partially specified in Section 4.1.5, together with four sets of abstraction rules
and the corresponding SocL formulae, one for each considered attack.

Listing A.2: COWS specification of the XDM-based protocol
let

3 Cipher(enc_KbPub_Req,enc_KbPub_Resp,dec_KbSec_Req,dec_KbSec_Resp,enc_KaPub_Req,

enc_KaPub_Resp,dec_KaSec_Req,dec_KaSec_Resp) =
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* [Client][Datum]

cipher.enc_KbPub_Req?<Client,Datum>.

[fresh#] ( Client.enc_KbPub_Resp!<Datum,fresh>

8 | *[Client2] cipher.dec_KbSec_Req?<Client2,fresh>.

Client2.dec_KbSec_Resp!<fresh,Datum> )

|

* [Client][Datum]

cipher.enc_KaPub_Req?<Client,Datum>.

13 [fresh#] ( Client.enc_KaPub_Resp!<Datum,fresh>

| *[Client2] cipher.dec_KaSec_Req?<Client2,fresh>.

Client2.dec_KaSec_Resp!<fresh,Datum> )

18 Signer(sign_KaSec_Req,sign_KaSec_Resp,verify_KaPub_Req,verify_KaPub_Resp,

sign_KstsaSec_Req,sign_KstsaSec_Resp,verify_KstsaPub_Req,verify_KstsaPub_Resp,

sign_KstsbSec_Req,sign_KstsbSec_Resp,verify_KstsbPub_Req,verify_KstsbPub_Resp,

sign_KiSec_Req,sign_KiSec_Resp,verify_KiPub_Req,verify_KiPub_Resp) =

* [Requester][RequesterName][Hash]

23 signer.sign_KaSec_Req?<Requester,RequesterName,Hash>.

[fresh#] ( Requester.sign_KaSec_Resp!<Hash,fresh>

| * [Verifier][X]

( signer.verify_KaPub_Req?<Verifier,RequesterName,X>.

( sys.attack3Detected!<invalidSignature>

28 | sys.attack3Detected?<invalidSignature>.nil)

+

signer.verify_KaPub_Req?<Verifier,RequesterName,fresh>.

Verifier.verify_KaPub_Resp!<fresh,Hash>

)

33 )

|

* [Requester][RequesterName][Hash]

signer.sign_KstsaSec_Req?<Requester,RequesterName,Hash>.

[fresh#] ( Requester.sign_KstsaSec_Resp!<Hash,fresh>

38 | * [Verifier][X]

( signer.verify_KstsaPub_Req?<Verifier,RequesterName,X>.

( sys.attack3Detected!<invalidSignature>

| sys.attack3Detected?<invalidSignature>.nil)

+

43 signer.verify_KstsaPub_Req?<Verifier,RequesterName,fresh>.

Verifier.verify_KstsaPub_Resp!<fresh,Hash>

)

)

|

48 * [Requester][RequesterName][Hash]

signer.sign_KstsbSec_Req?<Requester,RequesterName,Hash>.

[fresh#] ( Requester.sign_KstsbSec_Resp!<Hash,fresh>

| * [Verifier][X]

( signer.verify_KstsbPub_Req?<Verifier,RequesterName,X>.

53 ( sys.attack3Detected!<invalidSignature>

| sys.attack3Detected?<invalidSignature>.nil)

+

signer.verify_KstsbPub_Req?<Verifier,RequesterName,fresh>.

Verifier.verify_KstsbPub_Resp!<fresh,Hash>

58 )

)

|

* [Requester][RequesterName][Hash]

signer.sign_KiSec_Req?<Requester,RequesterName,Hash>.

63 [fresh#] ( Requester.sign_KiSec_Resp!<Hash,fresh>

| * [Verifier][X]

( signer.verify_KiPub_Req?<Verifier,RequesterName,X>.
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( sys.attack3Detected!<invalidSignature>

| sys.attack3Detected?<invalidSignature>.nil)

68 +

signer.verify_KiPub_Req?<Verifier,RequesterName,fresh>.

Verifier.verify_KiPub_Resp!<fresh,Hash>

)

)

73

Sha(hashReq,hashResp) =

( * [Client][Datum1][Datum2]

hFunc.hashReq?<Client,Datum1,Datum2>.

78 Client.hashResp!<Datum1,Datum2,Datum1+Datum2>

| * [Client][Datum1][Datum2][Datum3][Datum4][Datum5][Datum6]

hFunc.hashReq?<Client,Datum1,Datum2,Datum3,Datum4,Datum5,Datum6>.

[conc#]

( hFunc.conc!<Datum1+Datum2>

83 | [X1] hFunc.conc?<X1>.

( hFunc.conc!<X1+Datum3>

| [X2] hFunc.conc?<X2>.

( hFunc.conc!<X2+Datum4>

| [X3] hFunc.conc?<X3>.

88 ( hFunc.conc!<X3+Datum5>

| [X4] hFunc.conc?<X4>.

( hFunc.conc!<X4+Datum6>

| [X5] hFunc.conc?<X5>.

Client.hashResp!<Datum1,Datum2,Datum3,Datum4,Datum5,

Datum6,X5>

93 )

)

)

)

98

)

)

103 Clock(clock,start,inc) = [c#]([Y] clock.get?<Y>.

[n#]( c.init!<start+inc,n>

| c.initAck?<n>. clock.ret!<Y,start> )

| * [X][Z]

c.init?<X,Z>.

108 ( c.initAck!<Z>

| [Y] clock.get?<Y>.

[n#]( c.init!<X+inc,n>

| c.initAck?<n>. clock.ret!<Y,X>

)

113 )

)

Lifo(q) = [m#][h#]

118 (*[YV1][YV2][YV3][YV4][YV5][YR][YE][YZ]

(q.push?<YV1,YV2,YV3,YV4,YV5,YZ>.[Z](m.op?<Z>.

[c#](h.op!<YV1,YV2,YV3,YV4,YV5,Z,c>|m.op!<c>|YZ.op!<>))

+ q.pop?<YR,YE>.[Z](m.op?<Z>.[YV1][YV2][YV3][YV4][YV5][YT]

h.op?<YV1,YV2,YV3,YV4,YV5,YT,Z>.

123 (m.op!<YT>| YR.op!<YV1,YV2,YV3,YV4,YV5>)

+m.op?<empty>.(m.op!<empty>|YE.op!<>) ) )

|m.op!<empty>)
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128 ARR(p,q,write) =

(Lifo(q)

|

-- Functionality for creator

* [Ts1][Ctx][A][B]

133 p.write?<Ts1,Ctx,A,B>.

[Ts2][SignedDoc]

p.write?<Ts1,Ctx,A,B,Ts2,SignedDoc>.

[n#]

( -- Write the data in the Lifo queue of the ARR of the creator

138 q.push!<Ctx,A,B,Ts2,SignedDoc,n> | n.op?<>. A.ack!<> )

|

-- Functionality for receiver

* [Ts2][Ts3][A][Ctx][SignedDoc]

p.write?<Ts2,Ts3,A,Ctx,SignedDoc>.

143 [n#]

( -- -- Write the data in the Lifo queue of the ARR of the creator

q.push!<Ctx,A,p,Ts2,SignedDoc,n>

|

-- If another ’write’ request with the same context arrives,

148 -- than the context has been reused by an intruder

[X1][X2][X3][X4]

p.write?<X1,X2,X3,Ctx,X4>.

(sys.attack4Detected!<Ctx>

| sys.attack4Detected?<Ctx>.nil )

153 )

)

STS(sts,stsName,client,getToken,retToken,validateToken,validateResp,write,clock,

158 encode,encodeResp,sign,signResp,verifyReq,verifyResp,hashReq,hashResp) =

* [A][B][User][Ts1]

sts.getToken?<A,B,User,Ts1>.

-- Create a unique context

[conc#](sts.conc!<ctx+A>

163 | [X1] sts.conc?<X1>.

( sts.conc!<X1+B>

| [X2] sts.conc?<X2>.

( sts.conc!<X2+Ts1>

| [Ctx] sts.conc?<Ctx>.

168 [ts#]

( client.write!<Ts1,Ctx,A,B>

| clock.get!<ts>

| [SamlTs] clock.ret?<ts,SamlTs>.

( -- Encrypt Ctx with B public key

173 cipher.encode!<sts,Ctx>

| [EncCtx] sts.encodeResp?<Ctx,EncCtx>.

( -- Create a token SAML

hFunc.hashReq!<sts,A,stsName,SamlTs,User,B,EncCtx>

| [SAMLhash] sts.hashResp?<A,stsName,SamlTs,User,B,EncCtx,

SAMLhash>.

178 ( -- Sign the hash code with stsA private key

signer.sign!<sts,stsName,SAMLhash>

| [Signature] sts.signResp?<SAMLhash,Signature>.

-- Return the token

client.retToken!<Ctx,A,stsName,SamlTs,User,B,EncCtx,

Signature>

183 )

)
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)

)

)

188 )

)

|

* [MsgID][Ts][A][StsNameA][SamlTs][User][B][EncCtx][Signature]

sts.validateToken?<MsgID,Ts,A,StsNameA,SamlTs,User,B,EncCtx,Signature>.

193 ( -- Decipher the signature with stsA public key

signer.verifyReq!<sts,StsNameA,Signature>

| [DecipheredHash]

sts.verifyResp?<Signature,DecipheredHash>.

( -- Calculate the token hash

198 hFunc.hashReq!<sts,A,StsNameA,SamlTs,User,B,EncCtx>

| [Hash] sts.hashResp?<A,StsNameA,SamlTs,User,B,EncCtx,Hash>.

-- Compare the two hashes, i.e. the new one with the

-- dechipered one

[comp#]

203 ( sts.comp!<Hash>

| [X][msgId#]

( sts.comp?<X>.

-- The two hashes do not coincide (broken signature):

-- send a negative response

208 client.validateResp!<MsgID,msgId,invalid>

+ sts.comp?<DecipheredHash>.

-- The two hashes coincide: send a positive response

client.validateResp!<MsgID,msgId,valid>

)

213 )

)

)

218 Creator(a,stsA,user,doc,user2,doc2,clock,getToken,retToken,write,sign,signResp,hashReq,

hashResp)

=

[ts#]

( clock.get!<ts>

| [Ts1] clock.ret?<ts,Ts1>.

223 ( stsA.getToken!<a,b,user,Ts1>

| [Ctx][StsName][SamlTs][EncCtx][Signature]

a.retToken?<Ctx,a,StsName,SamlTs,user,b,EncCtx,Signature>.

( clock.get!<ts>

| [Ts2] clock.ret?<ts,Ts2>.

228 ( -- Create the hash of doc

hFunc.hashReq!<a,user,doc>

| [Dochash] a.hashResp?<user,doc,Dochash>.

( -- Sign the hash code: we use "a" also as creator name

signer.sign!<a,a,Dochash>

233 | [SignedDoc] a.signResp?<Dochash,SignedDoc>.

[msgId1#]

( -- Updates the audit of the transaction

a.write!<Ts1,Ctx,a,b,Ts2,SignedDoc>

| -- Wait an ack from ARR:

238 -- this interaction is not present in the protocol but

-- it is reasonable to assume this acknowledgement

-- since the communication takes place along a TLS channel.

-- This avoids that the officer reads the ARR (and the van leaves)

-- between a "write" and a "push"

243 a.ack?<>.

( -- Send the document over portable media to B via van
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b.van!<a,b,msgId1,Ts2,a,user,doc,SignedDoc,a,StsName,

SamlTs,user,b,EncCtx,Signature>

|

248 -----------------

-- 2nd message --

-----------------

[ts#] ( clock.get!<ts>

| [Ts1] clock.ret?<ts,Ts1>.

253 ( stsA.getToken!<a,b,user2,Ts1>

| [Ctx][StsName][SamlTs][EncCtx][Signature]

a.retToken?<Ctx,a,StsName,SamlTs,user2,b,EncCtx,

Signature>.

( clock.get!<ts>

| [Ts2] clock.ret?<ts,Ts2>.

258 ( -- Create the hash of doc2

hFunc.hashReq!<a,user2,doc2>

| [Dochash] a.hashResp?<user2,doc2,Dochash>.

( -- Sign the hash code: we use "a" also as

creator name

signer.sign!<a,a,Dochash>

263 | [SignedDoc] a.signResp?<Dochash,

SignedDoc>.

[msgId1#]

( -- Updates the audit of the

transaction

a.write!<Ts1,Ctx,a,b,Ts2,SignedDoc>

| a.ack?<>.

268 ( -- Send the document doc2 over

portable

-- media to B via van

b.van!<a,b,msgId1,Ts2,a,user2,doc2

,SignedDoc,a,

StsName,SamlTs,user2,b,

EncCtx,Signature>

|

273 ----------------------

-- Further messages --

----------------------

-- The specification of further

messages is not

-- relevant for our analysis

278 nil

)

)

)

)

283 )

)

)

)

)

288 )

)

)

)

)

293

ClinicA(a,q,stsA,stsNameA,user,doc,user2,doc2,sign_KaSec_Req,sign_KaSec_Resp,

sign_KstsaSec_Req,sign_KstsaSec_Resp,verify_KstsbPub_Req,verify_KstsbPub_Resp,
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298 enc_KbPub_Req,enc_KbPub_Resp,hashReq,hashResp) =

[clockA#][getToken#][retToken#][validateToken#][validateResp#][write#]

( Clock(clockA,1,1)

| ARR(a,q,write)

| Creator(a,stsA,user,doc,user2,doc2,clockA,getToken,retToken,write,sign_KaSec_Req,

303 sign_KaSec_Resp,hashReq,hashResp)

| STS(stsA,stsNameA,a,getToken,retToken,validateToken,validateResp,write,clockA,

enc_KbPub_Req,enc_KbPub_Resp,sign_KstsaSec_Req,sign_KstsaSec_Resp,

verify_KstsbPub_Req,

verify_KstsbPub_Resp,hashReq,hashResp)

)

308

Receiver(clock,validateToken,validateResp,write,decode,decodeResp,verifyReq,verifyResp,hashReq

,hashResp)

=

* [A][MsgId1][Ts2][AfromDoc][User][Doc][SignedDoc][AfromToken][StsNameA][SamlTs][

UserFromToken][BfromToken]

313 [EncCtx][Signature]

b.van?<A,b,MsgId1,Ts2,AfromDoc,User,Doc,SignedDoc,AfromToken,StsNameA,SamlTs,UserFromToken

,BfromToken,

EncCtx,Signature>.

[ts#]

( clock.get!<ts>

318 | [Ts3] clock.ret?<ts,Ts3>.

[comp#][X][Y]

( -- Check if the A certificate in the document signature equals the

certificate

-- within the token (HoK) and check if the user value in the document

signature

-- equals the user within the token

323 b.comp!<AfromDoc,User>

| b.comp?<X,Y>.

( sys.attack2Detected!<User,UserFromToken>

| sys.attack2Detected?<User,UserFromToken>.nil )

+ b.comp?<AfromToken,UserFromToken>.

328 [MsgID]

( -- Validate the assertion to its STS

stsB.validateToken!<MsgId1,Ts2,AfromToken,StsNameA,SamlTs,

UserFromToken,BfromToken,

EncCtx,Signature>

| b.validateResp?<MsgId1,MsgID,invalid>.

333 sys.attackDetected!<invalidToken>

+ b.validateResp?<MsgId1,MsgID,valid>.

( -- Check the signature of the document

signer.verifyReq!<b,AfromDoc,SignedDoc>

| [DecipheredHash]

338 b.verifyResp?<SignedDoc,DecipheredHash>.

( -- Calculate the hash

hFunc.hashReq!<b,User,Doc>

| [Hash] b.hashResp?<User,Doc,Hash>.

[comp#] -- Compare the two hashes

343 ( b.comp!<Hash>

| [X][msgId#]

( b.comp?<X>.

-- The two hashes do not coincide (broken

signature)

( sys.attackDetected!<invalidSignature>

348 | sys.attackDetected?<invalidSignature

>.nil )

+ b.comp?<DecipheredHash>.
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-- The two hashes coincide

( -- Decode ctx with B secret key

cipher.decode!<b,EncCtx>

353 | [Ctx]

b.decodeResp?<EncCtx,Ctx>.

-- Write to ARR

b.write!<Ts2,Ts3,A,Ctx,SignedDoc>

)

358 )

)

)

)

)

363 )

)

ClinicB(qb,dec_KbSec_Req,dec_KbSec_Resp,enc_KaPub_Req,enc_KaPub_Resp,sign_KstsbSec_Req,

368 sign_KstsbSec_Resp,verify_KstsaPub_Req,verify_KstsaPub_Resp,verify_KaPub_Req,

verify_KaPub_Resp,hashReq,hashResp) =

[clockB#][getToken#][retToken#][validateToken#][validateResp#][write#]

( Clock(clockB,1,1)

| ARR(b,qb,write)

373 | Receiver(clockB,validateToken,validateResp,write,dec_KbSec_Req,dec_KbSec_Resp,

verify_KaPub_Req,verify_KaPub_Resp,hashReq,hashResp)

| STS(stsB,stsNameB,b,getToken,retToken,validateToken,validateResp,write,clockB,

enc_KaPub_Req,enc_KaPub_Resp,sign_KstsbSec_Req,sign_KstsbSec_Resp,

verify_KstsaPub_Req,verify_KstsaPub_Resp,hashReq,hashResp)

378 )

Officer(qa,qb)=

officier.start!<>

383 |

-- The officer is activated by a signal "activate"

* [k] officier.activate?<>.

-- Only one instance of the officer can run at the same time

officier.start?<>.

388 -- Firstly, the officer gets the value maxt1 from ARR_a

[r#][e#][n#]

(qa.pop!<r,e>

| [Ctx1][A1][B1][MaxT1][SignedDoc1]

( e.op?<>.

393 -- ARR_a is empty: officer does nothing

nil

+

r.op?<Ctx1,A1,B1,MaxT1,SignedDoc1>.

( -- The officer has saved MaxT1 and

398 -- then puts the extracted tuple in the queue

qa.push!<Ctx1,A1,B1,MaxT1,SignedDoc1,n>

|

n.op?<>.

-- Then, the officer reads ARR_b (within clinicB)

403 -- NB: it is worth noticing that the officer

-- should copy the queue and act on its copy,

-- while here, in order to reduce the model state space,

-- the officer extracts all tuples from the queue of ARR_b.

-- This means that at the end of its execution,

408 -- the queue will be empty. This does not affect our

-- analysis, since we consider here just one attack and,

-- hence, just an officer instance in action.
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[loop#](loop.op!<>

| *loop.op?<>.

413 (qb.pop!<r,e>

| [Ctx][A][B][Ts][SignedDoc]

( e.op?<>.

-- Exit from the loop

off.end!<>

418 +

r.op?<Ctx,A,B,Ts,SignedDoc>.

( off.compare!<Ts le MaxT1>

| off.compare?<true>.

( -- Add the tuple to "logB" (which is

a

423 -- parallel composition of input

actions)

[Xack] off.logB?<Ctx,SignedDoc,Xack

>.

off.Xack!<>

| -- Start a new step of the loop

loop.op!<> )

428 + off.compare?<false>.

-- Start a new step of the loop

loop.op!<>)

)

)

433 )

|

-- At the end of the loop above, the officer compares

-- the tuples in queue "qa" with those in "logB"

off.end?<>.

438 -- Scan ARR_a

-- NB: as above, the officer extracts all tuples

-- from the queue of ARR_A.

[loop#](loop.op!<>

| *loop.op?<>.

443 (qa.pop!<r,e>

| [Ctx][A][B][Ts][SignedDoc]

( e.op?<>.

-- Exit from the cycle

( {officier.start!<>} | kill(k) )

448 +

r.op?<Ctx,A,B,Ts,SignedDoc>.

( off.compare!<Ts le MaxT1>

| off.compare?<true>.

[n#]

453 ( -- Check if the tuple is in logB

off.logB!<Ctx,SignedDoc,n>

|

[X1][X2][X3]

( off.logB?<X1,X2,X3>.

458 -- Message suppressed

( sys.attack1Detected!<

messageSuppressed,SignedDoc>

| sys.attack1Detected?<

messageSuppressed,SignedDoc>.

loop.op!<>)

+

463 off.n?<>.

-- Tuple found: it is ok, so continue

the loop

loop.op!<>
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)

)

468 + off.compare?<false>.

-- Ignore the tuple because it has been

inserted

-- after that the officer has started to

read

loop.op!<>)

)

473 )

)

)

)

)

478

-- This Intruder suppresses the messages sent by van Intruder1() =

[A][MsgId1][Ts2][AfromDoc][User][Doc][SignedDoc][AfromToken][StsNameA]

483 [SamlTs][UserFromToken][BfromToken][EncCtx][Signature]

b.van?<A,b,MsgId1,Ts2,AfromDoc,User,Doc,SignedDoc,AfromToken,StsNameA,

SamlTs,UserFromToken,BfromToken,EncCtx,Signature>.

( sys.attack1!<messageSuppressed,SignedDoc>

| sys.attack1?<messageSuppressed,SignedDoc>.

488 -- To ensure that the officer performs his checks after that the

-- attack has been performed, we activate here the officer.

-- From now on, the officer can go to clinics A and B at any time

officier.activate!<>

)

493

-- This intruder models an healthcare professional sitting on clinic

A -- (e.g. a nurse) that wants to access restricted resources by --

reusing an already issued SAML assertion

498 Intruder2(a,hashReq,hashResp,sign,signResp) =

-- Suppress the correct message

[A][MsgId1][Ts2][AfromDoc][User][Doc][SignedDoc][AfromToken][StsNameA]

[SamlTs][UserFromToken][BfromToken][EncCtx][Signature]

b.van?<A,b,MsgId1,Ts2,AfromDoc,User,Doc,SignedDoc,AfromToken,StsNameA,

503 SamlTs,UserFromToken,BfromToken,EncCtx,Signature>.

( sys.attack2!<>

| sys.attack2?<>.

( -- Create the hash of the fake document

hFunc.hashReq!<a,nurse,fakeDoc>

508 | [FakeDochash] a.hashResp?<nurse,fakeDoc,FakeDochash>.

( -- Sign the hash code: "a" is used also as creator name

signer.sign!<A,A,FakeDochash>

| [FakeSignedDoc] a.signResp?<FakeDochash,FakeSignedDoc>.

-- Send the fake message

513 b.van!<A,b,msgIdFake,300,AfromDoc,nurse,fakeDoc,

FakeSignedDoc,AfromToken,StsNameA,SamlTs,

UserFromToken,BfromToken,EncCtx,Signature>

)

)

518 )

-- This intruder is similar to Intruder2, but it reuses the SAML

assertion -- by using the correct username (i.e. ’user1’)

523 Intruder3(hashReq,hashResp,sign,signResp) =

[A][MsgId1][Ts2][AfromDoc][User][Doc][SignedDoc][AfromToken][StsNameA]
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[SamlTs][UserFromToken][BfromToken][EncCtx][Signature]

b.van?<A,b,MsgId1,Ts2,AfromDoc,User,Doc,SignedDoc,AfromToken,StsNameA,

SamlTs,UserFromToken,BfromToken,EncCtx,Signature>.

528 ( sys.attack3!<>

| sys.attack3?<>.

( -- Create the hash of the fake doc

hFunc.hashReq!<i,User,fakeDoc>

| [FakeDochash] i.hashResp?<User,fakeDoc,FakeDochash>.

533 ( -- Sign the hash code: we use "I" as creator name

signer.sign!<i,i,FakeDochash>

| [FakeSignedDoc] i.signResp?<FakeDochash,FakeSignedDoc>.

-- Send the fake message

b.van!<i,b,msgIdFake,300,AfromDoc,User,fakeDoc,

538 FakeSignedDoc,AfromToken,StsNameA,SamlTs,

UserFromToken,BfromToken,EncCtx,Signature>

)

)

)

543

-- This intruder sends multiple time the same packet -- for

obtaining multiple times the same resource Intruder4() =

[A][MsgId1][Ts2][AfromDoc][User][Doc][SignedDoc][AfromToken][StsNameA]

548 [SamlTs][UserFromToken][BfromToken][EncCtx][Signature]

b.van?<A,b,MsgId1,Ts2,AfromDoc,User,Doc,SignedDoc,AfromToken,StsNameA,

SamlTs,UserFromToken,BfromToken,EncCtx,Signature>.

( sys.attack4!<>

| sys.attack4?<>.

553 ( -- Send multiple copies of the same message

b.van!<A,b,MsgId1,Ts2,AfromDoc,User,Doc,SignedDoc,AfromToken,

StsNameA,SamlTs,UserFromToken,BfromToken,EncCtx,Signature>

|

b.van!<A,b,MsgId1,Ts2,AfromDoc,User,Doc,SignedDoc,AfromToken,

558 StsNameA,SamlTs,UserFromToken,BfromToken,EncCtx,Signature>

)

)

563

in

[enc_KbPub_Req#][enc_KbPub_Resp#][dec_KbSec_Req#][dec_KbSec_Resp#][enc_KaPub_Req#]

[enc_KaPub_Resp#][dec_KaSec_Req#][dec_KaSec_Resp#][sign_KaSec_Req#][sign_KaSec_Resp#]

568 [verify_KaPub_Req#][verify_KaPub_Resp#][sign_KstsaSec_Req#][sign_KstsaSec_Resp#]

[verify_KstsaPub_Req#][verify_KstsaPub_Resp#][sign_KstsbSec_Req#][sign_KstsbSec_Resp#]

[verify_KstsbPub_Req#][verify_KstsbPub_Resp#][sign_KiSec_Req#][sign_KiSec_Resp#]

[verify_KiPub_Req#][verify_KiPub_Resp#][hashReq#][hashResp#][qa1#][qb#]

(

573 Cipher(enc_KbPub_Req,enc_KbPub_Resp,dec_KbSec_Req,dec_KbSec_Resp,enc_KaPub_Req,enc_KaPub_Resp,

dec_KaSec_Req,dec_KaSec_Resp)

| Signer(sign_KaSec_Req,sign_KaSec_Resp,verify_KaPub_Req,verify_KaPub_Resp,sign_KstsaSec_Req

,

sign_KstsaSec_Resp,verify_KstsaPub_Req,verify_KstsaPub_Resp,sign_KstsbSec_Req,

sign_KstsbSec_Resp,verify_KstsbPub_Req,verify_KstsbPub_Resp,sign_KiSec_Req,

sign_KiSec_Resp,

578 verify_KiPub_Req,verify_KiPub_Resp)

| Sha(hashReq,hashResp)

| ClinicA(a1,qa1,stsa1,stsNameA1,user1,doc1,user2,doc2,sign_KaSec_Req,sign_KaSec_Resp,

sign_KstsaSec_Req,sign_KstsaSec_Resp,verify_KstsaPub_Req,verify_KstsaPub_Resp,

enc_KbPub_Req,enc_KbPub_Resp,hashReq,hashResp)

583 | ClinicB(qb,dec_KbSec_Req,dec_KbSec_Resp,enc_KaPub_Req,enc_KaPub_Resp,sign_KstsbSec_Req,
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sign_KstsbSec_Resp,verify_KstsaPub_Req,verify_KstsaPub_Resp,verify_KaPub_Req,

verify_KaPub_Resp,hashReq,hashResp)

-- For attack 1

-- | Officer(qa1,qb)

588 --

-- For attack 2

-- | Intruder2(a1,hashReq,hashResp,sign_KaSec_Req,sign_KaSec_Resp)

--

-- For attack 3

593 -- | Intruder3(hashReq,hashResp,sign_KiSec_Req,sign_KiSec_Resp)

)

-- For attack 1

-- | Intruder1()

--

598 -- For attack 4

-- | Intruder4()

end

603

--------------

-- Attack 1 --

--------------

-- Abstractions{

608 -- Attack sys.attack1<messageSuppressed,$signedDoc> ->

-- attack1Performed(message,$signedDoc)

-- Attack sys.attack1Detected<messageSuppressed,$signedDoc> ->

-- attack1DetectedByOfficer(message,$signedDoc)

-- }

613 --

-- Eventually an attack is performed

-- (this avoids that the second formula below is TRUE because there is no attack)

-- EF {attack1Performed(message,$doc)} true

-- Result: TRUE

618 -- (states generated= 906, computations fragments generated= 904)

--

-- In any way an attack is performed, in any case it will be eventually detected

-- AG [attack1Performed(message,$doc)] AF {attack1DetectedByOfficer(message,%doc)} true

-- Result: TRUE

623 -- (states generated= 20538, computations fragments generated= 50614)

--------------

628 -- Attack 2 --

--------------

-- Abstractions{

-- Action sys.attack2<> ->

-- attack2Performed(AssertionReused)

633 -- Action sys.attack2Detected<$user,$userFromToken> ->

-- attack2DetectedByB(invalidUser,$user,differsFrom,$userFromToken)

-- }

--

-- EF {attack2Performed(AssertionReused)} true

638 -- Result: TRUE

-- (states generated= 906, computations fragments generated= 904)

--

--

-- AG [attack2Performed(AssertionReused)]

643 -- AF {attack2DetectedByB(invalidUser,$user1,differsFrom,$user2)} true

-- Result: TRUE
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-- (states generated= 15543, computations fragments generated= 38134)

648

--------------

-- Attack 3 --

--------------

653 -- Abstractions{

-- Action sys.attack3<> -> attack3Performed(invalidSignature)

-- Action sys.attack3Detected<invalidSignature> -> attack3DetectedByB(invalidSignature)

-- }

--

658 -- EF {attack3Performed(invalidSignature)} true

-- Result: TRUE

-- (states generated= 906, computations fragments generated= 904)

--

--

663 -- AG [attack3Performed(invalidSignature)] AF {attack3DetectedByB(invalidSignature)} true

-- Result: TRUE

-- (states generated= 26287, computations fragments generated= 70366)

668

--------------

-- Attack 4 --

--------------

-- Abstractions{

673 -- Action sys.attack4<> -> attack4Performed(bounceAttack)

-- Action sys.attack4Detected<$ctx> -> attack4DetectedByB(invalidContext,$ctx)

--

-- }

--

678 -- EF {attack4Performed(bounceAttack)} true

-- Result: TRUE

-- (states generated= 906, computations fragments generated= 904)

--

--

683 -- AG [attack4Performed(bounceAttack)] AF {attack4DetectedByB(invalidContext,$ctx)} true

--

--- To verify this formula, it is suggested to reduce the model state space

--- by removing from ’Creator’ the creation and sending of the second message

--

688 -- Result: TRUE

-- (states generated= 1506, computations fragments generated= 4426)



B
X U A - B A S E D P R O T O C O L I M P L E M E N TAT I O N D E TA I L S

We present now some implementation details concerning the SOAP messages
exchanged during the execution of the implementation of the XUA-based proto-
col and its applications, as described in Chapters 3 and 4. XML Namespaces are
omitted for simplicity sake.

b.1 the xua-based protocol

The first SOAP message sent by the consumer is shown in Listing B.1. It contains
the identity of the client C, the identity of the Security Token Service STS and
the message unique id written using the WS-Addressing From, MessageID and
To elements, respectively. We have also specified the WS-Addressing Action

required by WS-Trust. The subtree UT(user, salt, int) is written according to [103]
and contains the username, a salt and an iteration number. The key dKey is
derived as explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.

Listing B.1: Envelope of message (1)
<soapenv:Header xmlns:wsa="...">

<wsa:From>

<wsa:Address>http://url-of-c/</wsa:Address>

</wsa:From>

5 <wsa:MessageID>

urn:uuid:7930395427DF7E119D1242208192113

</wsa:MessageID>

<wsa:Action>

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/200512/RST/Issue

10 </wsa:Action>

<wsa:To>

http://localhost:8088/SpiritIdentityProvider/services/STS09

</wsa:To>

<wsse:Security xmlns:wsse="..." soapenv:mustUnderstand="true">

15 <wsse:UsernameToken xmlns:wsu="..."

wsu:Id="UsernameToken-13965165">

<wsse:Username>admin</wsse:Username>

<wsse11:Salt xmlns:wsse11="...">

dw/CVPO8wYf63PEc2XoOAQ==

20 </wsse11:Salt>

<wsse11:Iteration xmlns:wsse11="...">1000</wsse11:Iteration>

</wsse:UsernameToken>

<wsu:Timestamp xmlns:wsu="..." wsu:Id="Timestamp-2775646">

<wsu:Created>2009-05-13T09:49:52.605Z</wsu:Created>

25 <wsu:Expires>2009-05-13T09:51:32.605Z</wsu:Expires>

</wsu:Timestamp>

</wsse:Security>

</soapenv:Header>

<soapenv:Body>

30 <wst:RequestSecurityToken xmlns:wst="...">

145
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<wst:RequestType>

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/200512/Issue

</wst:RequestType>

<wsp:AppliesTo xmlns:wsp="...">

35 <wsa:EndpointReference xmlns:wsa="...">

<wsa:Address>http://REG</wsa:Address>

</wsa:EndpointReference>

</wsp:AppliesTo>

<wst:TokenType>

40 urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion

</wst:TokenType>

</wst:RequestSecurityToken>

</soapenv:Body>

RST(REG), in the body of the message, is a plain WS-Trust RequestSecurityToken
where the AppliesTo element has value REG.

In the STS reply, shown in Listing B.2, the received message identifier is
the value of the RelatesTo element. STS computes the key (STS knows user’s
password by the underlying authentication mechanism) and responds with
RSTR(ctx, {STS, n, ts, ctx}dKey), a RequestSecurityTokenResponse WS-Trust element.
ctx is an attribute of this element and the encrypted data is set as Base64 encoded
binary blob of a BinaryExchange element, encrypted using AES and the first 128

bits of the password hash.

Listing B.2: Envelope of the message (2)
<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="...">

2 <soapenv:Header xmlns:wsa="...">

<wsa:From>

<wsa:Address>

http://localhost:8088/SpiritIdentityProvider/services/STS09

</wsa:Address>

7 </wsa:From>

<wsa:To>

http://url-of-c/

</wsa:To>

<wsa:MessageID>

12 urn:uuid:584540CC8CC1FF52441242219794824

</wsa:MessageID>

<wsa:Action>urn:IssueTokenResponse</wsa:Action>

<wsa:RelatesTo>

urn:uuid:7930395427DF7E119D1242208192113

17 </wsa:RelatesTo>

</soapenv:Header>

<soapenv:Body>

<wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse xmlns:wst="..."

Context="urn:uuid:584540CC8CC1FF52441242219794873">

22 <wst:BinaryExchange

ValueType="urn:ihexua:paper:nonce:AES128:ECB:PKCS7Padding"

EncodingType="#Base64Binary">btz1iZOtuTg...

</wst:BinaryExchange>

</wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse>

27 </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

The consumer receives the message, decrypts it using the previously computed
key, checks if message identifiers match, adds one to the nonce, and reply with
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another RequestSecurityTokenResponse (RSTR), shown in Listing B.3. This element
is required by WS-Trust and contains a RequestedSecurityToken element with
the XML-Encryption of the nonce, the message id, the client address and the
context.

Listing B.3: Envelope of the message (3)

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="...">

<soapenv:Header>

<wsa:Action xmlns:wsa="...">

5 http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/200512/RST/Issue

</wsa:Action>

<wsa:MessageID xmlns:wsa="...">

urn:uuid:EAA1663EBF3A3D74941242219796235

</wsa:MessageID>

10 <wsa:RelatesTo xmlns:wsa="...">

urn:uuid:584540CC8CC1FF52441242219794824

</wsa:RelatesTo>

<wsa:To xmlns:wsa="...">

http://localhost:8088/SpiritIdentityProvider/services/STS09

15 </wsa:To>

<wsse:Security xmlns:wsse="..."

soapenv:mustUnderstand="true">

<wsu:Timestamp xmlns:wsu="..."

wsu:Id="Timestamp-12663831">

20 <wsu:Created>2009-05-13T13:03:16.404Z</wsu:Created>

<wsu:Expires>2009-05-13T13:04:56.404Z</wsu:Expires>

</wsu:Timestamp>

</wsse:Security>

</soapenv:Header>

25 <soapenv:Body>

<wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse xmlns:wst="..."

Context="urn:uuid:584540CC8CC1FF52441242219794873">

<wst:RequestedSecurityToken>

<ihexua:BinaryChallenge

30 xmlns:ihexua="http://www.ihe.net/XUA">

<xenc:EncryptedData xmlns:xenc="..."

Type="http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#Content">

<xenc:EncryptionMethod

Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#aes128-cbc" />

35 <ds:KeyInfo

xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">

<xenc:EncryptedKey>

<xenc:EncryptionMethod

Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#rsa-1_5" />

40 <xenc:CipherData>

<xenc:CipherValue>

TtljPAbr5...

</xenc:CipherValue>

</xenc:CipherData>

45 </xenc:EncryptedKey>

</ds:KeyInfo>

<xenc:CipherData>

<xenc:CipherValue>

64oNEBHk365z

50 </xenc:CipherValue>

</xenc:CipherData>

</xenc:EncryptedData>

</ihexua:BinaryChallenge>
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</wst:RequestedSecurityToken>

55 </wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse>

</soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

The STS can now authenticate the user (the password is known by the two
parties), trust the machine C and attest the “availability” of the remote system
(after some different tries, it can simply refuse connections from a certain
client, for avoiding some denial of service attacks, or suppose the client be
compromised and throw an alarm). The SAML authentication assertion is
created and put in the RequestSecurityTokenResponseCollection required by WS-
Trust for a final protocol step. The token is signed by STS according to the SAML
Signature profile, as enveloped signature. The STS address corresponds to the
SAML Issuer element. REG’s address is the AudienceRestriction element. The
assertion Conditions contains a timestamp. The username user is in the Subject
element, that also contains a SubjectConfirmation method as holder-of-key. The
KeyInfo element in the SubjectConfirmationData is the identity of the client C.
The WS-Trust context used in the token issuance is set as SAML attribute. The
corresponding message is shown in Listing B.4.

Listing B.4: Envelope of the message (4)
<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="...">

2 <soapenv:Header xmlns:wsa="...">

<wsa:Action>

urn:IssueTokenResponse

</wsa:Action>

<wsa:RelatesTo>

7 urn:uuid:EAA1663EBF3A3D74941242219796235

</wsa:RelatesTo>

</soapenv:Header>

<soapenv:Body>

<wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponseCollection xmlns:wst="...">

12 <wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse

Context="urn:uuid:584540CC8CC1FF52441242219794873">

<wst:RequestedSecurityToken>

<saml:Assertion

xmlns:saml="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion"

17 ID="_60e22f3127930d52fe628a36b866acb7"

IssueInstant="2009-05-13T13:03:16.582Z"

Version="2.0">

<saml:Issuer

Format="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:nameid-format:entity"

22 NameQualifier="urn:tiani-spirit:idp-name-qualifier"

SPNameQualifier="urn:tiani-spirit:sp-name-qualifier">

urn:ihe-xua:names:spirit-identity-provider:location:vienna

</saml:Issuer>

<ds:Signature xmlns:ds="...">

27 <ds:SignedInfo>

<ds:CanonicalizationMethod

Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#" />

<ds:SignatureMethod

Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#rsa-sha1" />

32 <ds:Reference

URI="#_60e22f3127930d52fe628a36b866acb7">
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<ds:Transforms>

<ds:Transform

Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#enveloped-signature" />

37 <ds:Transform

Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#">

<ec:InclusiveNamespaces

xmlns:ec="http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#"

PrefixList="ds saml xs" />

42 </ds:Transform>

</ds:Transforms>

<ds:DigestMethod

Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#sha1" />

<ds:DigestValue>

47 0fbE2x+swhcaxpUN1zUdBP4jDYA=

</ds:DigestValue>

</ds:Reference>

</ds:SignedInfo>

<ds:SignatureValue>

52 R9UG0WglH5/nWyQ...

</ds:SignatureValue>

<ds:KeyInfo>

<ds:X509Data>

<ds:X509Certificate>

57 MIIDwTCCAy...

</ds:X509Certificate>

</ds:X509Data>

</ds:KeyInfo>

</ds:Signature>

62 <saml:Subject>

<saml:NameID

Format="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:nameid-format:emailAddress"

SPProvidedID="admin@localhost">

admin

67 </saml:NameID>

<saml:SubjectConfirmation

Method="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:holder-of-key">

<saml:SubjectConfirmationData>

<ds:KeyInfo

72 xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">

<ds:X509Data>

<ds:X509Certificate>

MIIESDCCA7...

</ds:X509Certificate>

77 <ds:X509SubjectName>

EMAILADDRESS=massimiliano.masi@tiani-spirit.com,

CN=client,

OU=Dipartimento di Sistemi e Informatica,

O=Universita degli Studi di Firenze,

82 ST=Italy,

C=IT

</ds:X509SubjectName>

<ds:X509IssuerSerial>

<ds:X509IssuerName>

87 EMAILADDRESS=max@mascanc.net,

CN=DSI CA,

OU=Dipartimento di Sistemi e Informatica,

O=Universita degli Studi di Firenze,

L=Florence,

92 ST=Italy,

C=IT

</ds:X509IssuerName>
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<ds:X509SerialNumber>2</ds:X509SerialNumber>

</ds:X509IssuerSerial>

97 </ds:X509Data>

</ds:KeyInfo>

</saml:SubjectConfirmationData>

</saml:SubjectConfirmation>

</saml:Subject>

102 <saml:Conditions

NotBefore="2009-05-13T13:03:16.582Z"

NotOnOrAfter="2009-05-13T23:03:16.582Z">

<saml:AudienceRestriction>

<saml:Audience>

107 http://REG

</saml:Audience>

</saml:AudienceRestriction>

</saml:Conditions>

<saml:AuthnStatement

112 AuthnInstant="2009-05-13T13:03:16.582Z"

SessionNotOnOrAfter="2009-05-13T23:03:16.582Z">

<saml:AuthnContext>

<saml:AuthnContextClassRef>

urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:ac:classes:Password

117 </saml:AuthnContextClassRef>

</saml:AuthnContext>

</saml:AuthnStatement>

<saml:AttributeStatement>

<saml:Attribute

122 FriendlyName="Functional Role"

Name="urn:ihe-acl:frole"

NameFormat="urn:ihe-acl:hl7roles">

<saml:AttributeValue

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

127 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:type="xs:string">

Orthopedist

</saml:AttributeValue>

</saml:Attribute>

132 <saml:Attribute

FriendlyName="Ws Trust Context"

Name="urn:ihe:xua:wst-context"

NameFormat="urn:ihe:general-attributes">

<saml:AttributeValue>

137 urn:uuid:584540CC8CC1FF52441242219794873

</saml:AttributeValue>

</saml:Attribute>

<saml:Attribute

FriendlyName="Original token requestor address"

142 Name="urn:ihe:xua:wst-context:orignator"

NameFormat="urn:ihe:general-attributes">

<saml:AttributeValue>

http://172.16.101.1:6060/axis2/services/anonService2/

</saml:AttributeValue>

147 </saml:Attribute>

</saml:AttributeStatement>

</saml:Assertion>

</wst:RequestedSecurityToken>

<wst:TokenType>

152 urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion

</wst:TokenType>

<wsp:AppliesTo

xmlns:wsp="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/09/policy">
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<wsa:EndpointReference

157 xmlns:wsa="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">

<wsa:Address>

http://REG

</wsa:Address>

</wsa:EndpointReference>

162 </wsp:AppliesTo>

</wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponse>

</wst:RequestSecurityTokenResponseCollection>

</soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

The consumer now uses the IHE XDS.b ebXML encoding rules for querying
the registry (via the message shown in Listing B.5) and obtaining data from the
repository. The SAML token is inserted in the SOAP Header according to the
WS-Security standard. ATNA with TLS is protecting these exchanges.

Listing B.5: Envelope of the message (5)
<?xml version="1.0" ?>

<S:Envelope xmlns:S="http://www.w3.org/2003/05/soap-envelope">

3 <S:Header>

<To xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">

http://localhost:8088/XDS/registry?wsdl

</To>

<Action xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">

8 urn:ihe:iti:2007:RegistryStoredQuery

</Action>

<ReplyTo xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">

<Address>http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/anonymous</Address>

</ReplyTo>

13 <MessageID xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing">

uuid:37caaeff-92e1-434a-b6d1-89e7eec09757

</MessageID>

<wsse:Security xmlns:wsse="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/

oasis-200401-wss-wssecurity-secext-1.0.xsd">

18 <saml:Assertion

xmlns:saml="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion"

ID="_60e22f3127930d52fe628a36b866acb7"

IssueInstant="2009-05-13T13:03:16.582Z"

Version="2.0">

23 ...

</saml:Assertion>

</wsse:Security>

</S:Header>

<S:Body>

28 <ns2:AdhocQueryRequest

xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:ebxml-regrep:xsd:rim:3.0"

xmlns:ns2="urn:oasis:names:tc:ebxml-regrep:xsd:query:3.0"

xmlns:ns3="urn:oasis:names:tc:ebxml-regrep:xsd:rs:3.0"

xmlns:ns4="urn:oasis:names:tc:ebxml-regrep:xsd:lcm:3.0">

33 <ns2:ResponseOption returnComposedObjects="true" returnType="LeafClass"/>

<AdhocQuery id="urn:uuid:f26abbcb-ac74-4422-8a30-edb644bbc1a9">

<Slot name="$XDSSubmissionSetStatus">

<ValueList>

<Value>(’urn:oasis:names:tc:ebxml-regrep:StatusType:Approved’)</Value>

38 </ValueList>

</Slot>

<Slot name="$XDSSubmissionSetPatientId">

<ValueList>
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<Value>’%’</Value>

43 </ValueList>

</Slot>

</AdhocQuery>

</ns2:AdhocQueryRequest>

</S:Body>

48 </S:Envelope>

b.2 the delegate assertion

In this section we report the full encoding of the assertion described in Chapter 4,
Section 4.2. This assertion is obtained by a software in production.

Listing B.6: The delegate assertion
<saml2:Assertion ID="_8f1c03bb-bcb1-48eb-8a52-33c19e8a5d66" IssueInstant="2011-03-29T16:35:12

.440Z" Version="2.0" xmlns:del="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:conditions:delegation"

xmlns:saml2="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/

XMLSchema">

2 <saml2:Issuer Format="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:nameid-format:unspecified">urn:tiani

-spirit:sts</saml2:Issuer>

<ds:Signature xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">

<ds:SignedInfo xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">

<ds:CanonicalizationMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#"

xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"/>

<ds:SignatureMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#rsa-sha1"

xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"/>

7 <ds:Reference URI="#_8f1c03bb-bcb1-48eb-8a52-33c19e8a5d66" xmlns:ds="http://www.w3

.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">

<ds:Transforms xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">

<ds:Transform Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#enveloped-signature

" xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"/>

<ds:Transform Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#" xmlns:ds="

http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">

<ec:InclusiveNamespaces PrefixList="del xs" xmlns:ec="http://www.w3.org

/2001/10/xml-exc-c14n#"/>

12 </ds:Transform>

</ds:Transforms>

<ds:DigestMethod Algorithm="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#sha1" xmlns:ds="

http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#"/>

<ds:DigestValue xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">K7utz/

hEQI7egnBEPBQhIMo0BQ4=</ds:DigestValue>

</ds:Reference>

17 </ds:SignedInfo>

<ds:SignatureValue xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">

Bop3OYUwEyEUnuinWupuknmrnIPSgEuUFOns2yz9IlFCSztNyRR+q2IAtnkR3B71Sx+pcx/nyaNp

aTB22xks9TEqm3F0i3lqLFeIwAg0OXiF/vPzLc6adkGYQLbLnswy27A+EFZxCAGh5wavdlHNBHgO

EXiYby68fxfVTeuU2Uc=

22 </ds:SignatureValue>

<ds:KeyInfo>

<ds:X509Data>

<ds:X509Certificate>

MIIDazCCAlOgAwIBAgIBDTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCBhTELMAkGA1UEBhMCQVQxEDAOBgNVBAgT

27 B0F1c3RyaWExDTALBgNVBAcTBFdlbHMxETAPBgNVBAoTCHhUZW50aW9uMRgwFgYDVQQDEw94dGRj

ZWhzZGV2MDQgQ0ExKDAmBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEWGXh0ZGNlaHNkZXYwNEB4LXRlbnRpb24uYXQwHhcN

MTAwODI1MTIzMjQ0WhcNMTMwNTIxMTIzMjQ0WjBzMQswCQYDVQQGEwJBVDEQMA4GA1UECBMHQXVz

dHJpYTERMA8GA1UEChMIeFRlbnRpb24xFTATBgNVBAMTDHh0ZGNlaHNkZXYwMzEoMCYGCSqGSIb3

DQEJARYZeHRkY2Voc2RldjAzQHgtdGVudGlvbi5hdDCBnzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOBjQAwgYkC
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32 gYEAq+Yy34u+8l019uIBWpXrwY9371/+XwMPpEDU1dKaRi8rDEHYf1AoNgw5fhgZbNHTPuMUqDAn

NRBvxB55fvTJxK8nGrvh77fiaoJpSM+U8wR++PiUzEePJwuoMQdhlkKS5SfWKblsRwCAQ16n2rKq

dsHqO6PXFTCE/TbB/mUCU18CAwEAAaN7MHkwCQYDVR0TBAIwADAsBglghkgBhvhCAQ0EHxYdT3Bl

blNTTCBHZW5lcmF0ZWQgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGUwHQYDVR0OBBYEFPHlKDyrpvGHNJMOh2dnhNi5HpQ3

MB8GA1UdIwQYMBaAFMNgOwUH5FbioLCqDlZPr4WLD0UaMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAA4IBAQB1dBcL

37 MKpeF+sPlixoFlVAmPNqRDNx7MyKlo3UuakSjnRl/Rcb8FZT1DkefFoAOUnSoX/nEmeXde3Ms/Vg

Sz6wNf8XlWA0vu143gQtT9S1+L3EGybKlnvRfEbwthMIpUCizZ6gzBPDYDELQnkEJl6BTqlooSSd

abf8hvAMWDXXt3iWrVBgzzbhA8GBYe9TTIadBQzqeTeAr8SVraSfnMZa1Ou5crMxgrQjPPG+YHHV

ec5vmO5kLSmDL0fTwB4ItLuwqzAnIzyqnwxmTe6CAqsgdrEb8ld+JJWP7EHPKskP5m50edDV8ahb

Nsy6G/E5ASwEesE2nJ5SfuK+xgeK3xiy</ds:X509Certificate>

42 </ds:X509Data>

</ds:KeyInfo>

</ds:Signature>

<saml2:Subject>

<saml2:NameID Format="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:1.1:nameid-format:unspecified">

principal</saml2:NameID>

47 <saml2:SubjectConfirmation Method="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:holder-of-key">

<saml2:SubjectConfirmationData>

<ds:KeyInfo xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">

<ds:X509Data>

<ds:X509Certificate>

52 MIIDazCCAlOgAwIBAgIBDTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCBhTELMAkGA1UEBhMCQVQxEDAOBgNVBAgT

B0F1c3RyaWExDTALBgNVBAcTBFdlbHMxETAPBgNVBAoTCHhUZW50aW9uMRgwFgYDVQQDEw94dGRj

ZWhzZGV2MDQgQ0ExKDAmBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEWGXh0ZGNlaHNkZXYwNEB4LXRlbnRpb24uYXQwHhcN

MTAwODI1MTIzMjQ0WhcNMTMwNTIxMTIzMjQ0WjBzMQswCQYDVQQGEwJBVDEQMA4GA1UECBMHQXVz

dHJpYTERMA8GA1UEChMIeFRlbnRpb24xFTATBgNVBAMTDHh0ZGNlaHNkZXYwMzEoMCYGCSqGSIb3

57 DQEJARYZeHRkY2Voc2RldjAzQHgtdGVudGlvbi5hdDCBnzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOBjQAwgYkC

gYEAq+Yy34u+8l019uIBWpXrwY9371/+XwMPpEDU1dKaRi8rDEHYf1AoNgw5fhgZbNHTPuMUqDAn

NRBvxB55fvTJxK8nGrvh77fiaoJpSM+U8wR++PiUzEePJwuoMQdhlkKS5SfWKblsRwCAQ16n2rKq

dsHqO6PXFTCE/TbB/mUCU18CAwEAAaN7MHkwCQYDVR0TBAIwADAsBglghkgBhvhCAQ0EHxYdT3Bl

blNTTCBHZW5lcmF0ZWQgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGUwHQYDVR0OBBYEFPHlKDyrpvGHNJMOh2dnhNi5HpQ3

62 MB8GA1UdIwQYMBaAFMNgOwUH5FbioLCqDlZPr4WLD0UaMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAA4IBAQB1dBcL

MKpeF+sPlixoFlVAmPNqRDNx7MyKlo3UuakSjnRl/Rcb8FZT1DkefFoAOUnSoX/nEmeXde3Ms/Vg

Sz6wNf8XlWA0vu143gQtT9S1+L3EGybKlnvRfEbwthMIpUCizZ6gzBPDYDELQnkEJl6BTqlooSSd

abf8hvAMWDXXt3iWrVBgzzbhA8GBYe9TTIadBQzqeTeAr8SVraSfnMZa1Ou5crMxgrQjPPG+YHHV

ec5vmO5kLSmDL0fTwB4ItLuwqzAnIzyqnwxmTe6CAqsgdrEb8ld+JJWP7EHPKskP5m50edDV8ahb

67 Nsy6G/E5ASwEesE2nJ5SfuK+xgeK3xiy</ds:X509Certificate>

<ds:X509SubjectName>EMAILADDRESS=xtdcehsdev03@x-tention.at, CN=xtdcehsdev03,

O=xTention, ST=Austria, C=AT</ds:X509SubjectName>

<ds:X509IssuerSerial>

<ds:X509IssuerName>EMAILADDRESS=xtdcehsdev04@x-tention.at, CN=xtdcehsdev04

CA, O=xTention, L=Wels, ST=Austria, C=AT</ds:X509IssuerName>

<ds:X509SerialNumber>13</ds:X509SerialNumber>

72 </ds:X509IssuerSerial>

</ds:X509Data>

</ds:KeyInfo>

</saml2:SubjectConfirmationData>

</saml2:SubjectConfirmation>

77 </saml2:Subject>

<saml2:Conditions NotBefore="2011-03-29T16:35:12.440Z" NotOnOrAfter="2011-03-29

T20:34:12.440Z">

<saml2:AudienceRestriction>

<saml2:Audience>http://ihe.connecthaton.XUA/X-ServiceProvider-IHE-Connectathon</

saml2:Audience>

</saml2:AudienceRestriction>

82 <saml2:Condition xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:type="

del:DelegationRestrictionType">

<del:Delegate ConfirmationMethod="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:sender-vouches"

DelegationInstant="2011-03-29T16:35:12.440Z">

<saml2:NameID Format="urn:nameid:format">admin</saml2:NameID>

</del:Delegate>
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</saml2:Condition>

87 </saml2:Conditions>

<saml2:AuthnStatement AuthnInstant="2011-03-29T16:35:12.440Z" SessionIndex="123456">

<saml2:AuthnContext>

<saml2:AuthnContextClassRef>urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:ac:classes:PreviousSession

</saml2:AuthnContextClassRef>

</saml2:AuthnContext>

92 </saml2:AuthnStatement>

<saml2:AttributeStatement>

<saml2:Attribute FriendlyName="XSPA Subject" Name="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0

:subject:subject-id" NameFormat="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-

format:uri">

<saml2:AttributeValue xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:type="xs:string">admin</saml2:AttributeValue>

</saml2:Attribute>

97 <saml2:Attribute FriendlyName="XSPA Role" Name="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2.0

:subject:role" NameFormat="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-format:uri">

<saml2:AttributeValue xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:type="xs:string">Arzt</saml2:AttributeValue>

</saml2:Attribute>

<saml2:Attribute FriendlyName="XSPA Organization" Name="urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1.0

:subject:organization" NameFormat="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-

format:uri">

<saml2:AttributeValue xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:type="xs:string">spirit</saml2:AttributeValue>

102 </saml2:Attribute>

<saml2:Attribute FriendlyName="XSPA Organization ID" Name="urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1

.0:subject:organization-id" NameFormat="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-

format:uri">

<saml2:AttributeValue xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:type="xs:anyURI">2.16.840.1.113883.2.16.3.1.3.100</saml2:AttributeValue>

</saml2:Attribute>

<saml2:Attribute FriendlyName="XSPA Purpose of Use" Name="urn:oasis:names:tc:xspa:1

.0:subject:purposeofuse" NameFormat="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:attrname-

format:uri">

107 <saml2:AttributeValue xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:type="xs:string">TREATMENT</saml2:AttributeValue>

</saml2:Attribute>

</saml2:AttributeStatement>

</saml2:Assertion>

b.3 the scenario with disconnected clinics

We report here the relevant audit messages as described in Chapter 4, Sec-
tion 4.1.1. The audit trails are strictly following the dictates of RFC 3881, thus
they contain the Syslog headers that we omit for the sake of readability.

The message sent from STSA to ARRA recording the issuance process is re-
ported in Listing B.7. The message contains the timestamp ts1 as EventDateTime
value of the EventIdentification element, the issuing WS-Trust context as
UserName value of the ActiveParticipant element with Spirit Admin as UserID,
the sender A as AuditSourceIdentification element (set as "IHE X-Service

User") and the destination B as ActiveParticipant with the URL of the registry
as UserID.
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Listing B.7: Audit message sent by STS
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<AuditMessage>

<EventIdentification EventActionCode="E"

EventDateTime="2010-06-01T07:56:40.051Z" EventOutcomeIndicator="0">

5 <EventID code="110114" codeSystem="" codeSystemName="DCM"

displayName="User Authentication"/>

<EventTypeCode code="110122" codeSystem="" codeSystemName="DCM"

displayName="Login"/>

</EventIdentification>

10 <ActiveParticipant AlternativeUserID=""

UserID="cn=Spirit Admin,ou=users,cn=IHE-ITI-PWP,o=spirit,c=at"

UserIsRequestor="true"

UserName="CTX_urn:uuid:584540CC8CC1FF52441242219794873_admin@

http://localhost:8081/SpiritIdentityProvider/services/

15 SpiritIdentityProvider>">

<RoleIDCode code="USR" codeSystem="1.3.6.1.4.1.21998.2.1.5"

codeSystemName="Tiani-Spirit Audit Participant Role ID Codes"

displayName="User"/>

</ActiveParticipant>

20 <ActiveParticipant UserID="www.tiani-spirit.com"

UserIsRequestor="true"

UserName="http://localhost:8081/SpiritIdentityProvider/services/

SpiritIdentityProvider">

<RoleIDCode code="ORG" codeSystem="1.3.6.1.4.1.21998.2.1.5"

25 codeSystemName="Tiani-Spirit Audit Participant Role ID Codes"

displayName="Organization"/>

</ActiveParticipant>

<ActiveParticipant UserID="https://localhost:8443/XDS3/registry"

UserIsRequestor="false" UserName="">

30 <RoleIDCode code="110150" codeSystem="" codeSystemName="DCM"

displayName="Application"/>

</ActiveParticipant>

<AuditSourceIdentification AuditEnterpriseSiteID="Tiani-Spirit Gmbh"

AuditSourceID="SpiritEhrPortal">

35 <AuditSourceTypeCode code="X-IDENTITY-PROVIDER" codeSystem=""

codeSystemName="IHE Actors" displayName="IHE X-Service User"/>

</AuditSourceIdentification>

<ParticipantObjectIdentification ParticipantObjectDataLifeCycle="9"

ParticipantObjectID="1.2.40.0.13.1.1.150.217.37.224.20100601095523397.32772"

40 ParticipantObjectTypeCode="2" ParticipantObjectTypeCodeRole="3">

<ParticipantObjectIDTypeCode code="ITI-40" codeSystem=""

codeSystemName="IHE Transactions" displayName="Provide X-User Assertion"/>

<ParticipantObjectName>Transaction ID</ParticipantObjectName>

<ParticipantObjectDetail type="DURATION" value="MA=="/>

45 </ParticipantObjectIdentification>

</AuditMessage>

The message sent from A to ARRA is reported in Listing B.8. It con-
tains the two timestamps as EventIdentification elements, the source
A, the destination B, the context (as part of the patient identifier in the
ParticipantObjectIdentification element), and the signature of the request
as ParticipantObjectQuery.

Listing B.8: Audit message sent by A
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

2 <AuditMessage>

<EventIdentification EventActionCode="E"
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EventDateTime="2010-06-01T07:56:40.051Z" EventOutcomeIndicator="0">

<EventID code="110112" codeSystem="" codeSystemName="DCM" displayName="ts1"/>

<EventTypeCode code="ITI-18" codeSystem=""

7 codeSystemName="IHE Transactions" displayName="Registry Stored Query"/>

</EventIdentification>

<EventIdentification EventActionCode="E"

EventDateTime="2010-06-01T08:01:49.056Z" EventOutcomeIndicator="0">

<EventID code="110112" codeSystem="" codeSystemName="DCM" displayName="ts2"/>

12 <EventTypeCode code="ITI-18" codeSystem=""

codeSystemName="IHE Transactions" displayName="Registry Stored Query"/>

</EventIdentification>

<ActiveParticipant NetworkAccessPointID="127.0.0.1"

NetworkAccessPointTypeCode="2"

17 UserID="https://localhost:8443/SpiritEhrPortal"

UserIsRequestor="true" UserName="">

<RoleIDCode code="110153" codeSystem="" codeSystemName="DCM" displayName="Source"/>

</ActiveParticipant>

<ActiveParticipant NetworkAccessPointID="150.217.37.224"

22 NetworkAccessPointTypeCode="2"

UserID="https://localhost:8443/XDS3/registry"

UserIsRequestor="false" UserName="">

<RoleIDCode code="110152" codeSystem="" codeSystemName="DCM"

displayName="Destination"/>

27 </ActiveParticipant>

<ActiveParticipant UserID="127.0.0.1" UserIsRequestor="true" UserName="">

<RoleIDCode code="USR" codeSystem="1.3.6.1.4.1.21998.2.1.5"

codeSystemName="Tiani-Spirit Audit Participant Role ID Codes"

displayName="User"/>

32 </ActiveParticipant>

<AuditSourceIdentification AuditEnterpriseSiteID="Tiani-Spirit"

AuditSourceID="Spirit Registry">

<AuditSourceTypeCode code="DOC_CONSUMER" codeSystem=""

codeSystemName="IHE Actors" displayName="IHE Document Consumer"/>

37 </AuditSourceIdentification>

<AuditSourceIdentification AuditEnterpriseSiteID="Tiani-Spirit"

AuditSourceID="WST-Context">

<AuditSourceTypeCode code="urn:uuid:584540CC8CC1FF52441242219794873"

codeSystem=""

42 codeSystemName="IHE Actors"

displayName="IHE Document Consumer"/>

</AuditSourceIdentification>

<ParticipantObjectIdentification ParticipantObjectDataLifeCycle="1"

ParticipantObjectID="_CTX__urn:uuid:584540CC8CC1FF52441242219794873_004.

47 12711423184502^^^&amp;1.3.6.1.4.1.21367.3000.1.1&amp;ISO"

ParticipantObjectTypeCode="1" ParticipantObjectTypeCodeRole="1">

<ParticipantObjectIDTypeCode code="2" codeSystem=""

codeSystemName="RFC-3881" displayName="Patient Number"/>

<ParticipantObjectName/>

52 </ParticipantObjectIdentification>

<ParticipantObjectIdentification ParticipantObjectDataLifeCycle="1"

ParticipantObjectID="urn:uuid:10b545ea-725c-446d-9b95-8aeb444eddf3"

ParticipantObjectTypeCode="2" ParticipantObjectTypeCodeRole="24">

<ParticipantObjectIDTypeCode code="ITI-18" codeSystem=""

57 codeSystemName="IHE Transactions" displayName="Registry Stored Query"/>

<ParticipantObjectQuery>PEFkaG9j...</ParticipantObjectQuery>

</ParticipantObjectIdentification>

<ParticipantObjectIdentification ParticipantObjectDataLifeCycle="9"

ParticipantObjectID="1.2.40.0.13.1.1.172.16.1.227.20100412164801492.32818"

62 ParticipantObjectTypeCode="2" ParticipantObjectTypeCodeRole="3">

<ParticipantObjectIDTypeCode

code="urn:uuid:2e82c1f6-a085-4c72-9da3-8640a32e42ab"
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codeSystem="" codeSystemName="IHE XDS Metadata"

displayName="XDS Document Entry UniqueID"/>

67 <ParticipantObjectName/>

<ParticipantObjectDetail type="Metadata"

value="RFthYWFdQ1tBdXRvcHN5XVRbT3V0cGF0aWVudF1QW1BoYXJtYWNhY3ld"/>

</ParticipantObjectIdentification>

<ParticipantObjectIdentification ParticipantObjectDataLifeCycle="9"

72 ParticipantObjectID="74548312-78f9-4854-bacd-d0e2a72c76f1"

ParticipantObjectTypeCode="2" ParticipantObjectTypeCodeRole="3">

<ParticipantObjectIDTypeCode code="ITI-18" codeSystem=""

codeSystemName="IHE Transactions" displayName="Registry Stored Query"/>

<ParticipantObjectName>Transaction ID</ParticipantObjectName>

77 <ParticipantObjectDetail type="DURATION" value="NjYx"/>

</ParticipantObjectIdentification>

</AuditMessage>

The message sent from B to its audit repository is reported in Listing B.9. It
contains the two timestamps ts2 and ts3, the source A as ActiveParticipant ele-
ment, the destination, and the WS-Trust context as AuditSourceIdentification
element. The signature is still rendered as a ParticipantObjectQuery element.

Figure 19: Structure of a query data directory on the medium

Finally, in the scenario considered here, to send the query to the registry
(located at a clinic of type B) the consumer (located at a clinic of type A) can
use an application for arranging the query data and writing them in a portable
medium. The structure of the directory containing the query data organized
according to the XDM specification is shown in Figure 19.

Listing B.9: Audit message sent by B
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<AuditMessage>

<EventIdentification EventActionCode="E"
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EventDateTime="2010-06-01T07:56:40.051Z" EventOutcomeIndicator="0">

<EventID code="110112" codeSystem="" codeSystemName="DCM" displayName="ts2"/>

6 <EventTypeCode code="ITI-18" codeSystem=""

codeSystemName="IHE Transactions" displayName="Registry Stored Query"/>

</EventIdentification>

<EventIdentification EventActionCode="E"

EventDateTime="2010-06-02T20:42:29.031Z" EventOutcomeIndicator="0">

11 <EventID code="110112" codeSystem="" codeSystemName="DCM" displayName="ts3"/>

<EventTypeCode code="ITI-18" codeSystem=""

codeSystemName="IHE Transactions" displayName="Registry Stored Query"/>

</EventIdentification>

<ActiveParticipant NetworkAccessPointID="150.217.37.224"

16 NetworkAccessPointTypeCode="2" UserID="SpiritEhrPortal@massimac"

UserIsRequestor="true" UserName="">

<RoleIDCode code="110153" codeSystem="" codeSystemName="DCM"

displayName="Source"/>

</ActiveParticipant>

21 <ActiveParticipant NetworkAccessPointID=""

NetworkAccessPointTypeCode=""

UserID="https://localhost:8443/XDS3/registry"

UserIsRequestor="false" UserName="">

<RoleIDCode code="110152" codeSystem="" codeSystemName="DCM"

26 displayName="Destination"/>

</ActiveParticipant>

<ActiveParticipant

UserID="cn=Spirit Admin,ou=users,cn=IHE-ITI-PWP,o=spirit,c=at"

UserIsRequestor="true"

31 UserName="NO_SPProvidedID_GIVEN&lt;admin@

http://localhost:8081/SpiritIdentityProvider/services/

SpiritIdentityProvider>">

<RoleIDCode code="USR" codeSystem="1.3.6.1.4.1.21998.2.1.5"

codeSystemName="Tiani-Spirit Audit Participant Role ID Codes"

36 displayName="User"/>

</ActiveParticipant>

<AuditSourceIdentification AuditEnterpriseSiteID="Tiani-Spirit Gmbh"

AuditSourceID="SpiritEhrPortal">

<AuditSourceTypeCode code="DOC_REGISTRY" codeSystem=""

41 codeSystemName="IHE Actors" displayName="IHE Document Registry"/>

</AuditSourceIdentification>

<AuditSourceIdentification AuditEnterpriseSiteID="Tiani-Spirit"

AuditSourceID="WST-Context">

<AuditSourceTypeCode code="urn:uuid:584540CC8CC1FF52441242219794873" codeSystem=""

46 codeSystemName="IHE Actors" displayName="IHE Document Registry"/>

</AuditSourceIdentification>

<ParticipantObjectIdentification ParticipantObjectDataLifeCycle="1"

ParticipantObjectID="004.12711423184502^^^&amp;

1.3.6.1.4.1.21367.3000.1.1&amp;ISO"

51 ParticipantObjectTypeCode="1" ParticipantObjectTypeCodeRole="1">

<ParticipantObjectIDTypeCode code="2" codeSystem=""

codeSystemName="RFC-3881" displayName="Patient Number"/>

<ParticipantObjectName/>

</ParticipantObjectIdentification>

56 <ParticipantObjectIdentification ParticipantObjectDataLifeCycle="1"

ParticipantObjectID="urn:uuid:10b545ea-725c-446d-9b95-8aeb444eddf3"

ParticipantObjectTypeCode="2"

ParticipantObjectTypeCodeRole="24">

<ParticipantObjectIdentification ParticipantObjectDataLifeCycle="1"

61 ParticipantObjectID="urn:uuid:10b545ea-725c-446d-9b95-8aeb444eddf3"

ParticipantObjectTypeCode="2" ParticipantObjectTypeCodeRole="24">

<ParticipantObjectIDTypeCode code="ITI-18" codeSystem=""

codeSystemName="IHE Transactions" displayName="Registry Stored Query"/>
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<ParticipantObjectQuery>PEFkaG9j...</ParticipantObjectQuery>

66 </ParticipantObjectIdentification>

<ParticipantObjectIDTypeCode code="ITI-18" codeSystem=""

codeSystemName="IHE Transactions" displayName="Registry Stored

Query"/>

<ParticipantObjectQuery/> </ParticipantObjectIdentification>

71 <ParticipantObjectIdentification ParticipantObjectDataLifeCycle="9"

ParticipantObjectID="1.2.40.0.13.1.1.150.217.37.224.20100601095523397.32772"

ParticipantObjectTypeCode="2" ParticipantObjectTypeCodeRole="3">

<ParticipantObjectIDTypeCode code="ITI-18" codeSystem=""

codeSystemName="IHE Transactions" displayName="Registry Stored Query"/>

76 <ParticipantObjectName>Transaction ID</ParticipantObjectName>

<ParticipantObjectDetail type="DURATION" value="NjI5MQ=="/>

</ParticipantObjectIdentification>

</AuditMessage>





C
X A C M L I M P L E M E N TAT I O N D E TA I L S

We present here additional details of our XACML formal semantics, introduced
in Chapter 5. In particular, we present here additional combining algorithms,
the syntax of expressions, and matching functions. Finally, we conclude with
the Java implementation details of our proposed semantics.

c.1 xacml expression syntax and matching functions

The syntax of expressions implemented by the current version of the tool
described in Section 5.5 is as follows

Expression ::= StringExpr | BagExpr

| IntExpr | DateExpr | BoolExpr

StringExpr ::= name | string-value

BagExpr ::= string-bag(StringExpr, . . . , StringExpr)

IntExpr ::= name | integer-value

| integer-add(IntExpr, IntExpr)

| integer-subtract(IntExpr, IntExpr)

| integer-multiply(IntExpr, IntExpr)

| integer-divide(IntExpr, IntExpr)

| integer-mod(IntExpr, IntExpr)

DateExpr ::= name | dateTime-value

BoolExpr ::= name | true | false

| string-equal(StringExpr, StringExpr)

| integer-equal(IntExpr, IntExpr)

| boolean-equal(BoolExpr, BoolExpr)

| and(BoolExpr, . . . , BoolExpr)

| or(BoolExpr, . . . , BoolExpr)

| not(BoolExpr)

| integer-greater-than(IntExpr, IntExpr)

| integer-greater-than-or-equal(IntExpr, IntExpr)

161
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| integer-less-than(IntExpr, IntExpr)

| integer-less-than-or-equal(IntExpr, IntExpr)

| dateTime-greater-than(DateExpr, DateExpr)

| dateTime-greater-than-or-equal(DateExpr, DateExpr)

| dateTime-less-than(DateExpr, DateExpr)

| dateTime-less-than-or-equal(DateExpr, DateExpr)

| string-at-least-one-member-of(BagExpr)

| string-subset(BagExpr, BagExpr)

| string-regexp-match(StringExpr, StringExpr)

The syntax is parameterized by four countable and pairwise disjoint sets of
values: the set of strings (ranged over by string-value), the set of integers (ranged
over by integer-value), the set of dates (ranged over by dateTime-value), and the
set of booleans (i. e.{true, false}). We use value to range over a generic value.

Expressions are built from values by applying functions; the definitions of
such functions are standard and are given in [36, Appendix A.3].

The list of matching functions supported by our tool is defined according to the
expression language defined above:

MatchId ::= string-equal | integer-equal | boolean-equal

| and | or | not

| integer-greater-than | integer-greater-than-or-equal

| integer-less-than | integer-less-than-or-equal

| dateTime-greater-than | dateTime-greater-than-or-equal

| dateTime-less-than | dateTime-less-than-or-equal

c.2 xacml rule and policy combining algorithms

We report in this appendix the definitions of those combining algorithms not
described in Chapter 5. Specifically, we first present the algorithms for combining
rules and then those for combining policies.

Listing C.1: Rule combining algorithm permit-overrides

1 Boolean a tLea s tOneEr ro r = f a l s e ;
Boolean p o t e n t i a l P e rm i t = f a l s e ;
Boolean atLeastOneDeny = f a l s e ;
f o r e a c h ( r u l e ∈ Rules) {

Dec i s i onTup l e t = [[ r u l e ]]{r} ;
6 i f (r ∈ t↓deny ) {

atLeastOneDeny = t r ue ;
cont i nue ;

}
i f (r ∈ t↓permit ) r e t u r n permit ;

11 i f (r ∈ t↓not-applicable ) cont i nue ;
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i f (r ∈ t↓indeterminate ) {
a tLea s tOneEr ro r = t r ue ;
i f ( r u l e . e f f e c t == permit) p o t e n t i a l P e rm i t = t r ue ;
cont i nue ;

16 }
}
i f ( p o t e n t i a l P e rm i t ) r e t u r n indeterminate ;
i f ( atLeastOneDeny ) r e t u r n deny ;
i f ( a tLea s tOneEr ro r ) r e t u r n indeterminate ;

21 r e t u r n not-applicable ;

Listing C.2: Rule combining algorithm ordered-deny-overrides

The b eha v i o r o f the a l g o r i t hm i s i d e n t i c a l to tha t o f
deny-overrides w i th one e x c e p t i o n : the i n s t r u c t i o n
‘ f o r e a c h ( r u l e ∈ Rules) ‘ t r a v e r s e s the r u l e s w i t h i n

4 Rules i n the o r d e r i n which they a r e l i s t e d i n the p o l i c y .

Listing C.3: Rule combining algorithm ordered-permit-overrides

1 The b eha v i o r o f the a l g o r i t hm i s i d e n t i c a l to tha t o f
permit-overrides w i th one e x c e p t i o n : the i n s t r u c t i o n
‘ f o r e a c h ( r u l e ∈ Rules) ‘ t r a v e r s e s the r u l e s w i t h i n
Rules i n the o r d e r i n which they a r e l i s t e d i n the p o l i c y .

Listing C.4: Rule combining algorithm first-applicable

1 f o r e a c h ( r u l e ∈ Rules) {
Dec i s i onTup l e t = [[ r u l e ]]{r} ;
i f (r ∈ t↓deny ) r e t u r n deny ;
i f (r ∈ t↓permit ) r e t u r n permit ;
i f (r ∈ t↓not-applicable ) cont i nue ;

6 i f (r ∈ t↓indeterminate ) r e t u r n indeterminate ;
}
r e t u r n not-applicable ;

NB: the i n s t r u c t i o n ‘ f o r e a c h ( r u l e ∈ Rules) ‘ t r a v e r s e s the
11 r u l e s w i t h i n Rules i n the o r d e r i n which they a r e l i s t e d i n

the p o l i c y

Listing C.5: Policy combining algorithm permit-overrides

Boolean a tLea s tOneEr ro r = f a l s e ;
Boolean atLeastOneDeny = f a l s e ;

3 f o r e a c h ( p o l i c y ∈ Policies) {
Dec i s i onTup l e t = [[ p o l i c y ]]{r} ;
i f (r ∈ t↓deny ) {

atLeastOneDeny = t r ue ;
cont i nue ;

8 }
i f (r ∈ t↓permit ) r e t u r n permit ;
i f (r ∈ t↓not-applicable ) cont i nue ;
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i f (r ∈ t↓indeterminate ) {
a tLea s tOneEr ro r = t r ue ;

13 cont i nue ;
}

}
i f ( atLeastOneDeny ) r e t u r n deny ;
i f ( a tLea s tOneEr ro r ) r e t u r n indeterminate ;

18 r e t u r n not-applicable ;

Listing C.6: Policy combining algorithm ordered-deny-overrides

The b eha v i o r o f the a l g o r i t hm i s i d e n t i c a l to tha t o f
2 deny-overrides w i th one e x c e p t i o n : the i n s t r u c t i o n

‘ f o r e a c h ( p o l i c y ∈ Policies) ‘ t r a v e r s e s the p o l i c i e s w i t h i n
Policies i n the o r d e r i n which they a r e l i s t e d i n the p o l i c y
s e t .

Listing C.7: Policy combining algorithm ordered-permit-overrides

The b eha v i o r o f the a l g o r i t hm i s i d e n t i c a l to tha t o f
permit-overrides w i th one e x c e p t i o n : the i n s t r u c t i o n
‘ f o r e a c h ( p o l i c y ∈ Policies) ‘ t r a v e r s e s the p o l i c i e s w i t h i n
Policies i n the o r d e r i n which they a r e l i s t e d i n the p o l i c y

5 s e t .

Listing C.8: Policy combining algorithm first-applicable

f o r e a c h ( p o l i c y ∈ Policies) {
Dec i s i onTup l e t = [[ p o l i c y ]]{r} ;
i f (r ∈ t↓deny ) r e t u r n deny ;
i f (r ∈ t↓permit ) r e t u r n permit ;

5 i f (r ∈ t↓not-applicable ) cont i nue ;
i f (r ∈ t↓indeterminate ) r e t u r n indeterminate ;

}
r e t u r n not-applicable ;

10 NB: the i n s t r u c t i o n ‘ f o r e a c h ( p o l i c y ∈ Policies) ‘ t r a v e r s e s the
p o l i c i e s w i t h i n Policies i n the o r d e r i n which they a r e l i s t e d
i n the p o l i c y s e t

Listing C.9: Policy combining algorithm only-one-applicable

Boolean atLeastOne = f a l s e ;
P o l i c y s e l e c t e d P o l i c y = n u l l ;

3 f o r e a c h ( p o l i c y ∈ Policies) {
MatchingTuple t = (| p o l i c y . t a r g e t |){r} ;
i f (r ∈ t↓indeterminate ) r e t u r n indeterminate ;
i f (r ∈ t↓match ) {

i f ( atLeastOne ) {
8 r e t u r n indeterminate ;

} e l s e {
atLeastOne = t r ue ;
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s e l e c t e d P o l i c y = p o l i c y ;
}

13 }
i f (r ∈ t↓no-match ) cont i nue ;

}
i f ( atLeastOne ) {

r e t u r n [[ s e l e c t e d P o l i c y ]]{r} ;
18 } e l s e {

r e t u r n not-applicable ;
}

c.3 java implementation

We report here some technical details of the Java implementation of the tool
described in Section 5.5. The core engine of the tool takes as input 3 files: a
policy, a request, and a set of expressions. The “concrete” XACML syntax for
the policy is shown in Listing C.10, the syntax for the requests is in Listing C.11

and the syntax for the expressions is in Listing C.12.

Listing C.10: The “concrete” XACML syntax for policies
grammar xacml3_new;

options {

5

language=Java;

output=AST;ASTLabelType=CommonTree;

}

10

tokens{

COMMA= ’\,’;

OBRACE = ’\{’;

CBRACE= ’\}’;

15 OPAR = ’(’;

CPAR= ’)’;

SEMICLN = ’;’;

CLN= ’:’;

LANGLE = ’<’;

20 RANGLE= ’>’;

CAND = ’CAND’;

OR = ’OR’;

AND = ’AND’;

25 }

30 @lexer::header {

package it.unifi.parser.policy.newversion;

}

@header
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35 {

package it.unifi.parser.policy.newversion;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.LinkedList;

40

}

@members

{

45 NewVersionCodeGenerator g;

int counter = 0;

}

50 pdppolicies //Everytime a new policy is matched, a new ID is added

@init

{

g = new NewVersionCodeGenerator();

g.addClass();

55 }

:OBRACE

palg

SEMICLN

60 (policies)+

{ g.generateUpperPolicy($palg.text);}

CBRACE

{

g.closeClass();

65 ObjectSingleton os = ObjectSingleton.getInstance();

os.setStringClass(g.getSB());

os.setClassname(g.getClassname());

}

;

70

palg

:’only-one-applicable’

|ralg

75 ;

ralg

:’deny-overrides’

|’permit-overrides’

80 |’first-applicable’

|’ordered-deny-overrides’

|’ordered-permit-overrides’

;

85

policies

: // This is a policy set

OBRACE palg SEMICLN targetliteral CLN OBRACE

90 (targetsExpr)*
CBRACE SEMICLN (policies)+ CBRACE

{ g.generatePolicySet($palg.text, counter); counter++; }

| // this is a policy

95 LANGLE ralg SEMICLN targetliteral CLN OBRACE (targetsExpr)*
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CBRACE SEMICLN rulesLiteral CLN OBRACE (rules)+

CBRACE RANGLE

{ g.generatePolicy($ralg.text, counter); counter++; }

100 ;

rules

:OPAR effect

105

(SEMICLN targetliteral CLN OBRACE (targetsExpr)* CBRACE)?

(SEMICLN conditionLiteral CLN OBRACE rulesString CBRACE)? CPAR

{ g.generateRule($effect.text, $rulesString.text, counter); counter++; }

110 ;

rulesString

115 : (STRING)+

;

effect:’permit’

|’deny’

120 ;

conditionLiteral

:’condition’

;

125

rulesLiteral

:’rules’

;

130 targetliteral

:’target’

;

targetsExpr :

135 category (CAND category)*
{

g.generateCand(counter); counter++;

}

;

140 category :

matchEl (OR matchEl)*
{

g.generateOr(counter); counter++;

}

145 ;

matchEl:

factor (AND factor)*
{

g.generateAnd(counter); counter++;

150 }

;

factor

155 : matchId OPAR targetValue COMMA targetName CPAR

{
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g.generateFactor($matchId.text, $targetValue.text, $targetName.text,counter);

counter++;

}

160

;

165

targetValue

:(STRING)+

170 ;

targetName

:LETTER_NUMBER

;

matchId:’string-equal’

175 |’integer-equal’

|’string-regexp-match’

|’integer-greather-than’

|’dateTime-greather-than-or-equal’

|’dateTime-less-than-or-equal’

180 ;

/*
LEXER

*/

185

COMMENT

: ’//’ ~(’\n’|’\r’)* ’\r’? ’\n’ {$channel=HIDDEN;}

| ’/*’ ( options {greedy=false;} : . )* ’*/’ {$channel=HIDDEN;}

;

190

WS : ( ’ ’

| ’\t’

| ’\r’

| ’\n’

195 ) {$channel=HIDDEN;}

;

LETTER_NUMBER

:(’a’..’z’|’A’..’Z’|’.’|’-’)+

200 |(’0’..’9’)+

;

STRING

205 : ’"’ ( ESC_SEQ | ~(’\\’|’"’) )* ’"’

;

fragment

HEX_DIGIT : (’0’..’9’|’a’..’f’|’A’..’F’) ;

210

fragment

ESC_SEQ

: ’\\’ (’b’|’t’|’n’|’f’|’r’|’\"’|’\’’|’\\’)

| UNICODE_ESC

215 | OCTAL_ESC

;
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fragment

220 OCTAL_ESC

: ’\\’ (’0’..’3’) (’0’..’7’) (’0’..’7’)

| ’\\’ (’0’..’7’) (’0’..’7’)

| ’\\’ (’0’..’7’)

;

225

fragment

UNICODE_ESC

: ’\\’ ’u’ HEX_DIGIT HEX_DIGIT HEX_DIGIT HEX_DIGIT

;

Listing C.11: The “concrete” XACML syntax for requests
grammar XACMLRequest;

5 options {

language=Java;

output = AST;

ASTLabelType=CommonTree;

}

10

tokens{

COMMA= ’,’;

OBRACE = ’\{’;

15 CBRACE= ’\}’;

OPAR = ’(’;

CPAR= ’)’;

SEMICLN = ’;’;

CLN= ’:’;

20 PERMIT = ’permit’;

DENY = ’deny’;

NA = ’not-applicable’;

INDET = ’indeterminate’;

REQUEST = ’request’;

25 RESPONSE = ’response’;

STATUS = ’status’;

ATTRIBUTE = ’attribute’;

}

30

@lexer::header {

package it.unifi.parser.request;

35 }

@header

{

package it.unifi.parser.request;

}

40

@members

{

RequestCodeGenerator g;

int counter = 0;
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45 }

context @init

{

g = new RequestCodeGenerator();

50 g.addClass();

}:requestLiteral CLN OBRACE attributes CBRACE

(SEMICLN responseLiteral CLN OBRACE results CBRACE)?

{

g.closeClass();

55 RequestObjectSingleton os = RequestObjectSingleton.getInstance();

os.setStringClass(g.getSB());

os.setClassname(g.getClassname());

}

-> ^(’request’ attributes)

60

;

attributes

:(attribute)+

65 {

g.generateHeadReq(counter);

}

;

70 attribute

:OPAR s1=name COMMA s2=valuen CPAR

{

g.generateRequest($name.text, $valuen.text, counter);

counter++;

75 }

-> ^(’attribute’ name valuen)

;

results:OPAR (id CLN OBRACE valuen CBRACE SEMICLN)* decision

80 (SEMICLN statusLiteral CLN OBRACE valuen CBRACE)* CPAR

;

decision

: PERMIT

|DENY

85 |NA

|INDET

;

requestLiteral

:REQUEST

90 ;

responseLiteral

:RESPONSE

;

95 statusLiteral

:STATUS

;

name:LETTER_NUMBER

100 ;

valuen:STRING

;

105 id:LETTER_NUMBER
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;

COMMENT

110 : ’//’ ~(’\n’|’\r’)* ’\r’? ’\n’ {$channel=HIDDEN;}

| ’/*’ ( options {greedy=false;} : . )* ’*/’ {$channel=HIDDEN;}

;

WS : ( ’ ’

115 | ’\t’

| ’\r’

| ’\n’

) {$channel=HIDDEN;}

;

120

LETTER_NUMBER

:(’a’..’z’|’A’..’Z’|’.’|’-’)+

|(’0’..’9’)+

;

125

STRING

: ’"’ ( ESC_SEQ | ~(’\\’|’"’) )* ’"’

;

130

fragment

HEX_DIGIT : (’0’..’9’|’a’..’f’|’A’..’F’) ;

fragment

135 ESC_SEQ

: ’\\’ (’b’|’t’|’n’|’f’|’r’|’\"’|’\’’|’\\’)

| UNICODE_ESC

| OCTAL_ESC

;

140

fragment

OCTAL_ESC

: ’\\’ (’0’..’3’) (’0’..’7’) (’0’..’7’)

| ’\\’ (’0’..’7’) (’0’..’7’)

145 | ’\\’ (’0’..’7’)

;

fragment

UNICODE_ESC

150 : ’\\’ ’u’ HEX_DIGIT HEX_DIGIT HEX_DIGIT HEX_DIGIT

;

Listing C.12: The “concrete” XACML syntax for expressions/conditions
grammar expressions;

options {

3

language=Java;

output=AST;ASTLabelType=CommonTree;

backtrack=true;

}

8 tokens {

COMMA = ’\,’;

OBRACE = ’\{’;
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CBRACE = ’\}’;

OPAR = ’(’;

13 CPAR = ’)’;

SEMICLN = ’;’;

MINUS = ’-’;

}

18

@lexer::header {

package it.unifi.parsers.expressions;

}

23 @header

{

package it.unifi.parsers.expressions;

import java.util.LinkedList;

28 import java.util.Stack;

}

@members

{

33 ConditionsCodeGenerator g;

private int gen_f_counter = 0;

private Stack<Integer> bagStack = new Stack<Integer>();

}

38 expression

@init

{

g = new ConditionsCodeGenerator();

g.addClass();

43 }

: s101=stringexpr

{

System.out.println("In string");

}

48 | s102=bagexpr

| s103=intexpr

{

}

53 | s104=dateexpr

| s105=boolexpr

{

g.generateEval(gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

58 g.closeClass();

CondObjectSingleton os = CondObjectSingleton.getInstance();

os.setStringClass(g.getSB());

}

;

63

stringexpr : name | stringval;

bagexpr @init

68 {

LinkedList<String> stringlist = new LinkedList<String>();

}

: ’string-bag’ OPAR s36=stringexpr (COMMA s37=stringexpr{stringlist.add($s37.text);})* CPAR
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{

73 g.generateBag($s36.text, stringlist, gen_f_counter);

bagStack.push(gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

}

78 ;

intexpr : s400=intval | name

|’integer-add’ OPAR s26=intexpr COMMA s27=intexpr CPAR

{

83

g.generateIntegerAdd($s26.text, $s27.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

}

| ’integer-subtract’ OPAR s28=intexpr COMMA s29=intexpr CPAR

88 {

g.generateIntegerSubtract($s28.text, $s29.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

}

93 | ’integer-multiply’ OPAR s30=intexpr COMMA s31=intexpr CPAR

{

g.generateIntegerMultiply($s30.text, $s31.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

98 }

| ’integer-divide’ OPAR s32=intexpr COMMA s33=intexpr CPAR

{

g.generateIntegerDivide($s32.text, $s33.text, gen_f_counter);

103 gen_f_counter++;

}

| ’integer-mod’ OPAR s34=intexpr COMMA s35=intexpr CPAR

{

108 g.generateIntegerModule($s34.text, $s35.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

}

113 ;

dateexpr : datetimeval | name

;

118 boolexpr

:

’true’

| ’false’

123 | ’string-equal’ OPAR s1=stringexpr COMMA s2=stringexpr CPAR

{

g.generateStringEqual($s1.text, $s2.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

128

}

| ’integer-equal’ OPAR s3=intexpr COMMA s4=intexpr CPAR

{
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133 g.generateIntegerEqual($s3.text, $s4.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

}

| ’boolean-equal’ OPAR s5=boolexpr COMMA s6=boolexpr CPAR

138 {

g.generateBooleanEqual($s5.text, $s6.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

}

143 | ’and’ OPAR s7=boolexpr (COMMA s8=boolexpr)* CPAR

{

g.generateAnd(gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

}

148 | ’or’ OPAR boolexpr (COMMA boolexpr)+ CPAR

{

g.generateOr(gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

153 }

| ’not’ OPAR boolexpr CPAR

{

g.generateNot(gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

158 }

| ’integer-greater-than’ OPAR s9=intexpr COMMA s10=intexpr CPAR

{

g.generateIntegerGT($s9.text, $s10.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

163 }

| ’integer-greater-than-or-equal’ OPAR s11=intexpr COMMA s12=intexpr CPAR

{

g.generateIntegerGTE($s11.text, $s12.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

168 }

| ’integer-less-than’ OPAR s13=intexpr COMMA s14=intexpr CPAR

{

g.generateIntegerLT($s13.text, $s14.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

173 }

| ’integer-less-than-or-equal’ OPAR s14=intexpr COMMA s15=intexpr CPAR

{

g.generateIntegerLTE($s14.text, $s15.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

178 }

| ’dateTime-greater-than’ OPAR s16=dateexpr COMMA s17=dateexpr CPAR

{

g.generateDateTimeGT($s16.text, $s17.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

183 }

| ’dateTime-greater-than-or-equal’ OPAR s18=dateexpr COMMA s19=dateexpr CPAR

{

g.generateDateTimeGTE($s18.text, $s19.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

188 }

| ’dateTime-less-than’ OPAR s20=dateexpr COMMA s21=dateexpr CPAR

{

g.generateDateTimeLT($s20.text, $s21.text, gen_f_counter);

gen_f_counter++;

193 }
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| ’dateTime-less-than-or-equal’ OPAR s22=dateexpr COMMA s23=dateexpr CPAR

{

g.generateDateTimeLTE($s22.text, $s23.text, gen_f_counter);

198 gen_f_counter++;

}

| ’string-at-least-one-member-of’ OPAR s220=stringexpr COMMA s221=bagexpr CPAR

{

g.generateStringMemberOf($s220.text, bagStack.pop(), gen_f_counter);

203 gen_f_counter++;

}

| ’string-subset’ OPAR s222=bagexpr COMMA s223=bagexpr CPAR

{

g.generateStringSubset($s222.text, $s223.text, gen_f_counter);

208 gen_f_counter++;

}

| ’string-regexp-match’ OPAR s24=stringexpr COMMA s25=stringexpr CPAR

{

g.generateRegexpMatch($s24.text, $s25.text, gen_f_counter);

213 gen_f_counter++;

}

| name

;

218 name : (LETTER)*
;

stringval : LETTER

;

intval : INTEGER;

223

datetimeval: timestamp;

timestamp : full_date ’T’ full_time

;

228

full_date : date_fullyear MINUS date_month MINUS date_mday

;

date_fullyear : INTEGER

233 ;

date_month : INTEGER

;

date_mday : INTEGER

238 ;

full_time : partial_time time_offset

;

partial_time : time_hour ’:’ time_minute ’:’ time_second

243 ;

time_hour : INTEGER

;

time_minute : INTEGER

248 ;

time_second : INTEGER

;

time_offset : ’Z’ | time_numoffset

253 ;

time_numoffset : ’+’ time_hour ’:’ time_minute
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| ’-’ time_hour ’:’ time_minute

;

258

COMMENT

: ’//’ ~(’\n’|’\r’)* ’\r’? ’\n’ {$channel=HIDDEN;}

| ’/*’ ( options {greedy=false;} : . )* ’*/’ {$channel=HIDDEN;}

;

263

WS : ( ’ ’

| ’\t’

| ’\r’

| ’\n’

268 ) {$channel=HIDDEN;}

;

LETTER

273 : (’a’..’z’|’A’..’Z’|’.’|’_’)+

;

//

//NUMBER :(’0’..’9’);

278 INTEGER : (’0’..’9’)+

;

283 STRING

: ’"’ ( ESC_SEQ | ~(’\\’|’"’) )* ’"’

;

fragment

288 HEX_DIGIT : (’0’..’9’|’a’..’f’|’A’..’F’) ;

fragment

ESC_SEQ

: ’\\’ (’b’|’t’|’n’|’f’|’r’|’\"’|’\’’|’\\’)

293 | UNICODE_ESC

| OCTAL_ESC

;

298 fragment

OCTAL_ESC

: ’\\’ (’0’..’3’) (’0’..’7’) (’0’..’7’)

| ’\\’ (’0’..’7’) (’0’..’7’)

| ’\\’ (’0’..’7’)

303 ;

fragment

UNICODE_ESC

: ’\\’ ’u’ HEX_DIGIT HEX_DIGIT HEX_DIGIT HEX_DIGIT

308 ;

The workflow of the tool, depicted in Figure 20, is as follows:

1. read the .xacml file containing the encoding of the policy;
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.xacml file

.java policy

.req file

.java request

.class policy .class request

Call parser

Call javac

Call parser

Call javac

Call ParserFactory

LoadClass

Expressions

Execute

Figure 20: The tool execution flow

2. read the .req file containing the encoding of the request;

3. read the conditions (the expressions) from the policy file;

4. call the parser on the read files and create for each file a .java class;

5. call for each class the javac compiler;

6. by means of a factory pattern, load the compiled class into the classpath
and obtain a policy decision.

A sample request is in Listing C.13, while a sample policy file is in Listing C.14.

Listing C.13: Sample request in the proposed XACML syntax
request:{

(subject.role, "Physician")

(subject.purposeofuse, "TREATMENT")

(subject.organization-id, "216.12.3.4.5.6")

5 (action.action-id, "xdsquery")

(environment.current-dateTime, "2011-03-14T10:00:00Z")

(subject.homeCommunityId, "urn:oid:1.2.3")

}
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Listing C.14: Sample policy in the proposed XACML syntax
{

2 permit-overrides;

<permit-overrides;target:{string-equal("Physician", subject.role)

AND string-equal("216.12.3.4.5.6",subject.organization-id)

AND string-equal("xdsquery",action.action-id)

AND string-equal("TREATMENT", subject.purposeofuse)

7 AND dateTime-greather-than-or-equal("2011-03-14T10:00:00Z",

environment.current-dateTime)

AND dateTime-less-than-or-equal("2012-03-14T10:00:00Z",environment.

current-dateTime)};

rules:{(permit;target:{};

condition:{"string-equal(urn:oid:1.2.3, subject.homeCommunityId)

"}

)

12 }

>

}

The main entry of our tool starts by reading the policy by using an ANTLR
input stream:

1 ANTLRInputStream input = new ANTLRInputStream(fis);

xacml3_newLexer lexer = new xacml3_newLexer(input);

CommonTokenStream tokens = new CommonTokenStream(lexer);

xacml3_newParser grammar = new xacml3_newParser(tokens);

6 xacml3_newParser.pdppolicies_return ret;

try {

ret = grammar.pdppolicies();

Subsequently, the tool creates a set of requests by using the following objects:

Request r = new Request();

2 MatchElement m = new MatchElement();

m.name = "subject.role";

m.value = "Nurse";

r.r.add(m);

The line grammar.pdppolicies(); starts the parser. As shown in Listings C.10,
every time a syntactic category is matched, a corresponding method in
NewVersionCodeGenerator is called. As an example, the method used for generating a
matching function is as follows:

public void generateFactor(String matchId, String targetValue, String targetName, int count)

{

String app = String.valueOf(counter);

sb.append("\n // "+matchId+"("+targetValue+","+targetName+")");

5 sb.append("\n private MatchingTuple eval"+app+"(Request[] R) throws Exception\n" +

" {\n" +

" MatchingTuple mt = new MatchingTuple();\n" +

" Functions matchId = startFunction(ft.get(\""+matchId+"\"));\n" +

" for (int i=0; i<R.length; i++ )\n" +

10 " {\n" +

" LinkedList<String> s = lookUpInR(\""+targetName+"\", R[i]);\n" +

" boolean value=false;\n"+

" for (int j=0; j<s.size(); j++) {\n"+

" String reqVal = s.get(j);\n" +
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15 " Status status = matchId.evaluate("+targetValue+",reqVal);\n"+

" if ( status.equals(Status.TRUE)) {\n " +

" mt.match.add(R[i]);\n " +

" value=true;\n" +

" l.debug("+targetValue+ " + \" \" + reqVal + \" -> MATCHES!\");\n" +

20 " }\n" +

" }\n"+

" if ( !value ) {\n" +

" mt.no_match.add(R[i]);\n"+

" l.debug("+targetValue+ " + \" -> DO NOT MATCH!\");\n" +

25

" };\n"+

" }\n" +

" return mt;\n" +

" }");

30 l.debug("Generate factor " + matchId + " " + targetValue + " " + targetName + " counter "

+ counter);

targetstack.push("eval"+counter);

}

The method generates the code and creates the MatchingTuple by applying the
matching function (from a defined function table) over the matchId. The list of
matching values in the target are found by the function lookUpInR(String, Request[]);.
The function public Status evaluate(Object a, Object b)throws Exception; returns a Status

which can be either true or false. If the status value is true, the request is added
to the matching list1 and returned to the caller. The function name is stored in
the stack of the target evaluation functions. The following stacks are persistent
through the run of the parser:

Stack<String> policystack = new Stack<String>();

Stack<String> rulestack = new Stack<String>();

Stack<String> targetstack = new Stack<String>();

Stack<String> ruleeffect = new Stack<String>();

A sample generated code is:

1 // string-equal("xdsquery",action.action-id)

private MatchingTuple eval2(Request[] R) throws Exception

{

MatchingTuple mt = new MatchingTuple();

Functions matchId = startFunction(ft.get("string-equal"));

6 for (int i=0; i<R.length; i++ )

{

LinkedList<String> s = lookUpInR("action.action-id", R[i]);

boolean value=false;

for (int j=0; j<s.size(); j++) {

11 String reqVal = s.get(j);

Status status = matchId.evaluate("xdsquery",reqVal);

if ( status.equals(Status.TRUE)) {

mt.match.add(R[i]);

value=true;

16 l.debug("xdsquery" + " " + reqVal + " -> MATCHES!");

}

}

if ( !value ) {

1 The generated class maintains four lists for matching/no matching/indeterminate/not applicable
requests.
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mt.no_match.add(R[i]);

21 l.debug("xdsquery" + " -> DO NOT MATCH!");

};

}

return mt;

}

The following generated code is a sample for evaluating a policy target:

// evaluating and

private MatchingTuple eval6(Request[] R) throws Exception

{

MatchingTuple mt = new MatchingTuple();

5 MatchingTuple mt0 = eval5(R);

MatchingTuple mt1 = eval4(R);

MatchingTuple mt2 = eval3(R);

MatchingTuple mt3 = eval2(R);

MatchingTuple mt4 = eval1(R);

10 MatchingTuple mt5 = eval0(R);

List<Request> unionlist = new LinkedList<Request>();

List<Request> intersectionlist = new LinkedList<Request>();

List<Request> tempList1 = new LinkedList<Request>();

15 List<Request> tempList2 = new LinkedList<Request>();

unionlist = ListUtils.union(unionlist,mt0.no_match);

intersectionlist = mt0.match;

tempList1 = ListUtils.union(tempList1, mt0.indeterminate);

unionlist = ListUtils.union(unionlist,mt1.no_match);

20 intersectionlist = ListUtils.intersection(intersectionlist, mt1.match);

tempList1 = ListUtils.union(tempList1, mt1.indeterminate);

unionlist = ListUtils.union(unionlist,mt2.no_match);

intersectionlist = ListUtils.intersection(intersectionlist, mt2.match);

tempList1 = ListUtils.union(tempList1, mt2.indeterminate);

25 unionlist = ListUtils.union(unionlist,mt3.no_match);

intersectionlist = ListUtils.intersection(intersectionlist, mt3.match);

tempList1 = ListUtils.union(tempList1, mt3.indeterminate);

unionlist = ListUtils.union(unionlist,mt4.no_match);

intersectionlist = ListUtils.intersection(intersectionlist, mt4.match);

30 tempList1 = ListUtils.union(tempList1, mt4.indeterminate);

unionlist = ListUtils.union(unionlist,mt5.no_match);

intersectionlist = ListUtils.intersection(intersectionlist, mt5.match);

tempList1 = ListUtils.union(tempList1, mt5.indeterminate);

tempList2 = ListUtils.subtract(tempList1, unionlist);

35 mt.setNoMatchList(unionlist);

mt.setMatchList(intersectionlist);

mt.setIndeterminateList(tempList2);

return mt;

}

The following code is the evaluation of a policy, with the algorithm set as
permit-overrides:

1 // eval policy

private MatchingTuple eval10(Request[] R) throws Exception

{

MatchingTuple mt = new MatchingTuple();

List<Request> matchlist = new LinkedList<Request>();

6 List<Request> nomatchlist = new LinkedList<Request>();

List<Request> indetlist = new LinkedList<Request>();

l.debug("Creating the policies");

l.debug("After POLICY targetstack");
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for ( int i=0; i<R.length; i++ )

11 {

matchlist.add(R[i]);

}

// I looped over the matching target. Now execute the rules

l.debug("Executing the rules");

16 Request[] REQ = new Request[matchlist.size()];

for ( int k=0; k<matchlist.size(); k++ ) {

REQ[k] = matchlist.get(k);

}

l.debug("after calling the rules");

21 // RALG IS: permit-overrides

boolean atLeastOneError = false;

boolean atLeastOnePermit = false;

boolean atLeastOneDeny = false;

boolean potentialpermit = false;

26 boolean found=false;

LinkedList<MatchingTuple> mtList = null;

List<Request> permitList = new LinkedList<Request>();

List<Request> denyList = new LinkedList<Request>();

List<Request> indeterminateList = new LinkedList<Request>();

31 List<Request> naList = new LinkedList<Request>();

int size = 0;

for ( int j=0; j<REQ.length; j++ )

{

Request r = REQ[j];

36 MatchingTuple mt0 = evalRule9(new Request[]{r});

mtList = new LinkedList<MatchingTuple>();

mtList.add(mt0);

size = mtList.size();

for ( int i=0; i<size; i++ ) {

41 if ( isDeny(mtList.get(i), r) ) { atLeastOneDeny = true; }

if ( isPermit(mtList.get(i), r) ) { permitList.add(r);found = true; }

if ( isIndeterminate(mtList.get(i), r) ){ atLeastOneError = true; potentialpermit

= true;}

}

if ( potentialpermit ) { indeterminateList.add(r); found = true; }

46 if ( atLeastOneDeny ) { denyList.add(r); found = true; }

if ( atLeastOneError ) { indeterminateList.add(r); found = true; }

if (!found) {naList.add(r);}

}

51 MatchingTuple returnmt = new MatchingTuple();

returnmt.setDenyList(denyList);

returnmt.setPermitList(permitList);

returnmt.setIndeterminateList(ListUtils.union(indeterminateList,indetlist));

returnmt.setNAList(ListUtils.union(naList,nomatchlist));

56 return returnmt;

}

Finally, the following code shows the entry point for the policy evaluation:

public MatchingTuple eval(Request[] R) throws Exception

{

3 l.debug("Starting the policy evaluation: ");

MatchingTuple mt = new MatchingTuple();

List<Request> permitlist = new LinkedList<Request>();

List<Request> denylist = new LinkedList<Request>();

List<Request> indetlist = new LinkedList<Request>();

8 List<Request> nalist = new LinkedList<Request>();

l.debug("Created the lists");
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MatchingTuple mt0 = eval10(R);

permitlist = ListUtils.union(permitlist, mt0.permit);

denylist = ListUtils.union(denylist, mt0.deny);

13 indetlist = ListUtils.union(indetlist, mt0.indeterminate);

nalist = ListUtils.union(nalist, mt0.na);

l.debug("After the policy stack");

mt.setPermitList(permitlist); mt.setDenyList(denylist);

mt.setIndeterminateList(indetlist); mt.setNAList(nalist);

18 return mt;

}

The generated code for the evaluation of the requests and the expressions is
similar.
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L I S T O F A C R O N Y M S

AES: Advanced Encryption Standard

ARR: Audit Record Repository

ATNA: Audit Trail and Node Authentication

CDA: Clinical Document Architecture

CMC: COWS model checker

COWS: Calculus for Orchestration of Web Services

EHR: Electronic Health Record

epSOS: European Patients Smart Open Services

HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

Hl7: Health Level Seven International

IHE: Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise

OASIS: Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards

RST: WS-Trust Request Security Token

RSTR: WS-Trust Request Security Token Response

SAML: Security Assertion Markup Language

SHA: Secure Hash Algorithm

SOAP: Simple Object Access Protocol

SOC: Service-Oriented Computing

SocL: Service-Oriented Computing Logic

STS: Security Token Service

TCP: Transmission Control Protocol

TLS: Transport Layer Security

UT: WS-Security Username Token

W3C: World Wide Web Consortium

WS-BPEL: Web Services Business Process Execution Language

XACML: eXtensible Access Control Markup Language

XCN: eXtended Composite ID Number and name for persons

XDM: Cross Enterprise Document Sharing using Portable Media

XDS: Cross Enterprise Document Sharing

XML: eXtensible Markup Language
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